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Another new
Lotus Component-the Lotus
Dual Wave Coil
From 5XX to 5GB is a simple matter of a

switch, that's all-if you'use one of the
new Lotus Dual Wave Coils. No more
changing of coils or trying to get rid of

the morse on that 30o to 50o metres band.
The new Lotus Dual Wave Coil tunes to
long or short waves without dead ends, has
a high magnification on both bands and is
aStatically wound. It incorporates only a
simple two-way switch. The primary and
reaction windings serve both wave bands.

The Lotus Dual
Wave from all
radio dealers at

16/6
Other Lotus Components

The Lotus Buoyancy Valve Holders, 1'3 to 1/9; Lotus
Vernier Dial, 4/9, and Condensers from 5'-; Lotus Remote
Controls, Coil Holders, Jacks, Switches and Plugs. Every
Lotus Component is accurately made, and beautifully
finished and tested before it leaves the makers. Choose
Lotus Components for your Mullard Master 3*, Cossor
Melody Maker or any other set.

From all radio dealers

DUAL WAVE COIL
Made by Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd., Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road, Liverpool
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Master j
tiikVIVIUPULAR
RECEIVER
The number of Mullard Master 3* receivers

.

which are being built every week proves
.

positively that it is the most popular receiver,
It fulfils every condition for popularity.

The Mullard Master 3* excels in the manner

you most need a radio to excel-it gives you
rich, realistic tone and the greatest volume

Os=
023=a7
stamp
envelope
unsealed.

obtainable from three valves. It is selective,
too, but not, like some sets for Which extreme
selectivity is claimed, at the expense of_
quality.

What is more, it does actually give you a
wide choice of programmes-and gives them
to you at full loud -speaker strength. Remem-

ber, too, that tuning is with one dial only
and that it covers both long and short wave
lengths without coil changing.

Compare these features with those of any
other three -valve set-and your choice must
be the Mullard Master 3*.

To Dept: 8,

Radio fer
the

63, Lincoln's
Inn Fields,

Read more about it-post the coupon now.

Lcndon,

Please send me
Plan of

Simplified

Assembly of the new
Milliard Master 3*
and

Free c,,py of "RADIO FOR

THE MILLION" V01.2, No. 4.

Name
(BLOCK LETTERS.)

Address

A W.

Please Mention "A.17." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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SCRAP THAT

YOU'RE
YOU'REwasting money every

time you buy an accumulator
-if you have electric light. For
here's a way you can get constant
radio power-from your switch. Get

The Tg rain C.T.S. Unit
makes a Loud Speaker
easy to build and easy to

this T.0 C. Book. It shows how any.

one can build a safe, reliable L.T.

Eliminator-in an evening. You
can't possibly go wrong if you follow

buy. Though the price
is only sixteen shillings
there is a complete set of

parts for either a horn
or cone type model.
You can build it your-

the easy instructions, clear photographs and simple diagrams. There

are only 6 components and 12 wires.
The result will be an eliminator that

self-the instructions

will give you steady, silent powerat the touch of a switch. Send the
coupon to -day.

45i111111M

Unit for building

a horn type Loud
Speaker
costs only 13 /0

Additional parts for

given and the quality

converting this to

of the Vtotim

type.cost

Unit
supplied ensure your
success.

°int M

The iareton C.T.S

a horn

lees

2,16

Get one for Christmas

0117- To Telegraph Condensor Co., Ltd..

Wa'es Farm Road. N. Acton, London. W3

44*

`the

I e nclose Id. stamp. Please send Eliminator book.
Nan?
Address

411

A.N. 8i 12,28
MP
eV
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CONDENSERS.

CONSTRUCTORS' UNIT
Mil. S. G. Brown, Ltd., WeLtern Are., Not at Anion, London, W .3.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers wit Ensure Prompt Attention
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for still better

radio results

5E. 225
SPECIFICATION
Max. Anode volts
150

Priming Grid volts
100 - 150
Amp. Factor - 80
Impedance
66,000 ohms
Price 25/- each

Your
them

dealer has
or can get

them for yen.

\.`
SIS,.\\

Don't let your
batteries disappoint you !
Keep your batteries well charged with an Ediswan
L.T. Charger and lengthen their lives. You know
that your accumulators will always be properly
charged according to the instructions given.
The Ediswan L.T. Charger will charge two, four
or six -volt accumulators at 2 amps. from A.C. Mains.

Price

X2

-

17 -

6 complete

ED 1 SWiAN

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD., 123/5, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

-MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD'S FIRST RADIO VALVES
Advertisers Like to Know That You Saw it in "A.W."

a
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GRAHAM FARISH

THE WONDER SET

OF THE SEASON.
Something entirely new in 3 -valve receivers.
A set that covers all broadcast wavelengths.

It is designed for the local stations 5GB
and 5XX, but many continental stations
can be brought in by careful tuning.

The set

neat, compact and handsome,
finish, with attractive
bakelite moulded front panel. There are
no coils or loose parts ; everything is self
contained, and all the battery and speaker
leads are provided ready connected. Tuning
black

is

morocco

is sharp and simple-by means of two
drum controls.

And the price is less than you would have
to pay for the components. Why bother
with home construction?

GRAHAM FARISH LTD.,
Bromley, Kent.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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BATTERY ELIMINATORS
The Supreme Units for Performance and
Durability
MODELS TO SUIT EVERY NEED AND PURSE
THE ever-increasing demand for Clarke's " ATLAS "
Battery Eliminators is proof of the success in working

and thoroughness in manufacture of these instruments.
Every model is British to the last screw-backed 'by the

MODEL A.C.18

Particularlisuitable for the Cossor Melody

Maker and Mullard Master Three Sets.
For A.C.' Zoo/ 25o Volt Mains 3oI tzo
cycles. Max. output oiii-wave rectifteanon, 15 in/A. ; 20)25 ml A. qn full -wave
rectification. Price £4 175. 6d., including
one half -wave rectifying valve and

royalty..

7s. 6d.

rectifying valve.

"ATLAS" Guarantee and incorporates the Series Anode Feed System-first used by us years ago. All Hum from
mains and Motor -Boating is obviated.
The instruments fully comply with the Institute of Electrical
Engineers Regulations. and every thought has been given
to ensure safety. A flick of the switch ensures Perfect and
Unfailing Current to your set.
The ideal Christmas Gift for yourself or radio frlen4.

MODEL D.C.i 8

'Foie Direct Citri'ent ioot z5o twits A
popular model, guaranteed to work any

extra for full -wave

three -valve and serve most four -valve sets.

Maximumoutput is m/4. Price £t 173..6d

MODEL D.C. I

F(15 Direct Current 200/250 volts. A
thoroughly efficient :and refined model,

MODEL A.C.56

For Alternating Current 200/250 volts,

giving one variable tapping of of too volts
and a fixed tapping of 120 volts. Maxi sawn output 20 nil A. Price £3 155. od.

30/120 cycles. Suitable for one- to seven -

valve sets. NO VALVES TO BURN
OUT-a Westinghouse Patent Meted
Rectifier being incorporated: Maximum
output so m, A. Price £8 tsr. od., including royalty.

NEW L.T. SUPPLY UNIT
THE latest model in L.T. Supply Units (Illustrated

above) represents the last word in ensuring perfect and
continuous. L.T. current to your set. This model is suitable
only for Alternating Current Mains zoo/25o volts, 30/520
cycles. It is universally adaptable to any receiving set
without alteration to existing wiring.
There are No Chargers, No Floating -Batteries, No Liquids,
No Hum, No Moving Parts-it is Bone Dry and Fool Proof.
For 2-, 4-, 6 -Volt Valves up to I Amp. *Price- kra los. od.
For 2-, 4-, 6 -Volt Valves up to 2 Amps. Price Liz tzs. od.

Send now to the Sole Manufacturers for Eliminator

Brochure No. 32, and L.T. Unit Leaflet No. 36, post-free.
MODEL A.C.36

For Alternating Current 2oo1250 volts,
3o/120 cycles. Provides one fixed tapping
of 300 volts maximum, with two additional

H. CLARKE & CO.(M/cr), LTD.

variable tappings of ohi8o volts. Maxi-

mum output 6o nilA. Price, including two
rectifying ealves and royalty, Lizizs. 6d.

OLD

" ATLAS " WORKS
'TRAFFORD, - MANCHESTER

MODEL D.C.50

For Direct Current Zoo/250. volts. A

super -model designed for receivers requiring large output current. Has two variable

tappings of oftfio volts each, and two

fixed tappings, of which one is tae volts
and the other which is for the output, 200
volts. Gives varying outputs from 24 to
m'A. Price £7 155. od.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attenticn
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" TENACIOUS

COATING"

Extra Quatitiq

without Extka Cost

.....
A set of OSRAM VALVES as a gift
MADE IN ENGLAND.

gifeCtediet!

Sold by all Wireless Deil:rs.

Adct. of The Cer ral Ele:tric Co.. Ltd., Magnet hour_, Kingfway, London, W.C.2.

Advertisers Like to Know That You Saw it in `A.W.'
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No longer a mystery, Six -Sixty's great new Receiver
has proved itself the very finest of the popular home built sets. Dozens of European programmes searched

of

cr

out and brought in every night-no interference

tiro

'e

0

between them-the tone noticeably pure-the volume
ample for any room. The Six -Sixty valves are carefully matched to promote supreme efficiency; and
remember, the extra valve makes all the difference.

'tiZ;$

0

Fill up this coupon and learn how to build and use this marvellous set.

e
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A

So simple you can't go wrong.

5
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SIX -SIXTY RADIO COMPANY

,so

÷4,

122 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2
Advertisers Like to Know That You Saw it in "A.W."
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Broadcasting House-The Big Breezes-The B.B.C. Receivers-" Number
Three "-Fultograph Change-No "Mess "-The £90,000 Announcer
Broadcasting House-So the
B.B.C. is at long last to have a
tondOn headquarters in keeping

be another three years or so before
Broadcasting House materialises
and in the meantime, Savoy Hill i ;
badly in need of this rieevcomer-

with other Econdbh buildings of big
organisations. Britain boasts a

I' NO. 3."

broadcasting scheme comparable

Fultograph Change-Very

with any other in the world -----and
Savoy Hill is something of a

shortly. a rather .important chame
will be made in the 1iPansmission of

reproach to an efficient business

Fultograph pictures. At present, a
copy has to be made of the picture
to be transmitteit and this is done
so that intermittent contact can
made between the transmitting

body. But Broadcasting- House will
open up a new era.
£500,000!-As a humorous
B.B.C. official remarked to an
" A.IfV." correspondent, listeners.

"pen" and the rotating cylinder.
In tht0 new system the original

need not expect the licence fees to go

picture will be used, and a photoelectric cell will pick up the light
variations. This should result in a
better :definition of thc9 received

up as a result of the cost (/50o,000)

.of building Broadcasting House !
The B.B.C.'s opinion is that listeners

This photograph shows hoW short-wave work can add interest to
will, in 1931, reap the benefit of a
motoring on winter nights ! America is being received at 11.45
p.m. on the Chiltern Hills
pictures.
more efficient broadcasting headquarters. So we must wait and see ! its "jazzy" carpet, but the distinct echo,
No "Mess "-A second Fultograph
The Big Breezes-The recent storms mentioned last week by an "AM." corre- development is promised. Paper will
played havoc With land -lines, and many spondent, has not yet been cured. A peep shortly be available to owners of Fultobroadcasting stations found themselves cut into "No. 3" revealed B.B.C. engineers graph equipment which will obviate the
off from their .programme source. Stations at work tracking the echo period-so soon somewhat messy business of " doping "
north of Leeds were particularly affected, the new studio will be in operation. It will the paper before it is clamped to the
.

while

Belfast was also in

cylinder. The new paper will be
sensitised and will need merely to be

diffi-

culties. Bournemouth's aerial came
down. Radio links took the place
of land -lines - When catastrophies
occurred !
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dipped in distilled water before tvc.
A. -.distinct improvement which
should make picture -receiving simpler than ever.

The £90,000 Announcer-The
romance of the "mike," for spinTrsters, is increased now that the4Hon.

David Tennant, a regular B.B.C.
announcer, has inherited a fortune
and a mansion. He is not giving up
his radio job, so any voice may be

that of the /go,000 man ! Buthe is married,-to Miss Hermione

Baddeley, the actress, who incidentally, is
work.

not giving up her stage

55W-The Continental Limited
Canadian National Railways train,
moving eastward from Vancouver
to Montreal, recently picked up
5SNiV
(Chelmsford) while it was

pass* Favel, Ontario. The recep. t ion' lasted fifteen minutes.

nualuir Wulde.si
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THE PROGRAMMES!
The Critical, Practical, Lively and Severe
Suggestions of a Number of Well-known
People

Collected By PEARKES WITHERS
At the Editor's request I have asked a number of famous
people what they would do if they ran the B.B.C. programmes. They have responded gallantly, if in some cases
evasively. But whether their replies are helpful or other-

wise must be left to the judgment of AMATEUR WIRELESS

readers-and to the officials of the B.B.C.
I should like to have said something else, renew their licences. Maybe she's right, but
H. DE VERE STACPOOLE
(The Famous Author of " The ' Blue of course.; but the plain fact is that, but for Joe Murgatroyd sides with. me,
Lagoon" and many other delightful novels).
I would like more after -dinner speeches.
There is a lot o good stuff being spoken nearly

every night in London

and wasted on a few

this,

I am satisfied and have no other

C. J. CUTCLIFFE HYNE

criticism to make.

JOHN HENRY
(The Popular Wireless Comedian).

(The Famous Creator of "Captain Kettle.")
pervades
TVireless
one room of my house,

and. I mostly get out
when it is turned on,
Also, I would like but theatrical stars who are really splendid by reason of its being
less cabaret-or what- on the ether could probably be counted on so exquisitely dull. I
ever it is that sounds one's fingers and one's toes ; and for this always seem to hit

over -stuffed and half fuddled listeners.

A comedian-even a wireless comedian-

should not, I suppose, be taken too seriously,

a public -house reason if I ran the B.B.C. programmes upon somebody who is
burst open when the set (honestly speaking,
shouldn't much care talking in a flannel
is switched on.
for the job !) I shoUld certainly book and voice, a bad band, some

like

Less modern music-more classical.- And
more children's concerts, if it were possible ;
they are simply delightful.

star the various artistes, not according to bore maundering on the manufacture of
music, with intervals of tiddley winks on the
their stage reputation,
piano, or an official holding forth on the
but according to their

wireless ability.
J. E. BUCKROSE
Wireless technique
(Authoress of " Down Our Street" and is as different from
more than thirty other charming books). stage technique as

If I had ever attempted to run the B.B.C. from film technique,
programmes, I should now be qualifying for added to which the
the lunatic asylum, attired in loose leaves of ether (or something)
AMATEUR WIRELESS, and with spare .valves - seems to improve smite
voices and to ruin,
in my hair.
But as I only pursue the easy and, others. Some of our greatest vocalists of the
apparently, congenial concert platform and the stage' lose all their
task of criticism, I quality between the microphone and the loudsuppose I feel' and speaker, whereas a number of vocalists who
think much the same do not scintillate in public broadcast
as the average listener. wonderfully.
Some of the "outside" stars, whether
That is, I really do
find in wireless an vocalists or variety artistes, are very expenentirely extra and added sive, and if I were running the B.B.C. prointerest and joy in my grammes I should save a lot of money by
leaving them to shine in their proper orbits,
daily life.
But I also say to myself-every day and instead of coaxing them to the " mike." In
in every thay-that if I ran the programmes their stead I should engage performers who
I should eliminate the high soprano voice were really suited to the medium and endeavour to train budding talent in those whor
from all transmissions.
This is a cruel thing to be said by one promised well.
who loves her fellow woman, and who enjoys
Perhaps, however, I should add that
true soprano singing in the concert -hall' and Blossom declares I ant all wrong in this in private life. But it is a view that I have that the public are impressed by big names,
heard expressed many times. I only advance even when their owners prove disappointing.
this suggestion for what it is worth ; and And she assures me that if I were to run the
that-in the judgment of th`ose who matter B.B.C. programmes the makers of wireless
in musical affairs-is exactly nothing at all. sets would be ruined and few listeners would
_

anti -somethings which influence the weather,
or giving specifications of uninteresting

printed matter which he seems to want to
peddle.

The B.B.C. has, one gathers, an enormous
I would like to see a balance -sheet

income.

setting out the details of its income on one
side and on the other how much it has spent
programmes,onz and how much on political

and other passengers who do not pull their
weight.

MAY EDGINTON
(The Popular Woman Novelist).
If I ran the B.B.C.
programmes I should
be very puzzled indeed
as to-: how 16 please
everybody. HoWever,
I feel sure I should try
'

to fill my progranzmUss

with topical and popu-

lar. items -only-and
nothing dull or acad.:-

mically informative. I should never, under
any circumstances, invite any artiste or
author to talk about himself, or herself, or
to read selections from his or her works.
I should pliimp for music, especially vocal

and orchestral for church services ; for
political and ministerial speeches; and for
humorous stories

DECEMBER 8, 1923
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SANTOS CASANI, COMPTON MACKENZIE, A. J. ALAN, ANDRE CHARLOT,
'
MARK LESTER and VIVIAN FOSTER on the Programmes
ANDRE CHARLOT

SANTOS CASANI

B.B.C. programmes, I
brogrammes; and I sympathise greatly with .am afraid the fact that
the B.B.C. in its unenviable task. But if I contributed thirty-two

Therefore, I should not care to run the B.B.C'.

People whO have
been- at work all day
desire entertainment in
their leisure hours. The
tired business man naturthem.

off

ally says, "Oh, cut that
" when somebody begins to tell him-

through the laud-speaker-about the habits of
the gadfly.

And I am not at all sure that I
should broadcast plays. Most plays are
tedious when uuseen, and for those to whom
the play
appeal most of an unrecaptur-

able erestin is wasted.
I should go in for variety. A talk here,
-

arid perhapson rare occasions-a play

dream-an idle dream-one of those things
that go,by contraries. I can' feel it in nil
bones that I shall never be permitted to 721.'
the B.B.C. programmes. And perhaps, all
things considered, -it's just as well, for there
friendship I really value !
So tell me if you've heard this one, instead :

There was cc family who had a wirelc::
set, and each member used

(The Inimitable Comedian, now playing in

"Blue Eye's' at Daly's Theatre).
Oh, what a /oval: idea !

go farther nOw-but ivhar 5 the use ? It's a

are one or two people in the world whose

I had to run the programmes I think I hours of the B.B.C.
entertainments d u r in g
should do several things differently.
For one thing, I should cut out all talks of this year makes it iman educational or dreary possible for sue to express
description in the even- my views on the matter.
ing, because. the evening
MARK LESTER'
is not the right time for

Radio Times published to -morrow
I should go fartkii-a lot farther. I might
.

(The Famous Theatrical Manager).
Ole Famous -Teacher of Dancing).
.4Ithough I has,e a lot of ideas about what
It always has been, and I fear .it always
will 'be, impossible to please everybody. It is I would do, and what I
difficult enough to please the majority. Wouldn't do, if I ran the

I have

a happy time-and wouldn't the listeners !
I'd cut out all the talks, except those I wanted

to hear myself : I'd insist on every famous
musician having his hair cut before he castle
to the studio ; I'd provide a real bar at
Savoy Hill, where all the staff and all the
performers could have a few whenever they
felt really thirsty (thus reducing the water rate on the premises) ; and I'd pay myself
L I0,000 a year-at least !
Of _course, the listeners wouldn't be any
better off than, before-but I should be ; and,
after all, what is a paltry ten shillings a year
to a listener ? There couldn't be any more
complaints than usual ; and, anyway, I
.

-to sit up inturn, at night
getting various stations.
They bragged about the
achievements at brealeft
next morning-and
one believed them.

;

/

no

It caine'to Dad's turn,
Who wasn't an expert ;
and all the other mein-

--

bees of the family were curious to know what

he would say he had got the night before.
ll'arsaw-Moscow-Timbitctoo ? No, not
one of them !

"I

"up .to midnight," he sai

must admit that I didn t ge tr*ers51. $* But

I tried hard, and just beforAbil; O'clock

I got ---"

" Yes ?" chorused the faiiiily-- !'''''
Their father looked at their eag 671;[fiices
and said triumphantly :-.--' '' -; '' '
shouldn't read the correspondence. The sort
"Thoroughly tight !"
quently in the papers concerning B.B.C. of people who are always full of complaints
It is more than possible that if I had to
programme., is that things are overdone, that would have to take their medicine, and that's
run the B.B.C. programmes I might be
there are too many talks, that there is too all about it,
almost as successful.
snitch highbrow stuff, too much lowbrow
I should go in for novelties, of course. The
staff, too much jazz, too much Mozart, and tired business man ought to be catered for,
VIVIAN FOSTER
so on. The advantage of a variety show is and I should cater for him. The sound of
(The Redoubtable Vicar of Mirth).
that there is something in it to please champagne corks popping all over the microMy programme would be diverse : one
everyone.
phone would Wake hint up, and that would man's _fish is another man's poison ! Yes,
1 should encourage the rivalries of coun- be my tuning -note in Me evening. Occasion- I think .so !
ties, foster local patriotism, and give John ally -I Should get Mr. Bass and Mr. WorthThere would be a studio audience, creating
o' Groa's a chance of listening to Land's
ington to provide a (not very) cross talk, and "atmosphere," but no coughing, as good jokes

,theie ; bat variety always.

Every kind of

tin is rigl:t.at the right time, so long as it is
not overdO'ne: The complaint I see most ,fre-

.

_

End.

I shmild certainly broadcast the joy of a are not to be sneezed at.
But, as I hope I have made quite clear, bookmaker paying out on a 20 to i chance.
Wireless should be for. instruction and
I am entirely a friendly critic of the B.B.C. The noise of a gale in the Channel, on a pleasure, and the instruction itself should
It is so easy to find fault
really. stormy night, would reconcile a. lot of snake for pleasure.
COMPTON MACKENZIE
(The Distinguished

Nacelst).

If I ran the
fl.B:C." programmes

I should thank God
if I. could run them
a quarter as .well

as they are run at
present.

people to their own firesides, not to mention
my programmes. '
Music ? Oh, lots and lots of music. Music
is what the public want most of all. But
only tuneful stuff. Like "In a Monastery

The deepest subjects, handled with sportive

spirit, would be delightful.

I

always

think religion one of
the most joyful things

Garden" and-well, like "In a Monastery in the world. It's not
Garden"-you can't have too much of a the parsons who want
good thing. Never anything highbrow. The to make it dull-it's
people who want highbrow stuff could go to the preconceived idea
-well, wherever the people who want high- of the laity to treat it
brow stuff could find it. Personally, I prefer with awe.

I'd have political propaganda, with all
sides
heard-the listener could put on the lid.
A. J. ALAN
The keynote of my programme must be
bury bells to the belles of musical comedy.
(WhOse Broadcast Stories are so popular But no saxophone stuff-except when there laughter-laughter all the way. Millions
with listeners).
were plenty of atmospherics about to go with would appreciate this --some wouldn't. To
I heartily approve of the way in which the it. And I should sack every announcer who gratify millions is better than to bend the
B.B.C. programmes are run and have no said things like " A depression off the south knee to a disgruntled few. Yes, I thaink so !
suggestions for alterations to offer.
of Iceland . ." or "In the issue of the I think so!
to lose it.
Bells ? Oh, yes, of course-from Canter-

.
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Straightforward Working Instructions by T.
Thorne Baker, the Inventor of the System that
made the Fultograph possible and Technical
Consultant to the Wireless Picture Company
and pictures can now The two drums are thus obliged to bePHOTOGRAPHS
be picked up by the wireless amateur, gin each new revolution in exact' step,
and as time goes on all sorts of pictorial and such is the perfection of the driving
diversions will, without doubt, be arranged mechanism that during the whole revolution the 'stylus of each machine is in an
by different broadcasting organisations.
The Fultograph, which is being used in exactly corresponding position. The interthis country by the B.B.C., and has given val must not be too long between the stopsuch successful results, has been described ping and restarting of the receiving drum;
in this journal, but in this issue of AMATEUR otherwise the picture will be elongated.
WIRELESS

I am giving some practical

to the 12 -volt terminal of the grid -bias
battery. The lead marked L.T.- is then
connected to the negative terminal of the
accumulator, which is also the negative
L.T. connection of the set.

If the wireless set is run from a 4 -volt
accumulator, the L.T. -I- lead of the Fultograph is connected to the same terminal as
the L.T.-1- of the wireless set. If the wire-

Assuming that the reader is intending to less set uses a 6 -volt accumulator, the

working instructions.
As described in a recent article, the sys-

L.T.+ lead of the Fultograph should be
connected to tap -off at 4 volts. If the.set
uses only a 2 -volt accumulator, an addi-

drums revolving in exact step, or synchronism, with a stylus tracing a spiral Connecting Up

tional 2 -volt accumulator must be joined
to it in series and the. L.T.-F lead of the
Fultograph connected to the plus terminal
of the additional accumulator.
The output terminals of the set are connected to the loud -speaker and also to the
two sockets of the relay panel. This connects the picture receiver in parallel with
the loud -speaker, the sounds of the picture
transmission being thus made audible.
Before the set is switched on, the switch
on the relay panel is put to the " on " position; the milliammeter should be looked at
and if the reading is higher than zero the
grid bias should be increased or the H.T.
voltage decreased. To satisfy oneself 'that
the set is in correct working order, one of
the leads of the grid -bias battery should be
temporarily disconnected, when the pointer
of the milliammeter should rise,

use a Fultograph on his own set, the follOwing are briefly the instructions for its
tem consists essentially of two metal operation.

In addition to the instrument itself, one
transmitter, is a thin copper sheet on the valve is required, the most suitable being
surface of which is printed a half -tone the Mullard PM4DX. A short connecting
photograph in glue; on the other is lead is supplied which connects up the
wrapped a piece of moist sensitised paper. relay panel with the picture receiver; the
path over the surface. On one of these, the

The function of the transmitter is to
send out a succession of signals, about
35o per second, varying in duration at
each instant according to the light and

lead is plugged into the socket on the

right-hand side of the picture receiver at
one end, and at the other into the socket
on the relay panel marked " APP." The

plug of a six -way Multiway battery lead is
shade of the photograph.
The function of the receiver is to utilise inserted into the left-hand socket on the

the signals to produce brown marks of relay panel marked ",BATT." The lead
corresponding size upon the sensitised marked H.T.+ is joined to the 9o -volt
paper, so that a facsimile picture is built up. terminal of the.H.T. battery; this battery
The Fultograph can be used with any valve may be the same as is used with the wireset that will fully operate a loud -speaker. less set. G.B. + is connected to the grid Each instrument is supplied with a bias battery positive. G.B. is connected
panel as shown above, the

panel requiring an extra valve

and as it passes the figure i a

(see below)

click should be heard from the

which can be seen the amount
of current being supplied to the
picture machine. The drum of

relay is functioning properly.

and being provided with a milliammeter, with

relay panel, showing that the

the receiver is rotated by means

The grid -bias lead should then
be connected up again when the
milliammeter will again read

of a small spring motor fitted

zero.

All that remains to be done
now is to wind up the motor
and attach the sensitive paper

in the base of the instrument.

Synchronising

to the receiving drum.

The receiving drum revolves
slightly faster than the drum of

The arm carrying the stylus
should be set so that the stylus

the transmitter, so that it finishes

is at the extreme right of the
paper, care- being taken that
the guide wheel is in contact

up its revolntion a little too
soon.

It is then automatically

stopped, and cfnly released when

the drum of the transmitter has
con -piked its own revolution.

with the threaded shaft, as far
The sensitised paper is secured to the cylinder by means of a clip

as possible to the right.
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Immediately before the transmission the switch on the relay panel should be more permanent it should preferably be
begins an announcement is made, following moved to the "off" position, after which dried fairly quickly by holding it in front

which a tuning note is given, which lasts the motor should be stopped by the knob
for two minutes. This tuning note is, of
course, reproduced on the loud -speaker.

of the fire. There is little doubt but that,

In order to tune in the receiver so that the
strength is correct for picture transmission.
the reading on the milliarnmeter should be
noted, and by reducing reaction the

greatly improved.

as time goes on, both fhe.brilliance.and the

keeping qualities of the pictures will be
It may be said, in conclusion, that the
majority of amateurs succeed the first
time in getting perfectly good reception,
and that the ease of manipulation and

milliammeter should be reduced to something between 2.5 and 3.
When the tuning note has ceased, three
V's are transmitted; after the last V there
is an interval of five seconds, and during
this time the brake controlling the motor
is released by raising and giving a quarter
turn to the round ebonite rod on the left
side of the picture receiver. The drum
only begins to revolve when the correct

certainty of result are outstanding charms
of a delightful bit of apparatus.
Next week.,We shall give a selection of

pictures as received by us, with further
practical notes.

Have you heard 2PB yet ? It is the call
sign- of a B.B.C. mobile transmitter working

signal is received from the transmitting
station. When the picture transmission
is complete it stops automatically. The

- on 288.5 metres. On a recent date it was
in Norfolk and listeners were surprised to

hear the call: "This is 2PB the British

speed of the motor must be such that

Broadcasting station at Norwich testing."
As the outfit is installed on a motor lorry.
and experiments are being made with a
view to testing out various aerial systems,

the receiving drum always revolves slightly

faster than the drum at the transmitting
station. The speed should be 55 revolutions per minute. When the setting is correct, the drum, during transmission, should
stop momentarily for a very brief pause,
and start again once during each revolution. If the drum revolves continuously the This portrait of the King was receive 1 by a

member of our -staff from 5XX o.1 Nov. 26
setting is too sldw.
Finishing Off
on the left-hand side of the receiver. The
When the picture transmission is com- paper, with -the picture on it, is removed
pleted the drum stops automatically, and from the drum, and in order to make it

there is a possibility you may hear the
call on any night, anywhere I
With the Scottish Nationalist Party

having come so much into prominence

lately, the B.B.C. has hit upon something
topical in a new series of talks under the
general title, "Scotland To -day." It is
intended

to provide a comprehensive
picture of the present state of Scotland.

For the Newcomer to Wireless :
IAll not very satisfied with the selec.1. tivity of my wireless receiving set;
I

can you tell me how it may be improved?

The first thing to do is to get at the
causes of unselectivity and to go for
them one by one.
That seems a sound policy.
What is vour.set ?

A three-valver with one. high -frequency stage, a rectifier, and one note magnifier.

How is the aerial coupled to the grid
IA

111iii

of the first valve ?
The tuner is of the single -circuit type,
both the aerial and grid being connected

to the " top" of the coil.
Well, there's a point right away. The
easiest way of increasing selectivity is to

Eil

Iii
in
Iii
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substitute for your present plain coil
one of the X pattern and to connect the
aerial not to the "top" but to whichever
of the two tappings gives the best com-

bination of good signal strength and
reasonable selectivity.
Is that the best method there is?
No, you may find it a further improve -

ment to give the aerial a very small
coil all to itself. Couple this to the grid
coil, but don't tune it. Aperiodic aerial
coupling, as it is called, is very selective
if there are few turns on the aerial coil.
Do you think my aerial is all right?

11_1-1=

L is thirty feet high with two parallel
wires.

How long is the "roof" part?
About seventy feet.
You will get greater selectivity With a
shorter roof and probably you will find

that you will gain in this *ay without
losing appreciably in signal strength by
using one wire instead of two. Also it is

often an advantage -to have a fixed
condenser with a capacity of from .000I

to .0003-microfarad in series with the
aerial. This reduces the effective capacity
of the aerial.

How can I find the best capacity for
this condenser ?
Either use clip -in condensers and find
-

by experiment which gives the best
results, or fit a variable which will allow.

you to adjust things to a nicety.
I wonder if the coupling between my
high -frequency valve and the rectifier
is good enough? It is the tuned plate
circuit, which I have heard is rather out
of date nowadays.
It is. Probably, too, you, have got a
potentiometer connected to the Lower

end of your H.F. valve's grid coil to
enable you to obtain stability.
Yes, I have.
That stability is gained only by intro-

.

HOW CAN I GET
SELECTIVITY ?

ducing losses into the circuit; you are
holding the valve down by preventing
it from working as efficiently as it
should.

How can I improve matters ?
Use some kind of neutralising arrange ment in the circuit between the first and
second valves-I will explain neutralising
to you another time. Meantime you will
find in AisiATEuR .WrkErEss or Wireless

Magazine particulars of the kind of
circuit needed.
Instead of semi paralysing your H.F. valve by applying

a damping positive grid bias you will
find that you can give it a negative bias,

which means that you are getting the
fullest selectivity out of it. The alteration is usually quite easy to make in an
existing set.
Anything else that I can do ?

I expect you arc using a grid -leak
rectifier ?

Yes, I am.
Well, you will find that an anode -bend
rectifier is considerably more selective,

though" you will lose a little in signal
strength unless your high -frequency
stage is efficient. You can also improve
matters by using high -impedance valves
both for H.F. and rectifying purposes,
provided of course that your couplings
are suitable for their requirements.

manor
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. METER

A wavelength -dial -reading graph has
WITH a complicated set a wavemeter
is really essential* but it is not always been prepared for this wavemeter at the
realised how useful a wavemeter can be Furzehill laboratories of our Technical
with a receiver in which there is perhaps Editor, and this can be used with any
wavemeter which is made up exactly
only one tuning control.
There are several objections to relying according to these instructions. This
solely on haphazard marks made on the graph is given on page too2.
tuning condenser scale with a set on which
a large number of stations can be received. Components Required
.0005-microfarad square -law variable
The most obvious snag is that if the aerial,
coil, detector valve, or battery values are condenser (J.B., Cyldon, Burton, Polar).
Ebonite panel, 9 in. by 6 in., from which
changed the settings may not be true
One of the difficulties usually associated a 2 -in. by 6 -in. strip is cut for the coil The Complete
with an amateur -made wavemeter is that support panel (Becol, Raymond, Ebonart).
Meter
Coil former, 2:411 in. long and 3 in.
of calibrating it, but in this instance calibration is not strictly necessary if the diameter (Atlas, Wearite).
to work the meter with the calibration
Two coil pins and sockets (Clix).
instrument is made up exactly as described.
chart shown, for shellac increases the
2 oz. No. 24 tl.c.c. to-turn capacity.
wire (Lewcos).
Two sockets for supporting the coil are
Dial indicator (Bul- placed on the small ebonite strip forming
24-

-turn-

,.-11'

gin).

the top of the meter case, and flex leads

18 in. of thin flex are taken from these to the condenser
(Lewcoffex).
terminals. These leads should be as short
Quantity of 5-< -in. and direct as possible. A sharp -pointed
thick wood for cabinet. dial indicator should be fixed to the panel

13- 71i/IAS

74 OL6
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The most important as shown, so that dial readings can be

constructional

feature spotted with accuracy.

is, of course, the coil,
If the coil is not made exactly as desand this must be made cribed, or a variable condenser of different
up as described. It maximum value is employed, then the
consists of 55 turns of meter will need to be calibrated before it
No. 24 d.c.c. wound on can be brought into service. A calibration
a thin insulated former check should be given, in any case.
3 in.

in diameter and

Choose two stations which can be re-

2% in. long. Actually ceived at good strength. Bring the wave the winding space occupies
The Constructional Details of the Meter

Meter into resonance with the receiver
in., and this when each station is being received, and

leaves " margins " of note the wavemeter condenser reading on
in. Two contact pins each occasion. Verify the stations' wave-

are mounted on the lengths front the AMATEUR WIRELESS
A wavemeter such as this, of the absorp- former, one on each side, and two small Broadcast Telephony List and then plot a
tion type, is simplicity itself to operate and holes are drilled at each side through 4-hich graph of dial readings against wavelengths,
is used in conjunction with a receiver in the ends of the winding can be threaded to
(Continued on page row)
the following manner. The meter case is secure them.
Further to secure the
placed adjacent to the tuning side of the
receiver, and a station, the wavelength of turns, the cod should
which it is desired to check, is tuned in at be lightly " doped " with The Parts Remaximum strength. The dial of the vari- collodion. This renders quired are Few
able condenser in the wavemeter is then the cotton insulation
slowly rotated until a faint click is heard in impervious to atmosthe phones or loud -speaker, and there is a pheric moisture, and
the celluloid- forming
slight diminution of signal strength.
This indicates that the 'wavemeter is the basis of the collo-

f

exactly in tune with the receiver, and the
station's wavelength can be located at once
by referring to a simple graph which gives
the wavelength readings corresponding to
dia./ settings.

dion dots not seriously
interfere
with
the
natural capacity of the
coil. Shellac should not
be used if it is desired
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IN PERIL AND IN PLEASURE

of life and death. If the Exide

soars with the aeroplane and
submerges-as it does-with the
submarine - does it not follow
that you, installing the Exide

Battery is found - as it is found

Battery in your own wireless set,

-in the Marconi Station on the

are following the highest scien-

coast and in the wireless cabin

tific example and making sure

at sea. And if the Exide Battery

of the finest musical results ?

Now if the Exide Battery is used

-as it is used-where the behaviour of the battery is a matter

t6e

THE LONG LIFE BATTERY
FOR WIRELESS

SIZES AND PRICES

FOR LOW TENSION
THE DTG SERIES
These cells give more

TYPE DTG

2 volt. 20 amp. hrs.
Price -4 6

effective burning
hours per charge in
relation to first cost

TYPE DFG

2 volt. 45 amp. hrs.
Price -8 6

than any others. They

TYPE DMG

are particularly suitable for the Mullard

2 volt. 70 amp. hrs.

Master 3* and the

TYPE DHG

Price -1 I' -

Cossor Melody Maker
Receivers.
Obtainable from Exide Service Agents and all reputable dealers.
LXIDE BATTERIES,

CLIFTON JUNCTION,

NR.,

2 volt. I00 amp. hrs.
Price -14 6

MANCHESTER

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of `.`,A.W." with Your Order

Ears
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sir! ?lyres
e the

cid Friend

all cane back

HIGH TENSION

60 volts
WINNER 66 volts
WINNER
99 volts
WINNER 120 volts
WINNER

7/.
7/6
11/6

14/.

GRID BIAS

WINNER

9 volts

I/3

EVER READY CO.
(G.B,) LTD.,
Holloway, N.7

VER EADYRegd

BRITAIN'S BEST BATTERIES
To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to .44-f-G.rrs
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On the Medium Band

Relics of the Past

mitters put out announcements handed to
them
by the local police stations. If you
Do you, ever go through your
junk -box," you who are old- listen to Hamburg in the course of the news

\\\

wireless? I went transmission, you will hear in it sundry
through mine the other day, and references to wanted criminals or descripit had all the exciting interest of a geo- tions of stolen motor -cars and other
logical excavation. The lowest strata gave property.
On two recent occasions siipilar transup two old Marconi variable condensers in
ebonite boxes, with thin ebonite leaves missions by Langenberg and the Rhineland
between the plates. They were of .00r studios resulted, firstly, in the capture,
maximum capacity, and quite useless within six hours, of a particularly brutal
according to modern ideas; but they are murderer and, secondly, in the discovery of
beautifully made and of "pre-war" brand. the whereabouts of two criminals from a
Next to -them was a rather more Modern penitentiary, thus leading to their re -arrest
"fossil" in the shape of a soft Dutch valve, without delay. With the advent to -day of
with which remarkable feats of long-dis- picture transmissions, some considerable
tance reception used to be done, Then development of this feature may be

To

stagers in

0.1

there was a test tube filled with many expected.
different kinds of crystals, which brought
The Long -wave Troubles
back many memories, amongst them the
From the recent excitement
reception of one of the very earliest transwhich ,has taken place on the
missions of the Glasgow station-on a
high waves, it is difficult to
crystal without amplification, in the heart
gather whether the stations have
of Surrey. There were "spiders" galore.
Not the living sort, but those many -legged ben playing at General Post or Torn
wire things on which we used to wind our Tiddler's Ground; but, so far as I can judge,
the sport indulged in has not yet reached
coils.
the finals. It all arises from the fact that
Neither Quality nor Quantity
it is impossible to put a quart in a pint pot,
The most interesting dis- and the logical sequence- and development
coveries, though, were my two of the decisions taken at the last Washingtrans- ton Conference, whereby "umpteen" highfirst
radio -frequency

formers and the remains of an
old "Mark III" note magnifier. These
were used early in 1922 before 2L0
started up-to get the "Dutch Concert"
and to listen to P. P. Ekersley making
.fun of the world from Wr-r-rittle. With

powered transmitters are to be' lodged

vintage-we really Could hear those Dutch
concerts on a home-made loud -speaker,
provided the room was quiet ! And the
quality? Well, well ! They were great
days; but I don't think I world like to go
back to their.

avoid the usurper, clashed with Daventry
5XX. To -day the Dane has abandoned
this position, reverting to 1,153 metres, to
which there is no objection, although the
wavelength is not designated to a broadcasting station.

Police Broadcasts

Many Changes

within the boundaries of a comparatively
small waveband ! The result is a healthy
crop of heterodynes and general interfer-

the

already

congested

medium broadcasting band we
record the arrival, of Genoa, on
403 metres, San Sebastian in its
immediate neighbourhood, roughly 400

metres and Madrid (Union Radio) EA.17,

which lately has lodged itself on 434.8
metres-immediately below Frederiksstad,
with which on some nights it heterodynes.
Although some transmitters conscientiously maintain their exact wavelengths,

this laudable quality does not apply to
many, as may be noticed on evehings when

PTT (Lyons), increased in power to some
5 kilowatts, interferes in film with Berlin
and Langenbe'rg. Daily more stations are

being added to the already 'unwieldy
European list of broadcasters, and notwith-

standing the fact that the number of programmes simultaneously on the air increases

weekly, there are but few which can be
held by the listener, without interference,
for any reasonable time.

SOS
During the last few weeks
hundreds of lives have been saved

at sea through the agency of
radio. The whole world has
recognised its importance and has paused
in admiration of the men who tap out the
messages for succour. It seems strangely
inconsistent, therefore, that wireless operators, as a whole, are very poorly paid and
that the gear they have to work is, for the

ence. The Danish high -power relay Kalund- most part, absolutely out, of date.

The

barg, apparently, was not allocated any great Atlantic liners and other first-class
two H.F: stages, a detector, and three L.F. position whatever, and for a few weeks ships have very fine wireless equipments
stages-all " R" valves, if you know what jumped the r,68o-metre wave, thus ob- and adequate staffs of operators. But the
they were, gentle reader of more modern structing Zeesen, which, in' its anxiety to majority of ships, many carrying pas-

On Thursday, November 22,

In the meantime, further
changes have been carried out,

for the first time used the broatlasting service in their search for
n important witness concerned in a recent
murder. Although, on various occasions,
descriptions of missing persons have been
transmitted to the general public', it is the

namely, Huizen from 1,87o metres

the Scotland Yard authorities

has come down to 1,852 metres

have only one operator, and
antiquated transmitting and receiving
equipment. Transmitters are largely of -Me

sengers,

"spark" type, covering a large band oif
wavelengths and causing a good deal of
jamming with other ship and shore stations
sending out on adjacent wavelengths.
Such jamming is, of course, an advantage
when an 5'0 S signal is being sent out, for
a broadly transmitted signal is much more
likely to be heard than a sharp one. But
when other messages are being sent on tk
interspark transmitter the jamming

1,562.5 metres, thus
reducing its distance from Lahti, which fere with the 'reception of distant S 0 S

and Daventry to

during the past few days has been Working -calls.
on 1,503 metres. Trouble in the long

first time in this country on which the waveband is by no means at an end with

That " Spark " !

police have called in the help of the B.B.C. these alterations, for into this section we
for assistance in the elucidation of a must note the arrival of Angora, on
criminal problem. The idea, however, is, 1,600 metros, and Eiffel Tower, testing on
far from being a new one, as on the Continent 1,48o metres. Whether the French station

All broadcast listeners who live

near the coast have reason to be
well acquainted with the spark
transmitter ! North Foreland,
for over a year the Hilversum station M will remain there, is a moot point, for Cullercoats, Newhaven, and other "spark
Holland has broadcast daily a police news 1,483 metres (202.2 kc.) was the position hounds" buzz through many a loud -speaker
which is trying to " deliver the goods"
imlietin, and- nightly the German trans - given to Moscow in the original scheme.
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On Your Wavelength!
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(continued)

from 5GB. Most of this "traffic" could
quite easily be carried out with valve
transmitters, if the ships had something
better to receive on than a crystal. Yes,
sir, I said a crystal 1 And if an operator

potentials across that condenser were tiny ;
it was of excellent make; how on earth did

dares to bring his own broadcast receiver
on board for use in preference to a decrepit
old ship's receiver, the wireless company's
inspector frowns upon the enthusiast and
possibly gives him "the sack" ! By such

wavelengths of ro metres or below have
destructive effects that are not yet fully

methods as these are dividends paid !
Scrap the "spark," except as an emergency
transmitter, and scrap the out-of-date
receivers, too ! If the same imagination

These are made by numerous firms and
they cost little, if any, more than ordinary

it come to break down? Is it possible refills.
that the enormously high -frequencies that

are dealt with when one goes down to

Special Types Required
They have, too, another great
advantage.
Using flashlamp

affairs, you must either solder

I can see no other reason at
present to account for the failure. Can
realised?

the long strip connection of one
unit to the short strip of the next, sons to
wire them in series, or must make use of
Short -weight Batteries
special clips for the purpose. Units deThose who seek to economize signed for H.T. battery work are generally

any reader suggest one?

by the purchase of cheap foreign provided with special time -saving connec-

and enterprise was turned to this side of
high-tension batteries not irifre- tors.. One pattern has spring clips for both
tiav
radio as in the broadcasting section, more
come to wish that they positive and negative connections, and
lives would be saved and less risks would hadn't. I have had one or two through units are easily joined together with short
have to be taken by radio Operators.
my hands lately that have proved a pieces of bare wire. In another type the
revelation. One of them is really highly positive connection has an ordinary wander "Caravan "
ingenious. It is beautifully got up with a plug socket and the negative a rubber Cecil Lew is has done it again ! very pretty case and a nice shiny black covered wire provided with a wander plug.
Caravan was a rather theatrical top. In length and breadth, and height, With these the process of building up a
effort with a weak ending, yet it and weight, it conforms 'approximately battery is simplicity itself. Another good
was none the less interesting. to the usual standards. Still; for all that tip is to use not three -cell units, but

I'm not so sure that the play could be it is a short -weight battery as I will explain. specially ,designed single cells for making
called entertainment for the masses, action
After opening the case I found that the up an . H.T. battery. These again, are
being rather on the slow side and. thrills cells within, though of the same diameter obtainable from numerous makers, and

being entirely absent. There were many as -those generally used in standard batgood lines, however, and the fine voice of teries, were about half an inch less high.
Frank Petley, who played the part of the Further, the zinc pots were not filled right
merchant, Garilan, sounded very well ,on up. The required height and weight had
my loud -speaker.. I hope it won't be the been obtained by the use of a thick bitulast time I hear his fine voice via radio.
men Al and of a cardboard packing over
the tops of the cells. Electrically these
A Queer Experience
cells are just about half the size in a normal
My short-wave set went on battery and tests soon proved that it had
strike the other day, signal about a quarter the ordinary useful life.
strength being very feeble and Those who buy such things are far from
the reaction control having none saving money. Still I suppose that they
As a cannot really complain for they get what
of its 'usual silky smoothness.
matter of fact, I had noticed that all was they pay for.
not well for some little time, but I had failed

to find any reason for its not being quite
up to the mark. When, however, reception

became really bad I spent an evening

False Economy
Quite

a number of

they can be purchased in a variety of sizes.

Some have screw terminals, others clip
contacts, and others again plugs and
sockets.

Watch the Insulation
But, whether you use units
or single cells, you should always

be careful to house your battery
in a suitable container. Don't
jam units or cells tightly up .against one
another; leave a space between them. And
don't forget that it is of the utmost import-

ance to insulate the bottoms of the cells
properly. One of the best tips that I know
is to have a sheet of glass cut that will just

people fit into the battery box. Stand the units or

that I know make use of ordin- cells on this with plenty of space between
ary flashlamp refills for building them, and you will find that your battery
cuit is arranged with the grid leak and
up their high-tension batteries. lasts longer and gives quieter working thar
condenser in parallel, the low -potential The idea is at first sight an excellent one, if you lumped them together with nothing
end of the grid being connected to the since " dud " bits of the battery can be but cardboard or soft wood to stand on.
slider of a potentiometer wired across the removed and renewed from time to time
investigating' matters.

The rectifier cir-

L.T. busbars. Thinking that the grid - with a minimum of trouble and expense.
leak might be faulty I removed it, intending But .there is rather a bad snag. The
to try another. Whilst it was still out I average refill is not designed for the kind
happened to turn the knob of the potentio- of work that it has to do when it is made
meter and found that so doing had a big to form part of a plate battery. Often its
effect upon the rectifier's performance. insulation is not good enough for the job.
If you want to build up unit batteries you
An Explanation -Wanted
should always use not flashlamp refills,
Since a fat shunting condenser but units designed specially for the job.

was used between the slider

and L.T.-, this could

only

mean that it still affected the
grid potential and the obvious deduction
was that the gricr-condenser had broken
down. On pulling it out and substituting
another, the set at once returned to its
normal good behaviour. Now what I
want to know is this. The D.C. and A.C.

NEXT WEEK :
A SHORT-WAVE
LOUD -SPEAKER TWO

A Grid -battery Tip
Here is a tip which I have
found exceedingly useful. A
4B.A. tap can be turned easily
into the average socket. It does

not give a full thread, but it makes one
quite deep enough to enable a screw to get
a respectable grip. Tap each of your sockets

and screw in a small piece of studding,
locking each with a nut. You can then
make secure connections, slipping the
ends of your grid -battery leads over the
appropriate studs and fixing them firmly
with nuts. It does not take very long to
carry out this little job, and it is very well

worth while, for it removes a potential
cause of noisiness and makes one pretty
well secured from grid -battery troubles.

11 7
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Captain Roundan
THE FUTURE OF THE MAINS SET

rc HE last word has not yet been said on ease greatly the valve manufacturers'
I the design of sets to work off the A.C. difficulties.
mains. The whole problem bristles with
Unfortunately, 2 -volt filaments are not
difficulties, both for the home builder and quite suitable for A.C. mains working, the
for the manufacturer. The latter ha's a hum being evident, particularly when a
really difficult proposition in England, for moving -coil loud -speaker is used.
not- only has he to contend with the two
A series of .8 -volt valves has been
ranges of wavelengths-that is, from 200 issued which satisfactorily solve the A.C.

hum problem, except as regards the

rectifier.

The other solution is the independently

heated cathode valve which, at a price,
solves all the difficulties, and, in general,
one of this type of valve must be used for
the rectifier, even if the .8 -volt filament
valves are used elsewhere.

TWO
EXAMPLES
OF
MODERN
CURRENT
SUPPLY
A.C. MAINS
UNITS
(Left) the Cosmos.
(Right) the EKCO

to 600 metres and from r,000 to 2,000
metres, with all the attendant switchink
difficulties-thit he has to cater for different voltages and frequencies.

Why American Sets are Cheap
One often marvels at the small price of
American sets; for instance, I know of one
6 -valve set selling without valVes for, Lr6.

It is a very sharply tuned set with single
control and includes the whole of the 'gear
for running from A.U. mains.
Now, this set can be produced at such a

low figure because of the practical uni
formity of A.C. supply in America, The

fact that a very large percentage of the
population has mains supply makes
production on a large scale possible.

Why English Sets are Expensive

A cover should speak for itself-and ours
does. But I may be allowed a word or two of
special explanation.
The " people at home " at Christmas are

.

The Varieties of Power
The supply of H.T. is comparatively
easy; the use of either dry cells, D.C.
mains, or A.C. mains does not necessitate
changes in sets or valves. It is only the
filament lighting part of the " game that
causes complications. I have advocated
for some time now. a concentration on the
2-yolt type of valve for all battery -supplied
sets, and although one would prefer, perhaps, 6 -volt valves for the last stage, and
for heating from D.C. mains, this would

Let us see what all this means from the
designer's and' manufacturer's point of
view.

shown looking into a combined telephOny and
television cabinet, which in itself is both

Difficulties of Set Design
set
The manufacturer has to make
which will work satisfactorily on, say,
2 -volt valves, with one -.8 -volt I.H.C.
rectifier, or 'on all I.H.C. valves. Even
-if the set is not a neutrodyne the

music come in from the uttermost parts of the
world, and in full colour on the glass screen

chances of ever getting galiging'arfaiigements and stability to fit other changes of
valves is small. -

transmitter and receiver. Surmounting the
cabinet is the fret of a loud -speaker and in
front, below the screen, is a lens forming part
of the television transmitter. Speech and

the " people at home " see their own " son
of the house" whose duty has called him to
the far -away places of the East. They not
only see him and hear him, but in addition,
they read his Christmas message which
spells itself out to them in the slot at the top
of the screen.

And HE sees them, too, in HIS trans-

In England it is a very different matter,
as the set Must be adaptable to different
classes of power and the market is very
much smaller. We have, therefore, to be
content with simpler sets. No one sees a
real way of getting rid of the double range
of wavelengths, but an effort can be made
to standardise power units to some extent.

1

OUR CHRISTMAS COVER

mitter -receiver. And so those at home and
the man at the other side of the world bridge
the distance between them in an instant.

Just an interesting and amusing idea-and
nothing more will it be for a very, very long

time ; but he would be a rash man who
would dare to say it is outside all possibility.

WHERE'S THE FALLACY ?
Frankly, though, there is one thing about
our picture that apparently is quite impossible
and we were inclined to condone it because we
would rather ask our readers' indulgence
than spoil the effect of the picture.

Granting the possibility of the radio and other electrical phenomena involved, what is the outstanding
fallacy to be found in the picture? We will send a

cheque for One Guinea to the writer of the FIRST
letter opened by us on Monday, December 17, that

Keep your letter short:
fifty words is ample, and twenty-five can be made to
serve. Please address your letter :
correctly explains the mistake.

" CHRISTMAS COVER,"

The Editor,
" Amateur Wireless,"
58/61 Fetter Lane,
London, E.C.4.

No letter so addressed will be opened before 1 t o'clock
a.m. on the date mentioned.

THE EDITOR.

.

D.C. Mains,

I am leaving out of the question any
demand for series lighting from D.C. mains.

D.C. mains lighting is a matter for a
trickle -charger battery. Direct lighting
from D.C. mains is attractive, but there is
no satisfactory solution of the problem,
particularly with sets with five or six
valves.

It tends to introduce H.F reaction and
thoroughly tangle up the grid -bias question. And D.C. mains, being on the wane,
should not be excessively catered fora A
trickle charger, then, or, if the user doesn't
mind high consumption, by breaking down

the volts with a lamp or a rheostat, are
the only ways of handling D.C. filament
lighting: Of course, H.T. supply from D.C.

mains is quite simple, providing care is
taken to prevent motor -boating -and 'the
same care, of course, must be taken will
A.C. H.T. work.

My Own Set
It may interest readers to know that I
have at my tiouse a Marconi 61 receiver,
(Concluded at foot of next page)
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HIS OPINION
Mr. Highdome, who thinks he's all brain,
Grinds his teeth when they switch on Jack Payne,
And he says with a curse,
"This is certainly worse
Than that falsetto chatterbox; Jane !"
G. GERRISH.

MOSELEY (AGAIN)
De Courville and Chariot morosely
Perused "Weekly Comments" by Moseley;
Said Albert : "I'll bet
Something's wrong with his set,
For our efforts don't get through jocosely."
C. H. STURGES.

HOT
Wrote a listener : "Your programmes to me
Are old-fashioned and dull. TVill you see
They are brought up to dale
(To A .D., any rate !)
As a change they'll not then B.B.C."

DISILLUSION 1

What's on ? Talk on " Hygiene " ?
How bright !
Then an " Orchestral Concert "
(termed " light " !),
And a "French Talk" to swallow,

"Shipping Forecast" will follow-

Oh ! Good -night, everybody ! Good-

night!

With this clever Limerick Miss Violet Broxhoime, of
31 Cambridge Road, Southend-on-Sea, wins the First
Prize of 3 Guineas of our Limerick Competition. The

senders of all other Limericks we print will each
receive a prize of a valve of one of the following
makes : Mallard, Osram, Marconi, Ediswan, Six Sixty, B.T.H., Cossor.

A. LOVEJOY.

SAD
There once was a young cook named Lessing
Who voted the wireless a blessing;
But o'ercome by a ballad

She collapsed in the saladNow listen she can't, for she's dressing !

CHARLES P. PARSONS.

- POSSIBLE !

"This music's divine !" murmured Clupp.
"A symphonic poem !" said Thrupp,
"But who's the composer?",
"There ain't one," said Tozer,

"It's the orchestra just tuning up."

PATSY PAYNE.

MIXED
"Mixed programmes" I always can get,
For I've just bought a cheap super -het. ;
Most B.B.C. stations;
IVith stray oscillations,
Come in all at once on my set I
J. J. KEEFE.

MARS
The programme? Yes, sometimes it jars,
Many talks very often it stars;
So many we've had
That one bright, brainy lad
Reached out for a message from Mars !

NOT YET !
The dull radiation from our local station
Upon my intelligence jars;
So I'll alter my range
(Just by way of a change)

THOS. G. CHILDS.

And receive S.B. items from Mars !
J. J. KEEFE.

BITTER

TVhen we're freed from the day's toil and strains
.We switch on for some charming refrains;

REALLY?
A senile old farmer named Vaughan
Said : "I. listens each night till the daughan;
For they radio jokes

Makes Oi laff till I chokesFor I heered.'em all 'fore I were baughan !"
CHARLES P. PARSONS.

Says father : " That fellow Jack Payne
And his dance band are at it again.
I'll sell the whole set I"
Says his daughter : "Not yet 1"
As she joins in the jazzy refrain.

Then we hear that siveet voice
Say : We'll now broadcast the noise

Made by lorries; and hooters, and trains,"

ERNEST A. VAUGHAN.

"MORE PROGRAMME LIMERICKS"
on -page 986

H. WALLACE.

CAPT. ROUND ON "THE FUTURE indicate a way of standardising which we treated as such-and the set itself need
should be foolish not to look into. So far, differ in no way from the battery- or D.C.
OF THE MAINS SET "
(Co:z Untied from preceeding page)

I have no practical experience of either mains set.
the

rectifier or

consisting of three screen -grid valves- condenser; but as"
anode bend detector, followed by two they are quite
R.C. coupled stages-running satisfactorily reliable, the conentirely off the D.C. mains.
tinuation of the
The mains supply: has been adapted .8 -volt or I.H.C.
without altering the receiver, and there is practice is not
no hum. This is all by the way, and I will right.
now go back to the general problem..,_
One or two

Granting that there is no need for any

rectifier's fu

valve changes between batteries and D.C. parallel and
mains, the voting is two toone against the shunted with a
A.C., and we must look for a method which 1,50o - micrinfarad
brings A.C. into line with other sources of condenser should
power.
,
provide suitable
rectification and
Copper Rectifiers and
smoothing for any
Electrolytic Condensers
set, with a power
The recent introduction of the copper - consumption far
Condenser
oxide rectifier and, still more surprising, below that of the An Electrolytic
electrolytic condensei (I, mean in its other methods. The -filaments would, in

This system would also be a great advan-

tage to the home constructor, because it
. gives him a set Capable of being taken from

place to place- and does not limit him to
his
current
Here we have a method in sight which

for, a Jong time to ate should suit the
British conditions, and even if the initial
.cost is. more (which I believe it will not be),
there should be an enormous saving due to

standardisation of set units.
The manufacturers -will be able to concentrate on one straightforward set and,
what is more, the valve makers will be able

to specialise with fewer types of valve.
Sets will, therefore, be cheaper, and valves
will be cheaper and more reliable.
Station WCFL has purchaseda. too -acre

farm twenty-two miles directly west of
Chicago for the location of its 5o,000 -watt

present simple form) seems to me to effect, be lighted by D.C.-and can be national super -power station.

NEXT WEEK: THE TALKING FILM -A NEW FIELD FOR RADIO
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ms1
Rdiableliesistances result in Richlieception
Lowest in Cost due to

The most perfect form

6 Met -Vick' Moulded
Resistances

of Coupling between
Stages

MET - VICK

MET - VICK

COUPLING
UNITS

DETECTOR
UNITS

MET-VICK
MOULDED
RESISTANCES

5/-

2/6

1/2

complete for

The results obtained from
Met -Vick Skeleton Resistance Units cannot be improved upon, even by using
expensive wire -wound re-

The use of moulded resist..

sistances. The values of the
components have been carefully calculated to give maximum amplification per stage

and as moulded resistances
and leaks are used, their
values are retained indefinitely and they are noiseless
in operation. List MS 4761

ances in 'Met -Vick' Skeleton

Detector Units, ensure free-

dom from 'rushing' noises

often experienced with surface deposit leaks. Both the
condenser and the grid leak
components retain their
original values, quite unaffected by climatic or other
variable conditions.
List MS 4761.

Skeleton

Resistance

Coupling Units for Mains Operation with Met -Vick A.G. Valves:Anode Resistance 200,000 ohmQ
Grid Leak 1 megohm
Coupling Condenser '005 mfds.

5/

Met -Vick Skeleton Detector Unit
for Mains Operation: Grid Condenser '0003 mfd.
Grid Leak i2 megohm

.1 /la

the Coupling and Detector
Units 'Met -Vick' Moulded
Resistances are available as
separate components. They

are chemically inert, the entire material being the actual
resistance element. They
1. Carry heavy currents 5.10
milliamps without becoming
noisy. 2. retain their values
3. Are non -inductive. They

are ideal and inexpensive.
List MS 4760

Grid Leak 4. megohm
Coupling Condenser '005 mfds.

5/.

Extra for Moulded Base .

/3

Similar for Battery Operation:Grid Condenser '0003 mfd.
Grid Leak 2 megohms

Anode Resistances :-

100,000 ohms
250,000
500,000

:}2/6

25,000 ohms
50,000
1 megohm
2 megohms
3

Extra for Moulded Base

-

112112

Eliminator Resistances :-

0,

Similar for Battery Operation :-Anode Resistance 400,000 ohms)

Similar to those embodied in

blAS

031AS

Met -Vick

Grid Leak for

Anode

complete for

.

1/3

-

Grid Leaks ;-

,,

Clips for mounting .

112
112
112

1/2
1/2

1/3

MET-VICK
Components, Valves and Sets
Metro -Vick Supplies Ltd., 155 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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T he Furzehill Four
by
J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.JE.E.
A new one -dial all -wave receiver,
comprising screened -grid high frequency amplifier, anode -bend
detector and two stages of
transformer -coupled low -frequency
amplification, fully described in

WIRELESS MAGAZINE
for December, now on sale,

I /-

Other Contents Include

HOW TO RECEIVE WIRELESS
PICTURES: All you want to know about
the apparatus and how to use it to enable
you to receive pictures. GRAMOPHONE
THREE, combined electric gramophone

and 3 -valve broadcast receiver. The
SPECIAL ONE, simple set for headphone reception. How to make Coils

for the " Touchstone." Dr. N. W.
McLachlan on Loud -speakers.

Hints

on the Linen -diaphragm Speaker. Special

Articles by Capt. Round and W. James.

Thirty-eight stations have already been
received at full loud -speaker strength

Full-size Blueprints are available

at half-price to readers

WIRELESS
MAGAZINE
for DECEMBER

-

11 -

Get a Copy To -day !
rQuncrx.rsx-acm=ncmcmmummunurnttummu=munutx.mummunumunutxxxnummt..m.17.1=m1re...mmmmtrm
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SUPERSIX -PIN

COILS

with interchangeable

PRIMARIES
For ORDINARY VALVES
or
PAT. NO.

SCREENED -GRID VALVES
AERIAL COIL

285/723

... Price 10/6
250-55o metres Ref. C.A.C.5
1,000-2,0po metres Ref. C.A.C.2o
12/6
Interchangeable reaction coil (if required) 3/- extra

"THE ALL
BRITAIN
THREE"

H.F. TRANSFORMER

... Price 10/6

250-550metres Ref. C.S.P.5

BUILD IT
WITH LEWCOS
" QA" & " QSP "

Interchangeable Primary Coil 3/.
I,C00-2,000 metres Ref. C.S.P.2o
Interchangeable Primary Coil 4/.

COILS

12'6

SUPER COIL
Obtainable from all dealers and

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE

COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED,
Church Road, Leyton, London, E.io
Ti ale

Counter and Cable Sales :

7 Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane,

-

-

London, E.C.I

Full descriptive leaflet "R 43" free on application.

Please Mention

!`A.W." When

Corresponding with Advertisers

C,,
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Buy DUBILIER
COMPONENTS

and you can
count the cost
as
a

--

recurring
one!

If unobtainable from your dealer write
to

NON

us giving his name and address.

UBILIE
RADIO

4.);it17-

PRODUCTS

Regd. Trade Mark.

Advt. of Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd.

Ducon Works, North Acton, W.3.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentionine "A.W." to Advertisers

©197
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Here is an opportunity to send your friends a Christmas
greetings card which is both novel and unique, and which will

afford them an agreeable surprise and much amusement
during the festive Christmas season. It is, however, more
than a novelty, it is a crystal set and, moreover, it works
The Front Card

condenser spacer washer and into this is
Paste one of the paper pieces on to one side secured by means of woods metal a very small
of one of the cards, then insert one of the coils piece of crystal. A fine wire is taken from tag Y
in the recess formed by the circular cutout. ;which terminates in a small catwhisker contact
On the edge of the card fix two metal tags as to the crystal. The beginning of the coil conshown and at one corner punch a small hole nects at the point where the cards are pivoted.
for the purpose of pivoting to the back card. Before going any further paste a piece of paper
Connect the beginning of the coil winding to over each of the cards thus entirely concealing
both of the metal tags by soldering or securing all the connections and coils, but leave a
under the tag. The other end of the coil piece of wire projecting from each of the coils
winding is taken to the pivot when the two to make the pivot connection.
The two cards are pivoted together by means
cards are joined together.
of a small screw and nut andfeach of the wires

THIS really original novelty presents no
difficulty to construct, providing the
details are carefully followed. The fact that

wireless signals can be received upon it or
that it is a crystal set is quite disguised, and
much wonder will be caused by those who

receive one as to how it works, for the tuning
coils are cleverly concealed in a most incon- The Back Card
spicuous manner.
On the outside of the back card paste one of
First cut two pieces of card rectangular in
shape measuring about 3 in. by 4 in. and in the the paper pieces and place the second coil in

from the coils are placed between washers
between the cards to ensure good contact
and to prevent them from breaking. Our
Christmas card'is now complete.

The artistic member of the fasnily now has

an opportunity to shine by painting some
pleasing design on the front of the card, or
failing this, one could be pasted on from a suitable print.
The following doggerel can also be put on :
Fix`rne to an aerial,
Put me on an, earth,
Give to me a pair of phones,
I will give you mirth.
Open:rile until you hear
The strains of music sweet
Coming through from far and near.
It is a wondrous feat.

PiVOT

Using the Card
This poetic outburst really explains how the

CARD 2

-Net
WASHERS

WIRE AT A

WIRE

Ar

DETAILS AT Paw, -

CARD 2

CARD 1

ASSEMBLED CARDS

'CARD/-

AERIAL

af EWES DF IlerAt 7:46S

CARD 2
,TAG-RERML

SMALL SPACER
WASHER

el-

PM"

CRYSTAL

Derecrox

AS Ar POINT y
_

CA RD

COAPER RIBBON

4-

BENT Oren.

(ARO

coltEzePHOHEY

WIRE AT C FORMERS

DETAILS AT - earwnispre,a

CONTACT.

WINO /h6

POINT Z.

EARTH---"'

C4eC1117

card is used, for all that it is necessary to do is to

join the phone across the tags marked so and
join the aerial and earth to the other tags and
gently rest the crystal contact on the crystal.
The card is tuned by simply slowly opening
the cards until signals are heard.
- This novel Christmas card. costs practically

nothing to make and is most appropriate at
the present season.

Here are the details of the Christmas Card Crystal Set which is within the ability of
anyone to make

A dispatch from Shanghai states that the
Chinese Minister of Reconstruction for the

centre of each make a circular cutout 2 in. the circular recess as before. This card is also
in diameter. Next cut four pieces of paper to, equipped with two metal tags and the end of the
similar dimensions.
coil'is connected to the one marked, z. At the
back of the card on the tag is soldered a small
The Coils

Nationalist Government, Chang Ching-.
kiang, and Mr. A. B. Tyrell, representing
the Radio Corporation of America, have

-

The --coils are wound in hank formation and

No. 30 s.s.c. wire is suitable. There are two
coils, each consisting of 35 turns and each may
be wound around a former r3/4 in. diameter and
then slipped off when finished and bound with

cotton. Now we can complete the front card,
complete details being shown in the diagram.

signed a ten-year agreement whereby radio

Letts' 1929 Amateur Wireless Notebook

stations: recentlycontracted for in China
will be operated in co-operation with stations in North America, South America,

Section and all useful data, circuits, etc.
1 /6 A FINE XMAS GIFT!

the Philippines, and some parts of Europe.
It is expected that the new stations will be
completed in eighteen months.

FOR THE AMATEURDiary-contains an 88 -page Reference

2/6
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Wireless has Solved the Christmas Presents Problem! The
Suggestions Contained in these Pages Will Help You to
Give Just the Gifts that Will be Appreciated.
On the right is the
PhilipsSeptagonal loudspeaker, which is excellent value for only 5os.

The Tunewell all -wave
tuner, illustrated on the
left, will be very acceptable to anyone about to
make a receiver. No
other coils will be required. Reaction is controlled by a knob on the
panel. It is on'y 13s. 9d.

It will work well with
two- or three -valve
receiver; quality is good.

If you know any lis-

tener who does not use

Here, above, is a really
ideal gift. The Formo two stage L.F. (R.C. and tram -

slow-motion dials, here's

.3f

your chance to do a
good turn. The Polar
dial on right is 3s. 9d. ;
motion is smooth and
dial clearly marked.

it is very neat and all ready
for connecting to the valves.
Price 30S.

the

Burndept

Columbia

pick-up

are necessary.

bat-

The
long life.
60 -volt battery

Price 45.

of

Above is shown Marconiphone Company's
electric gramophone pick-up. .If you know
any music -lover who possesses gramophone
and wireless, give him this-he will be your
life-long friend. It is 5os., but worth it !

teries are famous
for reliability and

adaptor, which simply has to be
plugged into the detector valve
holder. No alterations to the set

thought

pentodes or a screen -grid valve ?
There are also indirectly and
directly heated A.C. valves worthy
of consideration.
Obtain the °
makers' lists.

former) unit is a third of a
receiver. As can be seen,

Gramo-radio holds great possibilities for the listener. Above is
shown

Valves-have you

these ? Why not one of the new

(triple capacity),
as illustrated, is
20S. and the 45 -

volt is 16s. 6d.

The Philips trickle charger shown

above enables one to charge the
L.T. accumulators at home. By
an ingenious device, charging is
done automatically.

Anti -micro phonic valve

designed,

which can be recommended with confidence. The inductance of the windings
is ample, hut, by the
design of the instru- Accumulators! (you might like to
ment, capacity is make yourself a present in this

Ltd.), right,

handsome milliammeter shown above should

well-fin-

i shed component

holders are really
Old
essential.
ones of the other
A measuring instrument is the ideal type should be
toy for a wireless man ; its uses are scrapped. The
many and valuable, too. It tells lust Trix (E.1. Lever

what is taking place in the set. The

Above is a Lewcos
H.F. choke-a well -

kept at a minimum. line !), among which C. A. VanIt is priced at gs. 6d. dervel's are prominent.

supplant

is marketed by A. H. Hunt at 355. them. Price 1j3.

More Gifts on Page 964.

:.
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MAKE IT A WIRELESS GIFT ! (Mc);::4:4 )
Below is illustrated the
Miscellaneous
Trading

Here is the perfect
inexpensive gift. The
Letts'
"Amateur

Co.'s special line of oak

Wireless" 1929

wireless cabinets. Made in
three sizes. Prices from
27s. 6d.

Diary contains all the
wireless data the lis-

tener wants, besides
several little articles
on circuits, aerials,
etc. It is invaluable
the amateur.
to
Prices is. 6d. and
2s.

6d., from this
office.

The Goodman moving coil loud -speaker can be
built up at home from the
kit of parts. The pot can

This condenser (left), the Formo

De Luxe log mid line, is very
attractive. It is compact;
framework has been re-

be obtained wound for
mains

or accumulator.

On left, Mr. Reyner's

duced to minimum, but

famous" Q" coil, which
abolishes coil changing,

rigidity is retained.
Price only 6s.

both for aerial tuning

and H.F.

inter -valve

couplings. The prices of

At Is. 6d. the Whiteley Bone -

no -trouble metal rec-

215. ;

tifier unit-one of the
events of 1928. Units

Reinartz,2.

the

left

the

Wearite

filter unit is illustrated. For
9s. 6d., the price of it, that

Here is a really

ment (on left)-the Fer-

annoying "popping," that spoils

ranti three-scale'Meter-a

the pleasure of listening, can

better judge of quality than

be prevented.

The Mullard

Permacore
transformer (on right) is, be-

t

cause of its new core and

new windings, remarkably
small - remarkably good
too. Price 25s.
The R.I. and Varley R.C.C. unit, which
is illustrated below, also contains an antimobo unit to obviate any chance for low -

frequency "popping." Very attractively
produced, it is marketed at 25s.

ANTI -M000
RESISTANCE

CAPACITY

COUPLER

15s. ; H . F .
transformer,

for H.T., L.T., G.B.

It is is. 3d. if terminals are

On

follows : Aerial,

Saxby Signal Co.'s

ham anti-microphonic valve
holder seen on the right is
excellent value. It is quite effective in preventing valve "pong."

not required.

the Wearite coils run as

Above is a IVestinghouse Brake and

your ears and caretaker of
your batteries. .several
models. Ask for details.

The unit illus-

trated on the
right

would

make a very
good gift. It

:

is the Dubilier
filter unit,

which is priced
at 285. 6d.

Below is seen the Met -Vick H.F.
choke, a very -easily mounted unit,
taking little space in a set. Inductance, 55,000 microhenries ; self capacity, 5.5 micro - microfarad.
Price 6s. 6d.

Atlas coils, such as The new Amplion speaker, the Lion, is
the centre - tapped illustrated on the right. It is a cone speaker
type shown above, and embodies a certain improvement in
are well and strongly the unit, giving greatly improved volume
made and can be and tone. A handsome present, indeed, in
recommended with the mahogany cabinet as shown and priced
confidence.
at 210S. Chassis only, 120s.

Among the many Lissen
components suitable for
Christmas gifts, and
eminently so, is the Super

transformer seen above.
It is priced at 19s.; there
is also the inexpensive
8s. 6d. model.
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley
is a great game. Yet what and the other in an appeal for funds. By
Jix revealed himself not as son of

POLITICS
game are they trying to play with the way, is this women's innings due to D.O.R.A., but as a very human fellowlisteners ? For the first time since creation there being a woman in charge of the talks a rare example of a statesman "going up
we have an opportunity of regularly hear- department at Savoy Hill? ,'I can see men one" after having been judged mainly
ing all sides of the question-and yet one crying out shortly for equal rights !
from the newspapers.
party insists on having two "go's" at the
,
microphone to the other's one ! This is a
Glad to see that one more hint of mine
Notice to artistes, producer's, authors,
great idea of equality, is it not? If the and hangers -an : Isn't there another theme has borne fruit at Savoy Hill. The foreign
Government-whichever party happens to besides Love ? I don't know for sure, :but
be in power--thinki it should have two since we appear to be given dollops and
talks, in order to reply separately to the more dollops about kissing, hugging, -and
two parties in opposition, then surely each sex backchat, you would thing that life
of these parties might make a similar claim was made up completely of this kind of
based on the same sort of excuse ? The tripe. It isn't . . . Give us a little rest
average listener, unless he be a political from it, for the love of weary Mike.

crank,. will 'know what to think of this

news; instead of being read at the end, all

in a heap, is_now given out in order of
importance. I also gather that my old

.fight against the studio claque is bearing
fruit.

Mr. C. R. Adams, 'of Hull, spares my
blushes to write to the Editor : "As an

attempt to suppress these efforts to give us
Schubert-we'll want a. rest, too, from
truth from all angles.
him for a while-depends on the mood.
His song cycles, of course, are full of poetry
Beware of talkers and artistes prefaced and longing. Somehow., hpwever; the

admirer and regular reader of your valu-

being that from the B.B.C. Mr. A. P.

adding, "all kinds of talks are being
broadcast to please the minority of people,

able journal, I find not the least interesting
page that headed Without Fear or
Favour,' by Sydney A. Moseley, in which

with a patronising "by kind permission synopsis read before each song sounded I have been sorry to notice for some
of . . ." I You are always supposed to syruppy and insipid. Nor did I, care 'much weeks past unfavourable notice regarding
feel grateful in advance for this concession for George Parker. Perhaps it was that the foreign languages talk."
on the part of some modest theatrical or I was in a cave -man mood.
newspaper proprietor before permitting us
My correspondent insists that these
humble listeners to share his gilt-edged
language talks are "about the most popuJackie Coogan sure did put it over. It lar and certainly the most beneficial of all
monopoly. Invariably, however, it turns
out to be a squib or some obvious and was the right dope. Other Americans have talks given by the B.B.C." Apparently
cheap form of self advertisement. There failed by reason of their : " Oh, you 'are his son, who is attending a secondary
are innumerable gifted artistes and too, too wonderful ! I simply lury Lon- school, finds them interesting. Now, here
speakers who are dying for a chance to don !" Those who wrote the Coogan stuff is a case where it is impossible to please
broadcast-the only kind permission needed touched the right note. Good !
everybody. He answers his own case by,
Herbert (by kind permission of Punch,
Barrington _Hooper has a sweet, appealwhose book, etc., etc.) would, no doubt, ing voice, with perhaps just too much
have sounded funnier without all this pre- tremulo. He and Leonard Gowings know
liminary palaver. Get on with the job, the songs to 'Sing, too. Sullivan's "Once
say I, and we'll tell you then whether the Again "well, I had to send out and buy
permission was kind to us or not.
a copy, which is, after all, a good test of
a singer's appeal.

who would rather have music, such as

Ministry of Agriculture Bulletin, Market
Prices for Farmers, Royal Horticultural
Society Bulletin, Boys' Brigade Talk,
Girls' Club Talk, etc., etc." Mr. Adams

thinks that all these should be given

before six o'clock, but opposes the
earlier broadcast of a foreign language talk ! What do you know
about that?

Our gibes at the child mimics are
bearing fruit. Now we'll have to
ask for a bar against songs and other
references to announcers. This feeble

playing up to Hibberd, Palmer, and

the rest does not sound at all well

"Harold" writes saying that he

across the mike. Perhaps it was for

thinks the B.B.C. are overdoing the
piano performances, pointing out

this reason that Angela Baddeley's
entire turn fell flat.

that from November 4 to to there

have been twenty-eight piano interludes or recitals. "No blame," he

The women are carrying off honours of late in the talks department.

writes generously, " must be attached,

to the artistes, who are, without

Miss Velon.a Pilcher is the latest. She
spoke on theatres: Her diction is

doubt, some of the finest we have,
but I do think a little more variety
should be given us when something

clear and she gave the impression of
knowing what she was talking about.
Very different from two male speakers, one of whom spoke from the pulpit

is needed to_ fill up a gap."

Ella Retford-as our Cartoonist sees her

I don't agree !

.-

await. Wrzlizzy
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IF you have A.C. mains and these

BURNDEPT units you will never
again be put to inconvenience by batteries that 'give out' just when you want
particularly good results from your set.
Instead, you will be assured of a constant supply of all the power you need.

BURNDEPT
ETBOPOWER.1-1.T. and

all the necessaryr
fo an 8-

Per
Supplies current-even
of one penny
grid -bias
a cost

valve set-at
attention
ten hours. No num
No noise.
once set up.
with-

These units are absolutely safe and
conform to I.E.E. Sub -Committee
Regulations.

valve being
needed when
The " Ethotronscarely ever requires
hlarnent
out a
Total
replacing. 1-1.T. 150 volts.Separate
Maximum
of
25 milliamperes.
for screens
output
For A.C.
provided
tappings valves, etc.
cycles.
screened
volts, 40/100
113 3
mains 100/240

BURNDEPT
Automatic Control.
An optional device which disconnects

the Charger and connects the H.T.

£6Royalty 12,16)
Price
adatcow

Eliminator (if any), and vice versa when
the set is switched on or off.

Price £1 - 5 - 0

S

BURNDEPT
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Showrooms:

15,

Bedford

LIMITED

LONDON,
Street,

S.E.3
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A Shore Storyy.ilk. .?..,,Wjfeless Interest
CA TI wRiBY

J T' passing

E

KE

the City
knew him as " Lucky Scatterby" he deemed
himself unlucky. Perhaps he knew best, brooms, pails, and inelegant button boots.
but if, in a moment of abandon, he plunged
Miss Viola Prideaux was a photograph.
wtelfrlgi31

Let "Auntie Ida- = x.
Let Miss Prideaux = y.
And, let the Girl over the Way = z.
Then x = y, y z, and z x.
In other words,

He had seen her in a Bond Street shop,
price eighteenpence, complete with silver
Y=Z
Obviously a ,case for polygamy or
frame, price five guineas, and had bought
both. A pretty face ! Character ! Unusual spinning a coin. What a problem I What,
nose ! Yes, but it "got him," somehow, a world ! Never The Voice, The Face, and
between midriff and chin. These things The Figure all together.
" We have got to eliminate," quo'
are not explained, but experienced only.

.

.

.

he walked his Vend). retreat

The silver frame now encompassed a
photograph of Admiral Jellicoe and Miss
Prideaux was shifted into a golden setting,
and hring over his dressing -table. He had
little hopes of her, he confessed to himself.
He felt that she had a Family in Putney,

Scatterby- in the privacy of his Yewly
retreat. - "Let us consider what essentials
should remain." The finding was that the
Voice, the Face and the Figure were the
essentials. Then Fate took part.

First, "Auntie Ida" disappeared.

No

to the tune of several thousands into some includin,g a brother who sold cars on word from the B.B.C. as to why and wherelying stock, the market promptly appre- commission, and a Papa who had mysterious fore. This flung Scatterby back upon Miss
:iated and he would clear out with the loot businesg in the City; a business which paid
and the Girl over the Way;
as easily as falling off a log. " Follow dividends with cheques dated the Millen- Prideaux
especially the latter.
Scatterby," was a City maxim.
Next, Miss Prideaux's photograph
nium. Still, she got him, somehow, and
Yet he walked his Yewly retreat and there she was, nose, character, and all.
developed
spotted fever or iron mould
bemoaned his ill -luck. He was. in love
The Girl over the Way was real. She and had to be buried in a drawer, nose,
with three women. At one and the same
character, and all. This was a terrific blow.
time. Not a pin to choose between them.
'The combination was breaking up and

Item: "Auntie Ida," of 5XP (Greater

Scatterby felt very lonely, especially as
about that time he realised that the Girl
over the Way had not appeared in her
garden for a whole week; seven daysseventy years. Also, he realised that he

London).
Item : Miss Viola Prideaux, the pro7
Sessional pianist.
Item : The Girl over_ the Way.

A pretty mixed bag !
"Auntie Ida," represented the Voice of
All Angels. Her voice seemed to him like
melted diamonds dropping through mingled
dew and honey. It was the voice of Woman ;

could not fix the image of her in his mind.
Her face he had never seen properly, what
with the distance and absurd garden hats.
.

.

. gazing meant Chile at Miss Prideaux

not indiYidual, but Woman as sung by
lived in one of those edifices which represent
the poets.
He used to leave 'Change early and shoot the highwater mark of the modern builder's
home to the Yewly retreat so that he might inspiration. One garage (or room for) and

hear " Auntie Ida " talk 'to the children.
His radio set was specially deSigned by
Fogson. You all know what that means.
IT.
His craze led him to make gramophone

"Eliminated, by thunder !" he said to
"Scatterby's luck!" Then he
broke up the gramophone records, took
a large glass of whisky and water, lit an
Unwholesome pipe and sat down in the
rapt spirit of a crusader to do a little job
he had saved up for the proper time-an
himself.

one noble, pillared porch; the rest mere
vulgar plaster and wood (unseasoned). impartial scrutiny of the assets, operations
John Scatterby knew nothing of the poetry and results of Kansas Quicksilver Wells,
of motion, but that was what attracted Limited, and its subsidiary the Oklahoma
him when she walked in her garden. A

records of "Auntie Ida's " footling remarks delicate, swinging gait ! Gods above ! Ye

to the children and when he was quite who fashion the waddlers and striders

private he used to sit and bathe -his soul what did ye to man when ye fashioned this
in The Voice. But the scratching of the lithe and limber form and mechanism?
needle. blurred the beauty and he regarded You cooked Scatterby's goose !

it as a slur on the idolised vocal chords.

i!!

The day he saw her trying to feed a

He tried to get an introduction to the lady, lamb from a bottle he rushed into his house
and in agony of mind set his gramophone
but found her shy of admirers.
He overlooked the fact that reporters to its work on the records of "Auntie Ida,"
do not go forth to propose marriage, but gazing rheanwhile at Miss Prideaux. What

rIpt

v.

\

KJP
.

.

. an arm round time waist of that slender lily

acquire material for columns which a problem !
" subs " cut down to inches. However,
He stated The Case on his blotting -pad Tungsten Mining Corporation. Within the
to

he sent her anonymously a box of chocolates on March 15, at 11.19 A.M., while Sir 0.

-

month Mr. Yakob Stein, who invented the

at Christmas-which, I happen to know, Cribber tried to "interest" him in Con- name of those two swindles, was stoking
she forgot, and was well and truly appre- solidated Radium (1927) Incorporated, as the Olympia on her outward run, - under
ciated by several experienced ladies with follows :

the name of Rafael Bloom.

eat W:75
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" SCATTERBY'S PROBLEM "-A WIRELESS STORY

4.0tot::

(Continued from
preceding page)

ei

But vanished was Scatterby's joy in the
Scatterby could act, on occasion, like a out -which was precisely what the doctor
power which was his. He felt like a boy bolt from heaven. He called the doctor wanted. If she had thrown a vase at him
caught killing a spider, and even a trifle sorry and got the facts.
he would have been the happiest M.R.C.S.
for Yakob. After all, the little beast was
"That's all I can tell you," said the that ever " listened -in" to a lung.
merely pitting his wits-such as they were Doctor. "You are very good to trouble
Laleham, released from his strange
-against the gullibility of the get -rich - about a stranger."
duties of the past few months, got a day
quick crowd who were not strong enough
" Fool," said Scatterby to himself.
off. He was nearly plimsoll under with the
to combine patience with four per cents.
" But," continued the doctor, "I have fruits of his labours, thanks to working
Oh, for an arm round the waist of that known cases like this completely cured by for 'Scatterby, and saw need for a little
slender swaying lily, the Girl over the Way ! the constant influence of some deep interest, relaxation at some place called --SouthendEmploy a detective? Bah ! he could cr-something which kept the patient on-Sea, I believe. So his boss was left
imagine the fellow's reports. "Pursuant looking ahead. From day to day, you alone to witness Miss Prynor's outbreak.
to your instructions, I ditly located the know. In this instance . . . " he pursed
Scatterby got a step -ladder, one of the
Person named and beg to report. . . ." up his mouth and shrugged as he reached most dangerous contrivances ever made,
Sordid and melodramatic ! Hopeless ! Get for his gloves. . . " I'm afraid . ." and placed it against a tree from which he
the wireless people to broadcast an appeal? He left his fears unexpressed by words but purposed to chuckle foolishly as the Girl
seared on Scatterby's brain.
over the Way undulated over her lawn.
" Do me the favour, Wilson," said His Girl, saved by him, he said-to the
Scatterby, "to say nothing, know nothing, step -ladder.
.

.

of my inquiry or of anything that-may As he plunged about the garden with
happen. I am going to be-to try to be- the ladder, the Girl was putting on that
the hand of Providence."

ridiculous garden -hat in front of a window

Scatterby could act like lightning. He from which she could see his demesne.
bought the doctor's chauffeur, the chau- She saw him plant the ladder and ascend
ffeur's sweetheart, who was housemaid at wobblingly to the top. Then the ladder
the house of the Girl over the Way, and he collapsed and he fell, and lay very still.
-had a set installed at Miss Prynor's
appointed Laleham as Chief Villain and
Postmaster -General. He learned that She
A broken ankle causes one of the sharpest
Hopeless ! Moveover, they-er-she-- was Miss Prynor. That She had no radio displays of pain to which the human senses
wouldn't respond ; he had neither rhyme set. Almost on the instant he formed the can respond. Hence Scatterby's faint can
nor reason to proffer.
Invalid Alleviation Trust" be excused. When he emerged from unSo Scatterby continued to pile up money -on a half sheet of notepaper-and on its consciousness into a universe all ankle and
and to nurse a queer empty kind of ache behalf had a set installed at Miss Prynor's.
underneath his top left-hand vest-pocket. Once a week Laleham's brother inspected
*
*
it, asked shrewd questions, thanked the
*

*

Laleham was the partially -disabled ex - lady in the name of the Trust, and reported

soldier who looked after Scatterby and to Scatterby.
Yewly Lodge for a wage too big for the
Every morning brought flowers to Miss
job, by ordinary .standards, but only Prynor; deceptive flowers, which could
right for the man who had crawled into not possibly be real or in season. As a

a barrage to bring in 'the dying Lieutenant matter of fact they were grown in special
William Scatterby, John's young brother. forcing -frames under the influence of
He was a "noticing sort of blighter," as artificial ultra -violet light and cost more
Scatterby had remarked on several occa- than fine porcelain. They were accomsions.
panied by a series of cards bearing puzzling
Laleham was sore troubled. He knew mottoes. There was a "scene" when Miss
why the Girl over the Way had been absent Prynor ordered the housemaid to denounce
from her garden so long ; knew where she the sender and Was met with a bit of superb
was; knew her name. All of it knowledge acting. Louise knew nothing. How should
which rightly belonged to Scatterby. But she know. Was it her business to know?
Laleham knew the Yewly doctor's chauffeur Hoity toity-and much more.
too. A sad ease it was, the latter had said.
Gradually the Girl over the Way fell
"Kind of job the guv don't like, mate. No into step with the business and began to
simtums, much. Nothing you could put look forward to the morning announceyour 'and on and say, ' This here is the meats-"said with flowers." Nothing
rheumatics or hairysippilars.' Says it's a whatever could she extract from Scatterby's
speeches of general fungshional debility. loyal minions; they were dumb.
No 'eart for nothing. Nice young gal, too."
The doctor watched the process as one
Therefore Laleham muttered as he who sees magic done and begati to have
cleaned the spoons and swore he was in a doubts about the British Pharmacopoeia;
first-rate fix. To tell or not to tell. Queer ! the girl mended daily and showed signs of
when a man's duty seemed to pull both argumentativeness. Splendid ! Then she
ways at once. Laleham began to eliminate wanted to go into the garden, a 'proposal
too, and, like all brave souls, he saw more which was quashed in heavy " bedside
virtue in the harder task. He told.
manner." So then she got up and went

Then the ladder collapsed and he fell

shooting stars he groaned deeply; he would
miss the show after all.
But he rubbed his eyes and cursed under
his breath a moment later, because he was

"seeing things."
Item : "Auntie Ida," of 5XP.
Item :'Miss Viola Prideaux.
Item : The Girl over the Way.

He murmured this list and groaned
Then the composite vision bent

again.

over him, very tenderly, and whispered,
" I am all three, and you are the Unknown
Benefactor. There-put your head-so."

" By James ! How did you know."
"Laleham gave you away. That is why
he thought he had better have a day off,"
said All Three.

"Did you jump that wall?" he asked.
"Like a bird."
" I am
Seal terby,' then."
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IHAVE always maintained (said Mr. and so I at once started experiments with
John L. Baird recently to an AMATEUR apparatus that would transmit reflected
WIRELEss Special. Correspondent) that light from an object, and not merely the

there is no essential difference in the diffi- variations of an intercepted beam of light
culty of transmitting moving pictures by emanating from behind the object.
This made it necessary immensely to
wire or by wireless. There are, I know,

investigators who are pessimistic, to say increase the sensitivity of the apparatus;
the least, about the possibility of successful for, obviously, the variations of reflected
broadcast television. I have never believed light from an object are infinitely weaker
this, and I may safely say that I have and less clearly defined than is the case
proved it to be wrong. It has taken me when moving shadowgraphs are being
over five years to bring television in this transmitted.
During 1924 and 1925, therefore, I was
country to its present state of development-a long time, but no time has been engaged in steadily overcoming the difficulties connected with operating by rewasted.
Even before I studied at Glasgow Uni- flected light, and chiefly in testing every
versity-more years ago than I care to available form of light cell and devising
remember-I was experimenting with cells of my own pattern.
The reward-if such I may term itselenium cells, first with the idea of producing a talking film, and this lead to came in April, 1925, when the apparatus
experiments in television; but the only was so far developed as to warrant a
thing I succeeded in doing with those early demonstration in London at the Selfridge
stores. In all, this lasted two weeks.
selenium cells was to burn my fingers !
"Was a human face used for this
'

of wire transmission this means an extra
cable. These are serious practical objections, and since 1925, when reflected -light
television was proved to be possible, I have
devoted considerable time to synchronism
without a separate communication channel.

" This, I understand, you have accomplished successfully? "

Early Attempts

Yes, this is now possible, and I have
embodied my new system in the latest
televisor receivers. On the front of the

either with wire or wireless link, and in circles, and by covering the "eyes" with
1923 I was able to give a small private a white card the object could be made to
Jernonstration of shadow television at wink at the transmitter ! This gave a fairly
clearly defined reflecting surface for the
Hastings.
"What were the diffiCulties you had to light-sensitive cell, and the received image,

Recent Developments
The two most recent developments are
daylight and colour television. Daylight
transmission is rather importagt, because
it means that television apparatus can be

reflected -light demonstration? " No; the image used was a board shaped televisor is a synchronising control, which
Seriously, though, by 1922 I had worked
out a scheme for practical television, to represent a face. The "nose" and is rotated until the picture is steady.
which would work almost equally well " eyes" were black -painted lines and

overcome ?"

.

.

.

Well, my chief trouble, up to that time,
had been to obtain a sufficiently sensitive
light cell. I had tried selenium cells of
nearly every conceivable form. Selenium coated soap -stone cells of block formation
numbered among the best, but, as is well
known, selenium's "time lag" in electric
response to light variations places a limit
on the use of such cells for television.'

I had tried colloidal cells and photocells of potassium, and also of

electric

rubidium in low-pressure argon or helium.

Each had merits and demerits for television purposes, but at last I devised a cell
which gave reasonable results in a shadow

televisor and which made the Hastings
demonstration possible.

Reflected Light
The success I obtained with that shadow

transmitter and receiver in 1923 showed
clearly that television could not rest there.
Shadowgraphs had a limited application,

although crude, was easily distinguishable

Synchronism

used for the wireless transmission of outdoor events without the need for special
lighting; this has been made possible

There is one feature of television trans- mainly by cell and amplifier improvements.

mission which I have not, yet touched Colour transmission is yet in its infancy,
upon, and that is the essential synchronism but present results are such that, with a
between transmitter and receiver. For the human head before the transmitting lens,
Selfridge demonstration (already men- the whites of the eyes and teeth, and the
tioned) of reflected -light transmission the prominent colouring of such things as
viewing disc was kept in step with the flowers or fruits stands out in a striking
scanning disc by means of a transmitted fashion.
note of about 30o cycles per second. This
Television in the future must, of course,
was received, amplified by means of a go hand in hand with wireless, for wired
Mark IV amplifier using LS5 valves, and television has a certain limit placed on its
fed to a relay of the P.O. type. The relay scope of application. Now, in 1928, it is
output was taken to a small alternator on possible both to see and hear a speaker in
the shaft of the viewing disc, and in this front of a television transmitter.
way synchronism was maintained.
" Yes, Mr. Baird, that is, in brief, what
A separate channel of communication you have accomplished after five years of
was necessary, and still is with other hard work. Now what can you prophesy
systems of television. This offers several for the next five years?"
objections, particularly when a radio link,
But Mr. Baitd, who is, above all, the
is used, for it doubles the frequency band cautious Scotsman, merely shook his head
covered by the transmission. In the case and smiled !
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MAKE IT A WIRELESS GIFT !
Left is a 4 -volt

On left the Celes-

la tor represen-

pick-up is illustrated. A first-class in-

L.T. accumu-.
excellent range
by

7

mm)

tion,Woodroffe-type

tative of the
made

(C ongleec91

strument suitable for

the

a 11 gramophones
(special a t t a c hment for H.M.V.).

Tudor Accu-

mulator
Co.,
Ltd. They are

Price 84s.

substantially

made and" live
long."

Hellesen batteries have a world-

wide reputation-and they de-

The

General
Electrical Co.'s

serve it. Above a 6o -volt unit

is shown (price tos. 6d.), but .

rheostat (right)

is available in
ohm values at

' former (on right) is a very handsome

20s. only.

2S. 9d.

instrument in bright nickel case.
Very good reproduction.

others from 55 to 108 volts are
available. The io8-volt unit is

6-, 12- and 30 -

-or The British General L.F. transAvail-

Two -waveband tuner units
are popular with constructors. Their advantages are

able in 5-1 and 3-1 ratios, both
priced at 18s. 6d.

many, not the least being
inexpensiveness. The Wat-

Right is the Igranic vernier
drum control coupled to a
" Lokvane" condenser. The

mel tuner seen on the left
is only

drum control has become
very popular lately

125.6d.

Price

The Bowyer -Lowe high-freq ,ency choke operates over the

17s. 6d.

whole range of wavelengthsfrom

V. to 4,000 metres. It is a
very neat component and is
priced at 7s.

t4 Below is the Ever Ready super capacity type, 45 -volt H.T.

'

battery-guaranteed to solve

The Eton Glass

your H.T. troubles during along

Battery Co.,mar-

life I Length, 8,1 in. ; width,
% 4? in.; height, 8 in. Price 215.

kets a special L.T.

supply unit seen
on the left.

The R.I. & Varley

components that
would make excellent

Xmas presents are
many.

The Bowyer -Lowe six -pin coil base
illustrated below is a very well
designed, attractively produced, and
inexpensive component.
Can be

straight-line transformer : good vahte at 25s.
If the question is selectivity,
a wave -trap of some kind is
the obvious solution. On the
left the Harlie wave selector,
which is 12s. 6d.

recommended.

MORE GIFTS
ON PAGES

K6-957

The M.P.A.
energising

Very neat is the
Lotus (Garnett- ,
Whiteley) slow-

is a
very excellent in-

strument, making a

handsome gift. Moving -coil loud -speakers, of course, are un-

Unique in \

design, but

a very

good proposition. It
is priced at 4s. 9d.
The loud -speaker unit
(for cone -speakers) seen
Here, above, we have the Mullard P.M. on the right is that Made

unit-a H.T. current ' supply by Geodmans.

H.T.
solver.

Write to the makers,

giving

details of your mains supply.

:.

self -

moving -

coil

motion dial.

It

is

priced at only 27s. 6d.excellent value indeed.

Above is the

four -terminal

rivalled for quality.

The Lissen variable .
condenser is an ex-

cellent example of
how a good C9M-.
ponent can be inexpensively produced.
Prices 5s. 9d.
to 6s. 61.
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W JAMES
T FIND there is often some confusion in

1 the minds of amateurs regarding the
A-fect of different high-tenSion voltages
and grid -bias values on the anode impedance and amplification factor of a valve:
The valve manufacturers usually quote
average figures -,-that is, .when the hightension is

zoo and the grid bias zero.

Under ordinary amplifying conditions, a

Weekly Tips for the

more' negative than the end of the filament
c&the valve, because there is a fall in volt-

negative grid bias is almost invariably
employed. What is the effect of this

age across the filament resistance. In c. a
dry cell is shown connected in the grid
circuit, the result being that, while the grid
potential may be varied by the amount. of

negative bias ?
The chief effect is that the impedance of

the valve is raised, resulting, of course, in

a reduction in the anode current.

In A the potentiometer is connected

across the filament heating accumulator.
Amateur
The potential of the grid may therefore -be
A temporary cure was effected by thn- varied from positive to negative; when the
sliding contact is on the positive side, it is
necting a damping resistance of .5 or
znegolari across the secondary winding of at the same voltage as the filament; ditto
the 'transformer, but since it is always when the contact is on the negative side!'
With the arrangement shown in B, the
NT+
contact may be given a potential which is

-The

amplification factor of the valve may be

the voltage of the filament battery, the

voltage is raised the opposite results. The
impedance of the valve is reduced and the
anode current increases.

Gwit1171

When a small negative potential is required
the scheme of figure B can, be used, but it is
generally better to employ scheme c when
a negative bias in excess of about r volt is

grwszorez-

needed. The arrangement of A is suitable

maximum negative potential is 1.5 volts.

altered a little, but usually not to any
considerable degree. When the H.T.

Under working conditions the impedance
of a valve may be as much as 5o per cent.

different 'from that given on the maker's instruction slip ! It is. well to bear this
fact in mind ! In the particular instance
where the grid is, given a large negative
bias fcr anode -bend rectification the anode
impedance may be four or five times that
of the normal value.

Fig. 1. To prevent a howl

better to endeavour to prevent the oscillations, efforts in this direction were made by
rearranging the circuit. (See Fig. r).
The grid lead from the transformer was
made as short as possible and the anode
wire frorn the valve spaced from the grid

A

Valves and Howls
.

As components and valves are
constantly improved, it becomes
increasingly necessary for more
care to be taken in order to obtain
satisfactory working.
In the particular case that I have
in mind it was found that by employ-

a potentiometer is provided to obtain
smooth reaction or the greatest sensitivity.

H.T. AccumulatOrs
A little kindness does it; in the case of
the accumulator -type of H.T. battery,
anyhow. But without kind and
constant attention this type .of
battery scion refuses to do any-

You cannot stow it away
out of sight and forget it. Well,
you can, but
.
LT+
LT+
These batteries must be fairly
CZfrequently charged and the acid
level 'regularly made up with
2. Three ways; of obtaining fine G.B. adjustm ents
distilled water. This done, the
wire so as to minimise the inter -capacity. accuinulator H.T. battery is excellent.
For the filling business I always use a
A valve has a certain grid -to -anode
capacity, and this is effectually increased fountain -pen filler. Sometimes, when the
under working conditions by an amount "hole in the top of the cell is too small -to
which approximates to the magnification allow the air to' escape as the liquid takes
factor of the valve. It is not hard to under- its place, this becomes quite an unattracstand why the whistle was caused; when tive job. All that need be done is to prothe new valve was employed the effective, vide an escape hole for the air. As the
capacity was greatly increased, and this cells are usually pitch -covered, a suitable
was combined with the greater difference hole can be. made with. a pin.
thing.

.

Fig.

ing a new power valve in the output position

a high-pitched whistle resulted. The new
power valve had a magnification factoi of 8
and an impedance of 4,000 ohms, as com-

pared with the 4 and- 4,000 ohms of the
original valve.

The coupling to the power valve was an
inter -valve transformer of modern construc-

tion, and its manufacturers made a point
of the manner in which it magnified the
higher audio frequencies.
Here was a combination which was par-

-

.

between -the anode and grid voltages.

ticularly liable to generate a high-pitched Using a Potentiometer
whistle. The inter -valve transformer itself
Where a fine adjustment of grid potential
had a fairly,,j4i,gh natural frequency, and is necessary, a potentiometer can be used.
the amount of coupling through the valve There are several methods of connection,
evas,,sufficient to set it oscillating.

when a leaky -grid detector is employed and

three of.whielz are indicated in Fig-.

The Northern Area B.B.C. Educational
Advisory Council is very much encouraged
by the step taken by the Scottish National
Committee for the Training of Teachers in
deciding to instal sets at the training
colleges for experimental purposes.
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TEN STATIONS ANYWHERE :: NO COIL CHANGING :: UNDER S5 TO BUILD
IT is a very easy
tuned circuit.
By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.
matter for the
The la!yont of
designer of finally a model of the receiver itself has

radio apparatus to
get into a groove.

If the sets which

he designs show up

well 'on a test in

<<>

his own locality he

is apt to feel that
all is well and that

The circuit of the receiver is shown by the receiver will be seen to be' arranged
been tested in no fewer than eight differ- r the diagram. It will be seen to comprise with one central control on the detector
ent centres throughout the British Isles. a high -frequency valve; neutralised on the valve and two subsidiary conA receiver which can come through such split -primary principle, a detector and a trols on each side. The lefta test with flying colours is one which no ill, single transformer -coupled low -frequency hand control is the aerial tuner,
reader need hesitate to make up, at any amplifier. This circuit was chosen after which is not critical, and the
rate, on the score of performance. But many trials as being the'most suited to the right-hand control is the rewhen we add to this the fact that the whole needs of the whole country. The straight- action dial. In practice it is
receiver, including wire, screws, etc., can forward detector followed by two L.F. merely necessary to set the
be made for stages has held sway for a considerable centre dial to the approximate
less thanks,,

then it wilt

be clear
that the design is

8
8

someth i n g
unusual.

The
Complete
"All -Britain

A glance

Three"

at

the

period, but there is no do,ubt that the
discriminating public is
require something better.

beginning to

The advantages of the high -frequency
stage are many, the most important being
the increase in range of the receiver and the increase in' the selectivity. Those readers
who live some distance from a local station
require to be able to obtain- loud -speaker
.

position required, swing the left-

hand dial until signals are at a maxi mum, and then adjust the reaction control,
with a final retune on the centre dial, until

that, owing to the use of the now popular

strength. Operation, indeed, is every bit as
simple as with the ordinary detector circuit.

" Q " coil, we are able to tune to bOth wave-

Selectivity

type shown in Which a tight -coupled and
therefore abs-olutely stable system of
neutralisation is- employed with any other
form of dual -range coil, the particular
feature of the " Q " coil being that the same
primary; neutralising and reaction windings

have the most important factor of selectivity 4,th consider. Particularly in the
provincial districts, the majority of readers
live fairly close to a local station, and for any

satisfactory reception it is necessary that
they shall be able to cut this local station
out fairly rapidly. This is achieved in the
present receiver by virtue of the fact that
there are two tuned circuits. It is a matter
of comparative ease to cut out one's local
station and receive distant stations without

the set can be released with safety.
The difficulty is that readers in the
more remote parts of the .country

CA:ITLE

experience conditions totally different

from those under which the
designer himself has worked,

Stu. ,.\\
\ -4

MANCHESTER

and they have, therefore, to
sift the evidence piesented regarding the
performance of the set

and to decide

rerwhetherceiver
thewill de'

-

These two
photographs
and the one above
give an idea of
the layout and
will

any interference whatever. The test reports

h e -p

materially in the
construction

liver the neces-

sary signals in
their own particular locality.
.

The "All-

-

rr

Britain Three "

is an attempt
to

overcome

this trouble. It
has been designed as a result
of information- carefully com-

piled from a tour of: the whole country.
From- the data so Colleeted. the design
-

of

the receiver " was - Worked out.. and

TESTED AND PROVED

photographs and diagrams accompanying

this article will show at once that simplicity is the keynote of the set. The
baseboard carries few components and

the connecting wires are few in number.
The receiver can, indeed, be constructed

with ease in an evening-I actually
made up my first skeleton model, starting

absolutely from nothing, in an hour and
a - half-and there is no reason why the
final receiver as shown herewith should
not be made up, in a similar time.

EFFICIENT

AT EACH

reception without straining their receiver to
the limit. The high -frequency amplifier
exercises as much amplification as a resistance -coupled low -frequency stage, so that
from the point of view of overall amplifica-

Added to this we have the advantage

the station conies up to the required

Apart from this question of strength, we

8
0

which will be given next week willillustrate
.this fact adequately.

bands without any coil changing. It is
quite impossible to obtain a circuit of the

are in use on both wavebands, the only
changing of connections being that of the
secondaryiections, which are placed in series

or parallel to cover the two wavebands
required: Owing to the efficiency of this
arrangement, which avoids all dead ends,
the tuning is sharp and the performance of
a high order.

This is
a plan
view
which
shows
clearly
the
simple
wiring

tion we are no worse off than with the
popular detector - resist ante - transformer
combination of a year ago.

On the other hand,- we have a greater
factor of safety, which means that stations

can be tuned in more easily despite the
apparent extra complication of a second

OF THE PLACES SHOWN ON THE MAP

......
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been tested in no fewer than eight differ- r the diagram. It will be seen to comprise with one central control on the detector
ent centres throughout the British Isles. a high -frequency valve; neutralised on the valve and two subsidiary conA receiver which can come through such split -primary principle, a detector and a trols on each side. The lefta test with flying colours is one which no ill, single transformer -coupled low -frequency hand control is the aerial tuner,
reader need hesitate to make up, at any amplifier. This circuit was chosen after which is not critical, and the
rate, on the score of performance. But many trials as being the'most suited to the right-hand control is the rewhen we add to this the fact that the whole needs of the whole country. The straight- action dial. In practice it is
receiver, including wire, screws, etc., can forward detector followed by two L.F. merely necessary to set the
be made for stages has held sway for a considerable centre dial to the approximate
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The advantages of the high -frequency
stage are many, the most important being
the increase in range of the receiver and the increase in' the selectivity. Those readers
who live some distance from a local station
require to be able to obtain- loud -speaker
.

position required, swing the left-

hand dial until signals are at a maxi mum, and then adjust the reaction control,
with a final retune on the centre dial, until

that, owing to the use of the now popular

strength. Operation, indeed, is every bit as
simple as with the ordinary detector circuit.

" Q " coil, we are able to tune to bOth wave-

Selectivity

type shown in Which a tight -coupled and
therefore abs-olutely stable system of
neutralisation is- employed with any other
form of dual -range coil, the particular
feature of the " Q " coil being that the same
primary; neutralising and reaction windings

have the most important factor of selectivity 4,th consider. Particularly in the
provincial districts, the majority of readers
live fairly close to a local station, and for any

satisfactory reception it is necessary that
they shall be able to cut this local station
out fairly rapidly. This is achieved in the
present receiver by virtue of the fact that
there are two tuned circuits. It is a matter
of comparative ease to cut out one's local
station and receive distant stations without

the set can be released with safety.
The difficulty is that readers in the
more remote parts of the .country
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this trouble. It
has been designed as a result
of information- carefully com-

piled from a tour of: the whole country.
From- the data so Colleeted. the design
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of

the receiver " was - Worked out.. and

TESTED AND PROVED

photographs and diagrams accompanying

this article will show at once that simplicity is the keynote of the set. The
baseboard carries few components and

the connecting wires are few in number.
The receiver can, indeed, be constructed

with ease in an evening-I actually
made up my first skeleton model, starting

absolutely from nothing, in an hour and
a - half-and there is no reason why the
final receiver as shown herewith should
not be made up, in a similar time.

EFFICIENT

AT EACH

reception without straining their receiver to
the limit. The high -frequency amplifier
exercises as much amplification as a resistance -coupled low -frequency stage, so that
from the point of view of overall amplifica-

Added to this we have the advantage

the station conies up to the required

Apart from this question of strength, we

8
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which will be given next week willillustrate
.this fact adequately.

bands without any coil changing. It is
quite impossible to obtain a circuit of the

are in use on both wavebands, the only
changing of connections being that of the
secondaryiections, which are placed in series

or parallel to cover the two wavebands
required: Owing to the efficiency of this
arrangement, which avoids all dead ends,
the tuning is sharp and the performance of
a high order.

This is
a plan
view
which
shows
clearly
the
simple
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tion we are no worse off than with the
popular detector - resist ante - transformer
combination of a year ago.

On the other hand,- we have a greater
factor of safety, which means that stations

can be tuned in more easily despite the
apparent extra complication of a second
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" THE ALL -BRITAIN THREE " (Continued)
Two terminal strips, z in. by 2 in., with
two Belling -Lee terminals ...
The neutralising is of a foolproof Variety. Baseboard;
21 in. by io in....
There is a wide latitude and the receives' Filament switch with terminals (Ben -

Neutralising

will be stable over quite a wide range of

neutralising Condenser. Wire for wiring -up, screws, etc.'
terminal tags, and five wander
Variable selectivity is obtainable, for-the Twoplugs ((.lit)
aerial is coupled to the first valve through a
4
pre-set condenser, and the smaller the value

2

0

I

3
6

The other point which requires
attention is that, of the two pre-set conBe careful not to get these two
densers.
mixed up, as otherwise the results will be
middle.

rather peculiar.. The type F Formodenser,
which is the neutralising condenser, must
be placed in between the two Q " coils as
18
shown. The type "J. condenser, which has a
range of .0603 'to .060025, is-placed in the
Construction
aerial lead at the back of the baseboard, as
/VW
Coming now to the shown. Provided care is taken with these
actual construction of two points no other comment is necessary,
the set, you will. first re- the components merely being placed in
quire to.- purchase the -their positions and screwed down.

setting of the

r

'

9,0DDPS"

0003

y ar ions components
necessary-.

'

$
71.1

"

g vox
2

\--ELT+
.

i.
-4-g+
The Circuit of the " All -Britain Three"

'These, Corn-

Wiring

ponents are ,all shown
The wiring up may then be commenced,
in the list accompany- and this is simple in the extreme-. Squared
ing this ,article, together -wiring has been used in the set shown in the
with the prices, . from photographs, but the wires, may be taken
which it will be seen direct from point to point if the constructcthat tlie total cost is prefers. All components are provided with
below the L5 as already terminals, so that no soldering is necessary.
mentioned.
If the wires are placed on in the ordershown First of all, drill the namely aa, bb, and so on-the whole wiring
panel in accordance with will be completed very quickly and surely,

the diagram ,shown, or no wires being missed if a systematic
alternatively obtain a method is adopted.
blueprint, price is. from
When the receiver has been completed
this office, and with this it is ready for test, and detailed descriptions
the exact drilling position of the operation will be given next week.
may be obtained. Next
Some few notes will be of interest to

lay out the baseboard those readers who finish their receiver

of this condenser the greater is the selec- components in the positions_ shown
on the layout diagrams. There will be
tivity.
Thus we have a particularly flexible no difficulty about this, there being only
arrangement. It can be adjusted to give two points which require any attention.
exceedingly selective results, where the
BLUEPRINT
reader is close to a local station, while the
NV.W/58

before next week's issue. A high -frequency
or resistance -capacity valve may be used
in the H.F. stage. The former gives slightly better signal strength, the latter greater
PA/VICO/41
NF,TUN/N6 CONOENS'ER

user in remote parts can sacrifice the
selectivity to

.

AERIAL

ON/Ni; CONOEIVER

,f441.11

edo.1,7,4/

REACT/ON CONDENSER

considerations of signal

4

strength. The operation is simple in the
extreme and there is no coil changing. The

receiver has been tested in each of the
eight centres shown on the map accom-

41.

panying this article, and in every instance

a test report of from fifteen to twenty

stations was obtained. These facts -speak
for themselves.

Components
Two .0005-microfarad variable con-

densers *polar No. 3 (or LiSsen,'Ormond, Burton)
Small slow-motion dial (Ormond) . ...
Knob for aerial;condenser
moor Reaction condenser (Burton) ...
" Q " A coil (Lotus, Lewcos, Wear...
ite, Finston)
Q " S.P. coil (Lotus, Lewcos,
Wearite, Finston)
Three valve/holders (Formo, or Lotus)
Formodenser, type F, .ocioo675-.0oo ...
Formodenser, type J, .000025-.0003 ...

s. d.

4

6
6
6
0

15

0

3

o

2-megohm grid leak (Lissen)
Combinator (Lissen)
High -frequency choke (Burudept)
Ebonite panel, 21 in. by 7 in.

Diagram.
A full-size
Blueprint of
th!s is
obtainable

BASEBOARD

eiwer.

Hf

O Cail
TRANSFORMER

from this office

NEUTRAL'

price 1,'I:VALVE,

21
3
2
2

Low -frequency transformer, type F
...
Igranic, (or R.I. and Varley)
.0002-mierbfarad fixed condenser (Lis-

Or

The Wiring

9

16

o

r

o

°
3

6

F CHOKE

o.

35,4,10:48LE

'000.-000

DETECTOR VAL

0

HP VALVE

NT

.5 8

5 5.

xz

18

E

77.2

These are as follows : The aerial "Q" selectivity An H,F valve Should be used
coil is placed on the left-hand side of the for the detector, or if desired one of the
baseboard looking from the front and the special detector valves now on the market
(Concluded itt third col. of page 970)
split -primary "0" coil is placed in the

ar
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YOU can only get the lights
and shades of fine music if

you have a transformer

which leaves the background entirely silent. Again, a single low

note missing from a sonorous
chord or a single high note distorted in amplification will rob

a beautiful composition of much
of its effect. That is why musical
people who build radio sets

almost invariably use LISSEN
Transformers ; first they want

The LISSEN SUPER

TRANSFORMER
This Super LISSEN Transformer is made in two ratios,

31 to 1 and also 21 to 1. The 31- to 1 is suitable for
use in either the first or the second stage of an L.F.
amplifier, or can be used in cascade for both stages, and
with practically any valve. The
to 1 transformer is
suitable for use after a high impedance rectifier valve
without fear of distortion or loss of high notes and

the dead silent background which

LISSEN Transformers give, the

entire absence of that rustling
sound which is almost always

present in less carefully designed

transformers. Then the critical
ear discovers how very even is
the amplification, so that every
note keeps its true value ; a fact
which is proved by laboratory
curves taken with LISSEN
Transformers.

overtones. The price is the same for both ratios A.

The famous 8/6 LISSEN Transformer is still supreme in price

and will never break down

The famous 8/6. LISSEN Transformer is
suitable for all ordinary purposes, and its huge
sale proves it still supreme value. It continues

to earn high praise as the transformer that
never breaks down. Turns ratio 3 to 1. 8/6
Resistance ratio 4 to 1.

TRANSFORMERS

LISSEN LIMITED, Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey
(Managing Director : Thos. N. Cole)

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertiser*
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To the Listener the Announcer is just a Voice. Here are narreted
the. experiences of one who has filled this role
However, the first martyr followed me fully, if I could give her our official recipe

into the studio. Then the awful thing for cooking tripe. She explained, between
happened : I forgot how many times I tearful sniffs, that, unfortunately, her last
\\A
should push the signal to stop these er- effort had produced a tough variety and
ALL accounts that I have -ever read red lights blinking.
her old man said he was sure that the
have almost convinced me that the
Well, it occurred to me that I had B.B.C. would know all about tripe. Well,
job of a B.B.C. announcer is one of the better touch something, so, 'mincing of I told the old lady that she was a dear,
world's most charming pastimes. I say
"almost," for once I was an announcer.
No, I was not relieved of my post, but left
of my own volition [sic]. Now I sit back

step, with absolute daring, I touched every-

but that her old man-well-he wasn't.

thing I thought might be the right button;
and with some success, for the red lights Many Surprises
stopped their blinking and remained perOne never knows what is in store. 1 was
and read effusions on the charming pastime manently on. So far, so good !
doing
my best to appear cheerful during a
of announcing, and am reminded of the
Unfortunately, when I approached the programme by a local party of entertainers,
speeches of defeated parliamentary canwhen the police insisted on my reading an
didates who invariably forget the missiles
SOS in connection with a fatal acciden...
of the election in their thankfulness that
This cheered my band of troubadors
all'is over.
immensely.. It did seem to fit in with their
At last, the truth shall be known. My
material, for various 'phone calls asked me
debut as an announcer was one of the most
why the dear little souls in the studio were
delightful moments of my life. After all,
not involved in the accident.
I was very familiar with studios, artistes
How I loved answering -these pertinent
(technically speaking), gadgets, and whatinquiries
as to my frOggy throat Or Oxford
nots. I required no help on my first essay
accent; but one foolish man thoroughly
-at least, so I thought myself.
amused me. He told me in enraged tones
that his wife had just run off with someone
Late !
else, and would I get her back by means of
Unfortunately, the night on which I first

an SOS, adding that he was quite pre-

functioned happened to be unutterably

pared to -go as far as L5, but no farther.
I comforted him by saying that as trade
was bad he'd probably succeed; yet I had

foggy, so that niy tram -refused to hurry,
and no taxi, of course, could be found for
love or-an announcer.

to decline his offer.

< Humid within and without from fog, and

anxious, I arrived late at 'the studio door,
heralded by dozens of blinking red lights,
which meant that the engineer, who was

the only other official in the place, was

Then again I had hosts of charming

ing.

offers, affectionate and otherwise. I have
memories of wonderful -letters 'and messages. I am glad to think that an announcer

can break the loneliness of many good
signalling the fact that thousands of people
microphone a distinct pressure of a cramp- Souls.
"MICROPHILE."
were listening to the carrier -wave only.
nature developed in my middle which
This increased my sense of comfort. To
interfered with my breathing.
add to my sang froid; the diminutive seriously
CoMpletely drying up, I yet hissed suffi-

waiting -room was packed with a medley
of expensive artistes who, between inspec- ciently, and we sailed along. The only real
tions of their wrist watches, looked at me trouble I experienced was a persistent old
man on the telephone who inquired the
with tired detached expressions.
name of the asthmatical foreigner ennounCing that night.
Those Lights
Now, one has always on these occasions
Nevertheless, I greeted them, hurled off
my coat and dashed to the control -room, to be polite to , the outside public; so'
gasped out to the engineer that I had laughed heartily, called him,a dear- olcl
arrived, and quickly closed the door to frumpy, and wished his rabbits a speedy
avoid hearing his reply, as I am-well, not death. I suppose he is now an oscillator.
I remember also one occasion when a
an engineer.

All this time these infernal red lights

kept blinking. I turned to the artistes,
programme in *hand, and murmured :
"Pretty lights, aren't they ? " I thought

that might cheer them up and cast an

atmosphere of competency over my deportment, but there was an entire lack of
sympathy.

THE ALL -BRITAIN THREE"
(Continued from page 968)
_

may be employed.

FM- the last stage a

good power or super-poWer valve should be

Either z-, 4-, or 6 -volt valves may
be employed; the results being unaffected
by whiehever type is used.
used.

Do not have the Formodenser in the

aerial lead screwed right home. If this is
done there will be found to be a considerdear old lady rang me up duritig a' syrn able. discrepancy between the positions of
phony programme and asked, rather' tear - the aerial -and H.F. tuning condensers.
This set will be on view in the Somerset
Street windows of, Messrs. Selfridge and
THE LETTS' 1929 AMATEUR WIRELESS
NOTEBOOK DIARY
Co., Ltd. Somerset Street lies behind
88 -page Reference Section
Messrs. Selfridges, parallel' to Oxford
Full of Useful Data
Aivi'ATECR WIRELESS sets are
2/6 Street.
1/6
From this Office
displayed in these windows every week.
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TRANSFORMER

AT 176!
Far and away the beat Transformer
value at anything like its price.

FERRANTI LTD.
HOLLINWOOD
LANCASHIRE

WEAKER OF
EXCEPTIONAL

E It IT

Here is the cone loud speaker you

have been looking for! Just thinkfor three pounds you can have a cone
speaker of exceptionally good tone,
giving sufficient volume for a large
room, and having the all-round
quality, finish and appearance of an
instrument costing two or three times
as much.

POI

Ask your dealer to demonstrate
this wonderful speaker

3.0.0

The above frier if applicabra

in Gt. Britain Fe Northern
Ireland

ESZVAJCIE-Illi
The British Thomson -Houston Go. La.
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AERIAL comes first, for it is the first thing in a receiver. But,
being outside, it is liable to be forgotten, and both electrically

and mechanically it is liable to " gang aglay." It would pay to
overhaul the whole equipment before March winds arrive !

ELIMINATORS for both A.C. and D.C. should be

chosen to suit the receiver with which they are to be used. Some
BATTERY

eliminators embody chokes and resistances which can deal with an
output suitable only for, say, a two-valver. Multi -valve sets and
super -power valves necessitate a large amount of anode current, and
if the eliminator cannot supply this, distortion and L.F. howling
may result.

CHOKES.-High-frequency chokes have to be chosen for the
circuit in which they will be used, and the amount of wire, air
spacing, and so on ffetermine the wavelength range over which the
choke will work properly. Some chokes fail below about 15o metres,
but work well up to the extreme wavelength limit, whereas others go
down to about 20 metres, but fail above about 1,000 metres.

DETECTOR VALVES operate either on the leaky grid or

anode -bend system. The former is more sensitive, but may
introduce distortion and damping. Just one point : always choose
a detector valve for anode bend having an A.C. resistance of about
a quarter of the desired value.

EARTHS.-If a proper earth cannot be obtained, a counterpoise,
consisting of a number of insulated wires beneath the aerial and
near the ground, often proves efficient.

should be connected in both H.T. and L.T. circuits for

" safety first." Special fuses of the screw -in flash -lamp type can
FUSES

5.2 obtained for H.T. circuits, while the L.T. fuse wire should be
:onnected as close to the accumulator terminals as possible.

RI6 BIAS values should be adjusted so that the greatest

tj possible G.B. voltage is applied without causing distortion or
loss of signal strength. It is better to have too much than too little ;
for the greater the G.B. voltage, the longer the H.T, battery's

LlIGH ? IVell there are several High's in wireless, and high frequency is the one you are probably thinking about. The
thing to think about these high's is that they can "jump" through

Cldimmy
..7eEticleimlienngtarY

Facts

C,(3

LAMPS are useful as indicators in sets deriving H.T. or
They take very little current indeed,
start to glow when about 16o volts is applied to them, and can be
connected permanently across the mains input to show when the
" juice" is on.

L.T. from the mains.
NEON

OUTPUT CIRCUITS in the anode circuit of the last valve of
the set protect the loud -speaker windings from the D.C. current.

The most popular output circuit consists of a choke connected

between the power -valve anode and H.T. positive, the loud -speaker
being connected in series with a 2-microfarad condenser between the
anode and earth.

PICK-UPS with excessive reed damping should be avoided, as
they cause excessive record wear, while too little damping
results in loss of the low notes. Feeling the needle carrier with the
fingers provides no real test of the amount of damping.

COILS enable the long and the short wavebands to be
kj covered merely by the movement of a switch, which puts the
two windings of the coil in series or parallel. The contacts are
usually self -wiping, and the proper tension of the spring leaves
should be maintained.
RHEOSTATS are hardly necessary in each filament circuit, one
master rheostat being usually all that is required. In some sets,
though, a separate rheostat in the detector filament circuit enables
this valve to be adjusted to the most critical point.
SCREENING should never be carried out to excess in a set, for if
metal screens are placed too close to the coils, condensers, and
so on, the natural capacity of the set may be increased.

TERMINALS can be " the danger points" of a set, for it is on
the terminal panel that battery leads of different potentials are
grouped close together. For this reason terminals should be fairly
well spaced and there should be no stray wires at the ends of the
connecting leads.

UNDERGROUND AERIALS are commonly used in America,
where " static" is bad. Their pick-up efficiency is poor, of
course, but they have use for amateurs living close by a broadcasting

station and who are troubled

by

stray A.C. and commutator

space, and H.F. leads need careful spacing in consequence.

ripple inteiference.

INDOOR AERIALS can give very good results if well insulated,
well spaced away from the walls and ceiling, and if, there is not

possible for full-4cale deflection. Very false readings can be
VOLTMETERS

too much wire. A common fault is to use a large number of
ttretches of wire across a room.

from the local station, when trying to receive distant
stations received at a close-up dial reading, can be cut out in most
JAMMING

cases by a wavetrap. Tuners having a centre tap for the aerial, or
an aperiodic aerial coil, also improve selectivity.
SWITCHES are most satisfactory as safety switches for

IN.NIFE
earthing the aerial, and in similar positions where low capacity

is essential. Quite considerable capacity can be set up in a switch
having large opposed contacts.

LOADING COILS added to a short-wave coil, in order to bring
in the higher wavelength bands, need not introduce " deadend " losses if carefully wound. Where possible, a D.P. C.O. switch

should be used to cut the loading coil out of circuit when not
required.

MOTOR -BOATING, a rather common form of L.F. oscillation,
can be cured in most sets Wan " anti-mobo ' stopper. This
consists of a resistance of about 30,000 ohms in series with the trans-

former primary of the anode resistance, and a 2-microfarad condenser connected between this junction point and earth.

should always consume as little current as

given by cheap meters having little wire on the energising coils and
taking quite a considerable amount of current.
WAVELENGTH, wrong connections, wire -wound resistances,'
Wood's metal, and so on. Quite a gamut of "W's." If "Won't
Work" is the most important "W" to you, why not write to "A.W."
about it ?

X"-STOPPERS are seldom used in this country, where static
interference is not bad, but a small spark gap between the
aerial and earth terminal is always a wise precaution. Currents
which collect on the aerial owing to lightning or charged rain -drops
can discharge across the spark gap without straining the insulation
of the set.

ArELLOW STAINS on accumulator plates are caused by neglect
I -usually neglect to charge the accumulator at proper intervals.
If not extensive, they can be removed by a process of slow chargirg
and discharging, having first refilled the cell with new acid who,
the battery is discharged.

ZINCITE. Perhaps you crystal enthusiasts have almost forgotten it nowadays. But time was when zincite, with

its partner bornite, was a staple friend in your set:
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PREPARE NOW
FOR THE CHRISTMAS PROGRAMMES
AND GET A

STEMER

RADIO BATTERY

SIZES
and

BEFORE THE LAST-MINUTE RUSH

PRICES

WHAT can be more annoying than a run-down

POPULAR TYPE
60 volts.
100 volts.
LARGE CAPACITY

No. 1200.
No. 1202.

H.T. Battery during the Christmas Holidays,
when all the shops are shut and there is something
" on " which you particularly wish to hear?

No. 1209.
No. 1206.

(/M' Power Valves)
Power CO volts.

Power 100 volts.
STANDARD TYPE

And, by the way, have you ever considered that
a Siemans H.T. Battery makes a most useful, reliable

(Brown Lalel)
No. £29.
66 volts. 11/ No. 913. 123 volts. 20/ -

and welcome present for some of_
your friends?

At your dealers

SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO., LTD.
WOOLWICH, S.E.18

HERE IS THE

OAK WIRELESS CABINET
YOU ARE LOOKING FOR
Do not put a fine

piece of work
into a fourth -

DESIGNED TO

NEW STANDARDS

rate box.
Instal a

" LANGMORE

and be proud of
your set.
These cabinets are made in the
following sizes :Panel, 16 in. x 7 in.
Cabinet, z ft. 6 in. high,
ft. 8 in. wide, la
deep.
No. 2. Panel, 18 in. x 7 in.
Cabinet, a ft. 6 in. high,

THE PENTOVOX THREE

No. 1.

brother to the
marvellous Pentovox Two,
the extra screened - grid H.F.
Valve extending considerably the
ABIGGER

1

speaker volume.
Wavelength ranges are 250 to 500
range of stations and satisfying metres, and I,200 to 2,3oo. There
within few limitations, List No. 344. Set with three special are no coils to change.
and matched to set. Log scales are prothe most ambitious valves tested
Inclung'
£di Royalty.
vicred to chart the
" searcher."
various stations.
:
The Pentode amplify11 :

ft. to in. wide, 12 in.

deep. The Cabinet for

the British Station
Three, GE.C. Magnet 3,
etc.
No. 3. Panel, 21 in. x 7 in.
Cabinet, 2 ft. 6 in. high,
2 ft. i in. wide, 12 in.
sleep.

Suitable for the

Cossor Melody Maker and
13ritain's Favour I
its Three. Price

32

All are fitted with hinged top,

heavy baseboard, etc., and a tray
rnderneath gives accommodation
for batteries. London made.
Highly finished in Jacobean style.
If required, enclosed Battery

tray with double doors in front
of same ro/- each extra to above
prices.

0 0

Write for

the full

literature of

Bowyer -Lowe sets and Components,

Nos. 1 and 2

PRICE
ONLY

U EACH

PACKED AND SENT CARRIAGE PAID

TO ANY ADDRESS IN GT. BRITAIN
Please vote this price does not include Panel.
Other sizes and styles, prices on application.
Trade enquiries invited.

The MISCELLANEOUS TRADING CO. LTD.
'Phone: Hol. 4894.

ing valve preserves fine quality
of reproduction in ample loud -

143, High Holborn, London, W.C.1

113owyere

Pentova 3
BOWYER-LOWE, CO., LTD., LETCHWORTH.

To Ensure Soeedy Delivery. Mention -.4.W." to Advertisers
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FURTHER NOTES
ON THE

"JAMES SPECIAL 3"
The

Constructional Details

of

this Receiver were given in our
issue dated November 24

IT is important that the designer of a gave much the greater -volume, as was to be The "James
wireless receiver so arranges the circuit expected. -Distant stations were strengththat the desired results may be obtained ened, but I think the quality was not quite
with,valves whose combined anode currents as good as when an ordinary power valve
do not exceed the amount which may be was employed.
conveniently taken from the ordinary
type of high-tension battery.
Using a Pentode
This, in practice, means that a limit is
This is because the anode impedance of a

Special 3 "

wavelengths within a few metres of the
local one.

The selectivity of the tuned circuits and
the amount of the high -frequency ampli-

fication may be varied by adjusting the
voltage of the shield of the high -frequency

imposed upon the size of the output valve, pentode is much greater than that of a
for it is this valve which is employed to three -electrode power valve, and no doubt a
actuate the loud -speaker. A certain amount
properly designed transformer output is
of power is required to drive the diaphragm needed. Suitable transformers are not, so
of a reproducer and this is obtained from far as I am aware, on the market, and all the
the high-tension battery and the last amateur can do is to employ a choke filter
valve. When a small power valve is used output with a choking coil of at least 20
the high-tension current is of moderate henries and a 2-microfarad condenser.
value, and it therefore follows that powerful
Those who care to try a pentode in this
signals will not be obtained.
receiver will find it an interesting valve,
but it must be handled carefully. Owing
H.T. Limitations
to its relatively complicated construction, a

valve. As the voltage is increased above
the normal value, the tuning becomes

battery the amount of current which may and to render the valve inoperative. The
be taken from it is limited if the battery is valves vary a good deal amongst themto have a reasonable life. This is a point selves, some of them taking much more
which is often overlooked, and many a anode current than .others. This is only to
receiver is blamed as being extravagant be expected, however, as the valve manuwhen it is the user's fault for not including facturers have not yet so arranged the
design that uniform results may be obtained.
a suitable output valve.
When tuning the`` James Special 3" it is
The total high-tension current of this
receiver will be approximately a> milliam- advisable to make good use of the volume
peres when an ordinary output power control. Selectivity appears to depend to a
valve is used, and it may be as much as considerable extent,upon the setting of this
15 milliamperes when a super -power valve control, and by turning it back, in order to
is fitted in the output stage. These high. reduce the volume, the number of degrees
tension currents are obtained with a vol- on the dials of the tuning condensers over
which a station may be heard is reduced.
tage of 120. '
Thus, when tuning to a distant station
A pentode valve could be employed in
the output stage when a mains unit or working on a wavelength near that of the
high-tension accumulator is available for local station, the procedure should be,
supplying it with current. The average first, to turn back the volume control, and
pentode seems to pass an anode current of then to tune the desired station at moder15 milliamperes at 120 volts and many -of ate strength. When once it has been heard
free of interference from the local station it
them pass as much as 20 milliamperes.
Dry batteries of the usual types will not may be strengthened by means of the
supply such' heavy currents for lengthy volume control and but little interference
periods and, as a general rule, I feel it is will probably be experienced.
If an attempt had been made to bring in
better not to recommend a pentode for this
the station with the volume control full on
"reason.
The " James Special 3" gives excellent the. local station would have been heard
results when a pentode is employed in the more strongly than the distant one, and it
output stage. In my experiments with a would have appeared that the selectivity of
pentode, a choking coil was connected in the receiver was not sufficient to separate

little experimental work will usually find
that worth -while improvements may be
effected -by adjusting the shield voltage.

broader, because the impedance of the valve
is reduced.

The' reverse effects are obtained by
reducing the screen voltage, and whilst the
voltages recommended by the makers
should be employed when first trying the

receiver it .is advisable to make minor
adjustments afterwards, as it is quite
possible the results may be improved.

Shielded valves vary a little amongst
If the high-tension supply is a dry knock is sufficient to misplace the electrodes themselves, and those who do not mind a

the anode circuit and a two-microfarad them. But by tuning distant stations at
condenser in series with -the loud -speaker in little strength at first and then increasing
the usual manner. By direct comparison the volume, it is possible to receive comwith an ordinary output valve' the pentode paratively weak stations that work on

Some Minor Points
The mistake of allowing the aerial wire

to pass round the back of the receivei

should not be made,, as it is possible that a
small coupling between the, aerial wire and
the tuned anode coils may produce instability. A metal screen is employed tc
separate the aerial and anode circuits, anc
there would be no object in using it if the
aerial wire were allowed to run underneath

the cabinet of the receiver or along the
back or top of it so that it passed within a
few inches of the anode coils.

A further point which should be noticed

is that oscillation may be produced by
using a lengthy connecting wire to the
anode terminal of the shielded valve. This
wire, which passes from the anode circa it
through a, small hole in the shield, should be

Cut short in order that only the minimum
length is exposed to the aerial circuit.

Two aerial terminals are provided in

order that two degrees of selectivity may be

obtained. The best results will usually be
secured when the aerial is joined to terminal AI, as a small fixed condenser is then
included in the circuit. But when a small
aerial is used, or an indoor one, it is generally better to connect the aerial to terminal
A2. A test report of this receiver will be
given in our next issue.
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TRANSFORMERS
THREE TYPES

"G," "J" and "F"Why Three Types ?-

AN
APOLOGY
that speaks Volumes

TYPE " G "
-Because it is

the best transformer
that has
ever been

offered

at any price.

price is 30/ -

Its

(Ratios 3.6-1)
7.2-1

TYPE " J "

Within the last few weeks the demand
for every type of Cleartron Valve has
been so huge that, although we have

-Because it is
the best

former
ever of-

fered at

so low
a price

trans-

worked day and night, it has been impossible to fulfil all the orders received.

Now new machinery has been installed
and enlarged premises are in use, and
all orders can be promptly filled.
But we desire to apologise to those customers and their dealers who have been

17/6

as 17/6
(Ratios 3-1)

inconvenienced by a delay that was

6-1

entirely unforeseeable. We realise the
annoyance they must have suffered, but

TYPE " F "

- Because, although
now superseded by the

14/ -

" J " type, it is
so good that
our customers
won't let us discard it.

Its price is 14/ -

we ask them to believe that we did our
very utmost to cope with a most amazing
situation.
Nobody could have prophesied the

immense national demand for Clear-

trons a demand that is the best possible

tribute to the quality and performance
of these inexpensive British valves.

Ask your dealer for them now and he should
be able to fulfil all your requirements.

(Ratio 31-1)

Ask your dealer to -day for one of these
transformers. Send for an illustrated list
to Dept. D107.

CLEARTRON
ALL- BRITISH VALVES

The Choice of Millions
CLEARTRON (1927) LTD.,
Head Office :

149 Queen Victoria Street, LONDON
Have you read " Radio
-how it works and how

to get the best from it "?
Price 6d. Send this coupon with your name and
address and get YOUR
copy FREE.

21, Cumberland Street, Birmingham.
Phone: midiand 3653

London Office and Stores:
Fetter House, Fetter Lane, E.C.4. Phone : Chitral 8062.

NAME

Sole Scottish Distributors:
The Clydesdale Supply Co. 119221 Ltd.,
2, Bridge Street, Glasgow.

ADDRESS

Concessionaires for Northern Ireland.
R bt. Patterson & Sons. Ltd.,
13, Bridge Street, Belfast.

D oT

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers wilt Ensure Prompt Attention

1
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RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details.

Ask ons
question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, layouts:diagrams, etc:, on separate sheets containing your nams
end address. See announcement below. Address Queries-AMATEUR WIRELESS Information Bureau, 58/61 Fetter Lane, London,

Loud -speaker Burnouts.
Q.-I have recently damaged my loud -speaker
by either fracturing or burning .out the nfagnet
windings. Although the manufacturers were kind
enough to repair the damage free of charge, it was
rather annoying to be without a loud -speaker for
several days and I am now seeking information

the loud -speaker terminals, whilst the other across the grid -filament circuit is reduced and
speaker terminal should be connected to the the voltage applied between grid and filament as
other side of the choke. The polarity of con- reduced this tends to flatten tuning instead of
nections to the loud -speaker when using such a

in the future. Will you advise me ?-G. F.

(London).

A.-If you will fit a choke -capacity output
filter -circuit between your receiver and loudspeaker you will avoid an actual burnout in

circuit itself is first made as selective as possible

and signals from some station still interfere,

then, provided that the required station's

signals are stronger than those of the interfering

PLEASE write briefly
and to 'the point

future. Quite apart from this, the fitting of

such a device will most certainly improve the
0

through the windings of the loud -speaker and
this, together with the amplified signal impul-

A Fee of One Shilling (postal order or
postage stamps) must accompany each
question and also a stamped, addressed

station, one can afford to reduce the strength
of the desired station's signals in an effort to
eliminate signals from the interfering station.

By tapping the grid circuit inductance the
voltage variations obtainable from a desired

station are certainly reduced, but this also

0

envelope and the coupon which will

be found on the last page.
Rough sketches and circuit diagrams
can be provided, but it will be necessary to charge a special fee (which will

ses, tends to saturate the magnets of the

speaker. When a filter -circuit is used, the direct

current due to the H.T. battery is by-passed
and the loud -speaker windings have only to
deal with' the amplified signal currents. Consequently the magnets of the speaker have
only to deal with a 'small part of the overall
current passing through the final valve and

-S. A. (Exeter).
A.-No matter how selective a tuning circuit
may be, there is always a certain amount of
interference from other stations. If the tuning

Qvvvvy vvvvvvvcwvgy
When Asking
Technical Queries

concerning how such an occurrence can be avoided

quality of reproduction from your speaker.
Without the filter -circuit the whole of the
H.T. current through the last valve passes

increasing selectivity? I should like your views
on the subject in case I am on the wrong track.

device is immaterial.-C. L.

0

be quoted upon request) for detail
layouts and designs.

applies to the already weaker voltage variations
of the interfering station and we ultimately get

0

much more selective results. It is not detrimental to reduce the voltage of an incoming
signal as applied to the grid circuit of a first

0

0

valve when using screened -grid H.F. amplifying
valves as the latter give such enormous

0
0

amplification that some- reduction in initial
energy is permissible.-A. L.
Long or Short Earth Leads.

COMAA-A-A.AAMMAANI.

reproduction is materially improved. Complete Tapping the Grid -tuning Circuit.
Q.-I notice that in many present day receivers,
Q.-A short earth lead is always advised but I
choke -capacity output filter units can be purchased at a reasonable figure or they can be especially in sets using screen -grid valves, that find that I get best reaction results with a long
made up from a 20 -henry iron -core choke and a the grid -tuning circuit of the first valve is tapped
2- or 4-microfarad condenser. The choke should so that the full voltage of the incoming signal is
be connected directly across the loud -speaker not. applied between the grid and filament. The
terminals of the receiver and the fixed con- explanation given is that this increases the
denser between one side of the choke to one of selectivity of tuning, but surely if the inductance

Can you explain this ?

earth lead.

A.-A short earth lead is best as long as
efficiency is not jeopardised by the nature of
the, earth itself. The earth is of primary
importance.-L. C.
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When choosing your loud -speaker try to forget all questions of horn v. cone.
Give your ear a chance ! Listen to the Ferranti Speaker on broadcast speech
or music. Be as critical as you like ; compare with any speaker you like,
irrespective of pattern.
Then, when you've listened, LOOK ! Just as the ear tells of reproduction
supremacy, so the eye will tell of constructional perfection. Built on the
unrivalled exponential system, the Ferranti is exceptionally robust throughout. All metal parts are non-rustable, and the use of heavy -gauge wire for
the windings gives immunity from breakdown without loss of sensitivity.

A truly remarkable speaker, capable of truly great performance-but then,
it's a Ferranti production.

Price £3 : 3 : 0
FERRANTI LTD.

HOLLINWOOD

LANCASHIRE
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Its amazing value and tone have astounded the
critics and public alike. Substantially built, in

either dark mahogany or oak, its success is due to
patents exclusive to M.P.A. To hear it is to buy.

Other M.P.A. Models include the De Luxe

Plaque 47/6, Table Cabinet Speaker £4117,6,
Table Grand Speaker 5 gns., Dual Inductance
Speaker 7 gns. and Moving Coil Speakers from
ro to 12 gns. All Wireless Dealers stock M.P.A.
Products.

The M.P.A. WAY - Products to the value of
£5 and over can be obtained on Hire Purchase
Terms for £i down.

DEPT*19, MPA WIRELESS, LTD*, 02 CONDUIT ST*, LONDON, W*1. Tel. GEM 0844":8
s

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

emateur Wirde
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Conducted by our Technical Editor, I. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hens.),

The windings and iron core are housed on test gave a reliable range varying from
VALVE rectifiers for high-tension work in a nickel -plated container. Four large 500 ohms up to 2 megohms._ This is quite a
are in such general use now that one is terminals are mounted on a browninoulded wide range and the component should
liable to overlook the properties of the panel on which the necessary lettering is appeal to readers.
clearly marked.
electrolytic rectifier; this latter instrument

Tannoy Electrolytic H.T. Unit

The instrument: Aeron Centre -tapped Coil

does its work efficiently and has certain

has an imposing
appearance.
Tested on the
laboratory inductance bridge,
the primary was

advantages over the valve type.

We have tested an H.T. mains unit

incorporating a full -wave electrolytic recti-

CIENTRE-TAPPED coils are, used in a

variety of circuits and to facilitate
the employment of such circuits with

ordinary plug-in coils, special centre tapped coils are made up by some manu. facturers.
fou-nd to have an
An ingenious coil and coil -holder have

fier which in conjunction witha suitable
step-down transformer, smoothing system

and potential divider, forms a complete
H.T. mains unit.

inductance "0 f been submitted for test by Ronald S.
14:5 henries with Manri, of Dalmeny Road, Bournemouth
a polarising cur - East. This coil, which is known as the
rent of 3 milli - Aeron coil, is of conventional construction

Each unit is supplied with a packet of
special salts, which can be dissolved in
distilled water and poured into the glass

British General
cell. After this simple process, the 'eliminaTransformer
amps,*_ and 11.8 ,as far as the standard plug and sockets are
tor is ready for work and will give a constant
steady output with a background of silence. henries with a polarising current of 8 concerned. The socket, however, 'carries
The model tested is known as type 16CH milliamps. These figures are quite high on its side a metal strip while in a corres-

and sells at 75s. Tested on a valve set, we when one takes into account the step:,up ponding position on the plug is a second
obtained an output of 3o milliamps at ratio of 5-1, whilst there is no evidence of metal strip connected to the tapping point
serious saturation even with a polarising

current of 8 milliamps flowing through
the primary.

The component is priced at 18s. 6d.

and can be recommended to readers.

Gambrell Voluvernia
FR adequate control of the volume of
sound in a receiver, it is often desirable
to use a variable high resistance. This must

give a smooth variation over the whole
range and should be steady and silent in
action.
Tannoy Electrolytic H.T. Unit

With the object of providing a reliable

resistance for gramophone work and -general
150 volts, which is above that supplied volume control in a:ivireleSS-s.et Gambrell

by the average eliminator. One of the most Bros., of 76 Victoria Street, S.W. i; have
noticeable points about this eliminator introduced their Voluvernia. This is a panel
was the absence of hum. Another model is mounting component operated by an
also marketed, type 12CH, which is capable

of supplying from 3o to 12o volts at a

Aeron Centre -tapped Coil

on the coil. The act of plugging the coil
in brings the two strips into contact and a
good rubbing action is obtained, so giving
a self-cleaning contact.

The device is neat and satisfactory in
We think it should certainly
prove attractive to readers as it obviates

smaller load. During our tests, we actually
short-circuited the final output terminals
of the unit, obtaining a discharge of approxi-

operation.

' any necessity for flexible connections. The

mately roe milliamps without any harm

contact from the pin, socket,' and centre
contact strip of the socket are 'made with
soldering tags. We think the component

occurring to, the unit !-

The makers are the Tulsemere Manufacturing Co., of Tulsemere Road, West

would be improved if terminals were incorporated.

Norwood, S.E.27.

British General Transformer

Gambrel Voluvernia
The Minister 'of Communications at
General, low -frequency
Shanghai
has ordered -all Chinese' oceanmarkefed by -British insulated knob which rotates an arm over a
General Manufacturing Co., of Brockley resistance element. Due to the design of going steamships- of 500 tons and over to

THE British
transformer

Works, Bibckley, S.E.4, has Peen, pn the this element a constant resistance- is obmarket for a 'considerable period and is tained at all settings, whilst there is no
Drell knoirn to readers.. The latest model is a rapid decrease of resistance towards the
massive instrument having good character- minimum position, thus ensuring a fine
istics and capable of efficient performance control over volume output.
.low7frequencyanvl ifiers.

The component is,SmOOth iii action

install radio equipment. -

With. the aid of the new wireless station
at Louisbuig; Nora Scotia, fishing fleets
daily receive- reports, ph the quantity of
frozen bait in storage, quantity of fresh and
unfroien bdit aVailable;WC-bilditions','etc.
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MAKE YOUR
OWN

CONE SPEAKER
The New Wonder
" Nightingale"

CONE UNIT
Fyretly as fitted to our
Cabinet Ccne Speaker.

aiscAcTio,,
GvrF
mote
refunded l

Guaranteed to give results equal to the most
expensive Loud -speak-

ers yet made.

Full crrstructional details
vith each Unit.

GRAMOPHONE
ATTACHMENT

It is in the interests of your reception
to see that your transformer is right.
Fit a British General and make certain

reduced from 32,'6 to 15 '.
Eolely as an advertisement
for the famous Bullphone
Nightingale Loud -speakers.

of pure, distortionless magnification.

Cobalt Magnet guaranteed
for all time.

It has been tried and approved by most

of the leading experts and designers.

4-irch Diohtmm.
instantly err v.?, sour own Gram,
T

hcne into a f ulbp twcr Loud -speaker.

AS PITTED

biYirit a wealth of pure undistorted
volt mti which must be heard to 1,,
Lebry,d.

10 OUR f6

POST HORN

BUY ON

To make certain of good results say

5Aitv SerAduav

EASY
TERMS

Specd"7'-

BRITISH GENERAL
From all good dealers or direct from
British General Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,

The Nightingale
"DE LUXE"
cash, or 51- deposit

So /.

and 11 monthly pay-

ments of 5/-

Brockley Works, LONDON, S.E.4.
Price

26.MiGM

th"Meell4 *46
MAHOGANY

2tin. high
unit 54 in.
Mahogany finished,

with platel
arm & otnn.l.

NIGHTINGALE CONCERT
SUPREME
SUPER
Cvaranteed free from
metallic resonance.

cash,

or EASY

60/.. TERMS, 51. deposit

and 12 monthly pay-

ments of 5/..

1 ró

The famous

Super Shrouded
model, made in
two ratios, 5 : 1
and 3 : 1.

r_4

BRITISH GENERAL
Obtainable from your Local Dealer or direct from

BIM

ONE

LANE, LONDON
38, NOLYWELL
E C.2.

MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.,
Brockley Works, London, S.E.4.

NIGHTINGALE SPEAKERS

Please Mention "A. W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

timattur Vretzs3
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Christmas Carols from Afar
Stations to Search for at Christmas
By R. W. HALLOWS
your bow; it is sounder policy to have
on Christmas Eve; so that searching for three. 'Rule off your time -table into three
foreign stations may continue until the Columns, and opposite 7.15 p.m. show not
hands of the clock are on their way towards only Hamburg, but also two other well in many eases a late night will be the rule

midnight.

received stations whose programmes con-

If you are planning a Christmas radio
evening, avoid two errors that are frequently made. First 'of all, don't search
blindly without having any idea of what

always the second or third to fall back

tain suitable items 'at that time. Then, if
your first selection lets you down, there is
upon.

The choice of stations will depend condo, don't treat your friends to a couple of siderably upon the locality in which the
bars from one station, a note or two from receiving set is situated. On or near the
the next; half a verse of a carol from a coast, for example, it is highly unlikely
that a station such as Koenigsberg will be
third, and so on.
you are going for. Secondly, whatever you

chosen, since his wavelength of 303.6
Making a Selection
metres is rather too close to the lower
As regards the first point-that of going commercial wavelength to be quite comfor definite stations-the wise man will fortable. Inland, however, Koenigsberg is

spend an hour or two on evenings before
Christmas in diScovering which of the stations in the countries already named are
best heard in his locality. He will find
probably that some are weak, others are
constantly heterodyned, and others again

often very well received. Southerners will
find that .the German and Dutch stations

are, on the whole, better than the Scandinavians; in the north, Oslo, Stockholm,
Motala, Kalundborg, and Copenhagen will
appear in the first column of many time-

suffer, more often than not, from the effects tables; in eastern ,areas the selection is a
of spark jamming or mush. These will be very wide one, since so many of the German
ANY reader who possesses a receiving ruled out of the programme and no time stations come through with great strength;

set provided with -.at least one stage
of high -frequency amplification will have
a splendid chance this Christmas of making
radio play a big part in- the festivities 'of
the season. There will be carols, of course,
from the local station, as well as from 5GB

will be wasted tuning them in when the the farther west the receiving station, the
great night arrives. On the other hand, he more necessary will it be to make a selecwill discover, too, that there are "many tion beforehand and to confine oneself to
stations whose signal strength is excellent,

the higher powered stations from the

lands Christmas is not regarded genera31y make out a little time -table as soon as the
as a. season for great rejoicing; the chief Christmas programmes are published. From
winter festivals there are New Year's, Eve these programmes the very best items
and New Year's pay. For a real Christ - should be selected and the stations giving

on different wavelengths: If, therefore, the
parent station 'is -jammed or is badly

moment. Unless a selectioti of the kind is

from the Voxhaus station on 483.9 metres,

whilst it is the exception rather than the various countries.
rule for their transmissions to be spoilt by
and 5XX ; but why not hear them also one of the various kinds of interference. German Stations
Now for some of the stations which may
sung in other countries which celebrate These he will jot down, together With -their
wavelengths and-if he is really .wise --- find a place on various list's. Let us take
Christmas as heartily as we do ?
the Germans first of all. Here it is most their condenser settings.
A Wide Choice
Having selected, say, eight or ten pro- important to remember_that there are very
In France, Spain, Italy, and other Latin bable stations, the next thing to do is to few German stations -which have not relays
received

for another cause, one of the

relays will- often come to the rescue: The

massy Christmas we must turn with the them should be tuned in at the right Berlin programmes are sent out not only
wireless set to the Teutonic countries.

Luckily, thee countries are well pro- made; one may easily find oneself tuning in but also from KoenigswueterhauSen on
vided with wireless stations of medium one of the strongest and best Continental 1,649 metres, and sometimes on 1,250
metres. Breslau, on 322.2 metres, is
and high power, numbers of which are very stations just too late for the star turn.
.But the time -table should be rather more relayed by Gleiwitz, on 329.7 metres ; here
well received in this country. We have

therefore a fine chance of seeing how elaborate than has been indicated so far. it is interesting to -note . that though the
Christmas is kept in countries such as We cannot yet say : " On December 24, at parent station is rated at 4 kilowatts, the
Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Ger- 7.15 p.m., I will turn tb (say) Hamburg power of its offspring is no less than

and be .certain of finding him coming in 6 kilowatts. Gleiwitz, in fact, is often
perfectly " Wireless still has its little Much better received than Breslau.
The Christmas Programmes
uncertainties. It may happen that one of
At the time of writing, - the Christmas the 400 -metre group is working rather Relays
'Similarly in many places in this country
programmes have not been published in below his wavelength or that 5XX is
detail. The 'star 'tarns in the-Tregranibies rather strong in -his fourth 'harrnonic. In it pays to receive the Langenberg' proof most Continental stations, though, take self-defence, Hamburg makes a little grammes from Cologne. The latter station
place between -7 p.m. and io p.M., and we alteration in his wavelength, only to find has not the same power rating, but' fof
shall be sure of hearing carols and other that he is getting mixed up with Toulouse. some queer reason it comes in much more
Christmas ifenis if we 'make a search. on ..Or, again, there may be spark signals powerfully. Langenberg 'is relayed also
by Munster on 25o metres, which is often
Christmas Eve and. Christmas Day( be- about. -.
(Continued on page-ioo12)
Have, therefore, at least two strings to
tween" thek hours: It' is likely, foci,- that
many, and Austria.
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Here's the efficient, ccmpletely assembled
Floating Cone that Blue -Spot Users have
always wated. Simply two screws and

LIGHT
ALUMINIUM

0)

Model W.1 a
for A.0 Mains

the unit shin place-and the whole ready
to screw on to a baffle board or into a

CASTING
CORRECT

WEIGHT
CONE

4 LUGS
FOR
SCREWING
Oro, 8, NAFTFOi. t

CABINET

060 v. at 3o m/a.

£7 2 6

cabinet, making a first-class loud -speaker
that will reproduce with fascinating
realism at infinitesimal cost !

Other Models

A sound job, too-perfectly assembledlight aluminium casting, correct weight
paper cone, supple leather suspension,

All A.C. Models incorporate Westing-

up to
35o v. at too m/a.

available

house Metal

post paid and ready for fixing at once.

SUPPLE
LEATHER
SUSPENSION

SCREWS

Rectifier.

HERE
F IX UNIT
IN

GILMAN'S

00111105

OUR ONLY SALESMEN
ARE SATISFIED USERS

OATING CONE

The following is from a trader:

Send P.O. for 13/- to.day,to Manufacturem

J.

S. Gilman, Portland House,

"It is a splendid instrument, absolutely silent in

73. Bastnehall St.. E.C.2.

Orders in strict rotation. " Blue -Spot " unit
(API:table type ti6K) supplied at 25/- extra

"operation and of the highest efficiency. I::have no
" hesitation in recommending the Regentone. Unit
"to anyone who wants ' The Best.' "

if desired.

Ads!, of Rrgent Radio Supply Coy.,

MAKE YOUR OWN CONE SPEAKER
for

i

THE "OBLICUT" PLAQUE
OUTFIT

7/6

This patent plaque forms an excellent
baffle for ALL cone units. It has the
great advantage of being

able to give the cone a
free, or fixed, or lightly
gripped edge, which is

important. In this way
it is unique, being adjustable to suit all units. Even
a good earpiece or horn -

type unit can be soon

converted into a cone
speaker worth £3 or more.
The " OBLICUT " plaque

outfit includes : Patent
Oblicut plaque, in oak or
mahogany finish ; beautifully sprayed cone, cut
ready for mounting ; soft
iron reed and cone wash-

ers, complete with instructions. Diameter 18

I 1(0c. 1'.li. NO. 9154

7/6

post
free

2 FREE CIRCUITS with each order.

TWO)
and
SOVEREIGN THREE)
SOVEREIGN

SEND NOW

(KAY-LIX)

945 Romford Road,
LONDON, E.12

Please

4i

4Q

I
WE'AI ,,-Ay..._,.

WEAIRE, Ltd. 1'

,

HIGH ROAD 41
ka.

740

'-

"1 COMPUAi&

i .5

TOTTENHAM,

4e

James Special 3 Coils
- 15/- ea.
alli Q Aerial Coil
it Q Mullard Master 3 Star 151- 5,
Q S.P. H.F. Transformer 21/- 99
4gi
4ci

4i

.1(i Q Reinartz Coil -

-

4i

4'

-

21:-

1,

le
41,
4.
9.
1.
4.

aWEARITE H.F. CHOKEkj4/4
ti 1,4
4e

as used in the new COSSOR MELODY

illi MAKER and in DR. CHAPMAN'S
Ici REINARTZ TWO
GC

alli

Iti

WEARITE CHOKE 4/6
(SHORT-WAVE)

III

6/-

Telephone: Tottenham 3847 and 3848

4'
4.
11

1

4'
4'
4
41'

WRITE FOR LISTS
IC

9'

4

(HEAVY-DUTY)

4i VALVE HOLDER (A/M) 2/6

Address -

41

4.

WEARITE CHOKE 10/6

ii A.C. SWITCH (2 -way) -

Name

AND FREE CIRCUITS

N.17. i,

25/- pr. 41:

-

plaque

or mahogany finish.

.

ktttttttt,tttttitt.tttttttttS
4i
WRIGHT & 4,4'

IC

send C.O.O.
post
free,
.".0tbfilti cuct "

The cheapest and simplest
circuits yet devised.

CALYX CABINET CO.

/

Barnetts Building,, E.0

2.1

11111

1,
1.
9.
9.

g144444444444444444444444Ve

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W.- with Your Order
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SETS FOR YOU TO BUILD
In the wide range of "A.W." and "W.M." sets all requirements are anticipated.
Below details of a few of the most popular sets are given. If none of. them is
suitable for you, write to us giving full particulars and we will help you.
0003,

11ALA0C,MQ CO140E1151

00005

Aa

Screen

THE JAMES SPECIAL THREE.-This receiver, designed by
Mr. W. James (our Research Consultant), has an exceptional

THE TOUCHSTONE.-This very remarkable receiver is also the

performance. It incorporates new double -waveband aerial and
H.F. coils-Mr: James's own design. Switching for the two wavebands is very simple. The circuit comprises screen -grid H.F., detector and transformer -coupled L.F. stages. Really inexpensive

work of Mr. W. James-the designer of the " Everyman Four."
It is a four-valver, with only one tuning dial, and without adjust-

able reaction it will bring in, at great volume, at least thirty
stations on the loud -speaker. Ordinary three -electrode valves
are employed, although the coils are of special design. Ask for
Blueprint W.M. 109. Price 1/6.

to build and run. The special coils can cheaply be made at
home by the listener or can be bought.-Blueprint A.W. 156.
Price 1/-.
0,41.1
SCR E,1-.
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lote,
MKT

lifroakc
VcJJ,
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p.
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111111111111111111111
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THE RANGER.-This set, on merit, has
won a tremendous popularity. It is a

four-with screen -grid H.F., detector

and R.C. and transformer -coupled L.F.
It
stages-designed for " ranging."

owes its special sensitivity to an im-

proved tuned -anode coupling arrange-

ment which, while permitting a very
satisfactory degree of selectivity to be

obtained, keeps the receiver stable when
only a simple screening arrangement is
employed.-Blueprint A.W.145. Price 1/6
"--N.LAYC
.5t1ORT WAVE

VO./0,1EN...

NAVE
ChVhe

HT+2

HT

L_

THE HOME -AND -ABROAD TWO.-

This highly. popular "A.W." receiver
largely owes its popularity to its versatility. By means of three plug-in coils,
the short, medium, and long waves can
be brought in. The detector valve, to

which Reinartz reaction is applied, is
coupled to the L.F. valve through a
Short- and long -wave
transformer.
chokes in series solved the problem of
efficient choking for all waves.-Blueprint A.W. 77. Price 1]-.

-

------ -

THE SCREEN -GRID " Q '-COIL 3 was
specially designed by our Technical

THE METEOR TWO.-Here is a set

valve receiver employing " Q " coils. It
therefore has the great advantages which.

On a small indoor aerial in London it

Editor, Mr. J. H. Reyner, to fulfil the
wide demand fora screen -grid three -

the " Q " coils give-long and short
wavebands available by =the flick of a
switch and reduction of direct " pickup " are only two. The receiver is
delightfully simple.-Blueprint A.W. 150.
Price 1/-.

for the beginner. It is a very simple to
build and easy to operate two-valver of
exceptionai power for only two valves.

will bring in 5GB 0,t full loud -speaker
volume without interference from 2L0.
It incorporates a simple all -wave tuner.

Valves : detector and one L.F., trans-

former coupled. A good set with which

to start.-Blueprint W.M. 114. Price
1/-.

OUR

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
For every published description of
an " Amateur Wireless receiver,
there is available a full-size blueprint giving panel and baseboard
dimensions and layouts, as well as
point-to-point wiring instructions.
The blueprints can be used as panel -

drilling templates and form a ready
reference as to the sequence of wiring. Experienced constructors can
build from the blueprints alone but

others are advised to obtain the

issue in which the set was described.

Send a P.O. and receive the blueprint by return

Ls

ill

ocao

Vet

e7A,

6.8

111

LB

as-,
-

---------

THE ALL-PURPOSE SHORT-WAVE
THREE.-This receiver is a three -valve
version of the " Home and Abroad Twc."

It has two L.F. stages employing the
usual coupling. The design and layout

are quite original and fully- achieve their
purpose. A very attractive Marconi phone ccil holder and adaptors for long -

and short-wave coils are used. A set
tested and recommended.-Blueprint
A.W. 147. Price 11,
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11.10140)
Strasburg
Munster
Cologne

Konigsberg
Newcastle
Bournemouth

Petit
Parisien
Barcelona
London

Madrid

Stuttgart
Manchester

Hamburg
Glasgow
Frankfurt
Rome
Langenberg
Daventry 5GB

Brussels
\I" Munich
Hilversum
Koer.igswusterhausen

limn every/anti/
Build a Lissen S.G.3 Receiver before Christmas, and you can hear the Christmas Greetings from practically every important station
in Europe. Because this new receiver actually

does " Span the Eastern Hemisphere." The
stations mentioned in the column on the left
are only a very small number out of those
that have actually been logged.

Lissen have published a STEP-BY-STEP Chart which shows you

how to build the Lissen Screened -grid Receiver in six simple
steps. Every detail is explained to you and yet you are not tied
down to buying " a complete kit of parts." If you already have in
a previous receiver some of the standard Lissen parts required,
you can make use of them again for this latest development of
radio. Lissen leave it to you to select your own cabinet, merely
suggesting a handsome one of polished wood, because a tin
cabinet damps the tuning; and you choose whatever make of valve
you like. Panel, baseboard, aluminium screens and all the sundries you require for the Lissen S.G.3 are sold complete in an
envelope obtainable from any radio dealer for 10/-. Ask for the
FREE STEP-BY-STEP Chart of the Lissen S.G.3 Receiver; or
send the coupon on the left direct to factory for it.
It you prefer it, you can buy
the Lissen S.G.3 receiver al-

LISSEN LIMITED

accumulators and valves, as

Friars Lane, Richmond,
Surrey

ready assembled. Complete in
handsome wood cabinet big
enough to take batteries,

- ,08

illustrated, price This price includes Au
everything except valves, batteries, accumulator and loud-

(Managing Director ; nos, N, Colo

speaker.

Moscow

Daventry 5XX

Radio Paris

To:
LISSEN

LIMITED,
16-20, Friars Lane,
Richmond, Surrey
Please send me the FRE.,
STEP -Br -STEP CHART
of the S.C.; Receiver,
NAME

ADDRESS

Please Mark Envelope S.G.3 in top left corner.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless " to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

inateur Wink!,
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Major Court Treatt Sudan Expedition;
the transmitter operates on 3o metres. It
is stated that regular transmissions will be
carried out on every Sunday evening
between 6 and 8.3o p.m. G.M.T.
Pre-war Germany's only direct wireless
commimication was with the United
States. Now Germany possesses direct
communication with Argentina, Brazil,
'japan, _Manchuria, Siam -and Sumatra.

.1261DIOGR(IMS

THE variety hour, .arranged _for the . A new wireless telegraphy and telephony
FROM Claude Lyons, Ltd., of 76 Old
London studio on December 13, will station has been erected at Middelkerke,
Hall Street, Liverpool, we have received
include turns by CiCely Cotirtneidge, Harry near OStend, reserved for aircraft traffic" a copy of a 20 -page booklet, profusely
Helmsley; the. ,child - impersonator, and, crossing the English Channel. SignalS can illustrated, dealing with the Clarostat. It i;
Florence Oldham; on the same evening be picked up or 900, 1,400 and 1,68o full of information and many useful circuits
listeners will be "switched over to 'the_. "metres.
are given. This is free to any reader on
Palladium Music Hall for a star feature.
FXCT is tfie call sign adopted by the mention of 'A.W."
Moonshine is the title of a new radipshow

now in rehearsal for transmission from.
Daventry 5GB on December 2 2 ; for its
interpretation well-known
artistes have been engaged.

Franz von Hoesslin, the present conductor of the yeftiyal Theatre at Bayreuth
(Germany), ftas been irtyited to. London to
direct tlw,,fiftli ,I;)f .the B.B.C. Symphony
Concerts,at the Queen's Hall on December
14. Thik progrartime will. consist mainly of
selectxtrts"
.

m.W.a gner's compositions.

Lat,T)dr..23/ede (The Blue. Forest), an

opera Ty Francois Aubert, produeed at
Geneva in 1912, will be heard for the first
time in England when it is broadcast from

5GB on December 17; the London and
Daventry stations will transmit a repeat
performance on December 19.
Owing to a severe 'eXplosion which
recently took place at the municipal

generating station, the Rennes station, for
lack of electric current, has been compelled
to close down until December Id.

A relay of the Stockholm broadcaSt,
programmes is now available to owners of
short-wave receivers; although for the
present the 'transmissions . are not made
nightly, but at irregular intervals, the high power station at Motala broadcasts them
simultaneously on 1,363 and 99 metres.

(Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths)

Station and

Kilo-

Metres cycles

Call Sign

Power

Kilo-

'

Metres cycles

GREAT BRITAIN

317.7
',22.6
340

22,5cmCheltnsford (5SW)2o.o
(2I.S) 0.2
3,099 *Sheffield (GFL) 0.2
285.7 1,050 *Leeds (2LS) ... 0.2
24

252.1 1,190 *Bradford
273

288.7 1,039 *Edinburgh (2414) 0.2
294.1 1,ozo *Stoke-on-Trent
(5ST) 0.2
294.1 1,020 *Swansea (5SX) 0.2
(2DE) 0.2
294.1 1,020 *Dundee
294.1 1,020 *Hull (6KII)
0.2
297
1,010 *Liverpool (6LV) 0.2
1.5
306.1.. 980 Belfast (2I3E)
312.5
96a Newcastle (5NO) 1.5
326.1
353
361.4
384.6
400
405.4

491.8

97o 'Bournemouth

(6133I) 7.5
1.5
850 Cardiff (5WA)
83o London (2L0)... 3.o
Manchester
(2Z
Y)
1.0
780
750 *Plymouth (5PY) 0.2
740 Glasgow (5SC)... 1.2

6to Daventry EX

(5GB) 240
600 Aberdeen (2BD) 0.5
500
1,562.5
192**Daventry (5X X) 25.0
*Relay stations. "Relays 2LO,

AUSTRIA
253.31,284 Linz
272.4 1,107
277.8 1,08o

294
1,020
356.7
841
517.2
580
579.1
518

352
370
389
,

Spurious High -frequency
Chokes -Robert William Coles (32), a
traveller, of Angell Road, Brixton, was

Klagenfurt
Salzburg (under
construction) 0.5
0.5
Innsbruck
o.5
Graz
15.0
Vienna
0.75
Vienna

charged on remand at the Lambeth Police
Court- on November 24 with selling high frequency; chokes to which a false trade
description, namely, "Lissen," had been
applied. The prosecution alleged that the
prisoner knew that the articles he supplied
were spurious and that he was closely concerned in their manufacture, even if he,did
not in fact manufacture them himself, and
that the spurious product was a gross fraud
upon the public, and a shocking fraud upon
Lissen, Ltd., because their. name Was
applied to an article that was absolutely
useless. The prisoner was remanded for a
week, bail for his 'appearance being fixed
at one surety in f5oo or two in 425o each.

337

1,153.8

Kosice

.

z8r

408.5

735

(Tallinn) 2.2

375.4

789

Helsingfors
(Helsinki) r.z.

2,900
4,000

199

Lab ti

1,503

Reval

io.o

FRANCE
45

6,666

61.5 4,878

Ageu

Radio LL (Paris) 1.0

158
212

1,899 Beziers
1,414 Fecamp (Radio

238

7,260

239.5 1,253
245

1,224

254.2 1,13o
268,5' 1,117
273

.r,o98

288.2 1,041
289.9 2,035

0.25
1.0

Normandie) 0.3
Bordeaux (Radio
Sud-Ouest) 2.5
Nimes
1.0
uan-les-Pins
0.7
Rennes
1.5
Lille (PTT)
0.8
Limoges (I'll') 0.5
Bordeaux
o.5
Radio Lyon
1.5

299.71,x01 Agen
307
976 Toulouse (PTT)

0.5
2.0

0.75
3.0
1.5

Bremen

Gleiwitz
818" Leipzig

1,649
1,829
2,525

FINLAND

1.5

91'0

64o
62o
559

0.7
0.7
0.75
0.75
o 75
z.5

4.0
o.7
4.0
4.0
10.0
4.0

Stuttgart

Munich .. . ....

4.o

0.5

530 Augsburg
522
240

£64
119
103

Freiburg
0.75
Konigwusterhausen 20.0
.

Zeesen

Norddeieh
Berlin (News)

-

20.0
10.0
8.o
8.o
8.o

70

HOLLAND

- Kootwijk (PCLL)3o.o

31.1

- Eiudho%er

(Wed. 12. to G.M.T.)

1,071

28o

1,852

161

Huizen (until
5.40 p.m.) 5.0
Hilversum
(ANRO) 5.0
Huizen (after
3.40 p.m. and on

555.5
333:3

254

Scheveningen.

haven 5.0

HUNGARY
Budapest
ICELAND

54o

596
551

Bolzano
Milan

900

Reykjavilc

3.0
0.3
7.0

JUGO-SLAVIA
309.5
580.2

963
517

Zagreb (Agram) 1.25
Laibach
5.0

LATVIA
526.3
-

570

Riga

2.0

LITHUANIA
750

2,000

Kovno

15.0

NORWAY
370.4
400

4,2

435.4
4:48

461.5
500
566
2.041

8zo
750
728
689

670
650
Goo

350
142

Bergen
Aalesund
Notochien

r.c.

/.0
0.7

Fredriksstad
Rjukaii

rm

Oslo

1.5

Bergen

0.7
5.0

Porsgrund
Hamar

2.0
1.0

POLAND
Lemberg (under

270.3 2,110
342.5
422.5
567426 .7

1,111

construction)10.0
Posen (Poznan) 1.3
10.0
Katto'vitz

875
710
703

cWlf,110

270

Warsaw

1.5

1.5

tom

RUSSIA

1,000

327 Hornet
300 Leningrad

;,4500
68

209
278

923

2.5

20.0

Moscow30.0
Kharkov

15.o

. SPAIN
1,083

277

277.8 z,o8o
350
324
335
344.3
375

Barcelona(EAJi 3)2.0
1.0
Cartagena

Oviedo (EAJI9) 0.5
Almeria EA318) 1.0,
BO Cadiz (EAJ3)
0.5
968
926

400

Bareelona(EAJI) 3.5
800 'Seville (EAJ5) 0.5
750 San Sebastian

445

740

870

o.5

434.8

Salamanca
(ilAJ72) 0.55
690- Madrid (EAJ7) 3.0

SWEDEN

260.2 7,153

1,067
315.7
950
720
416.7

1,190
1,376

713011110

Tiollhattan
Falun
Goteborg

252
218

Boden
Motala

1.0

0.4

0.5
6.o
1.5
1,0
2.0
2.0
5o.o

SWITZERLAND
410.5

571301

Berne
Zurich

680
76o
1,034

HI Lausanne

1,220

245

1,1.00

.167

395
290

Geneva
Basle

1.5

o.6
o.6
o.5
0 25

TURKEY

15.0
1.0

1.5

668 Rome (Roma) ...

. 61

Sundays) 5.o

1,930

7$ Cork (3C N)

(PC .1 J)25.o

880

Power
Kw.

940 Dublin (212N) ... 1.5

281.

18.1

340.9

449
503
544.4

4.0

Hamburg
4.0
Aachen
0.75
Frankfurt -Main 4.0
25.0
Langenberg
Berlin
4.0

Call Sign

ITALY
258.6 1,160 Turin i test)
o.5
898 Naples (Napoli) 1.5
334
3.o
403
744 Genoa

Rabat (Radio

329,7366.8
379.7
396.8
400.5
429
468.7
483.9
536.6
566
574.7
1,250

790
735
749
699

401

Toulouse (Radio) 9.0
Mont de Marsart 0.4
Grenoble (P11') 1.5

Kaiserslautern...
283 ,,o6o Cdcgne
298.2 1,006 Hanover
303.6 -988 Koenigsberg
322.2
931 Breslau

Copenhagen

ESTHONIA

6g8

278.8 1,075
279.4 1,073

2.4

(Kjobenhavn) 1.5
260 Kalundborg
7.5

430

359.r

Radio LL, Paris 1.0

1,200 Muenster
251.8 7,19r
254.61,178 Kiel
271.7 1,104 Danzig
274.9 1,091 Dresden

Bratislava
o.5
Prague (Praha) 5.o
Brunn (Brno)
2.4
DENMARK

890

811
77o
750
720
721

250

Chatelineau
0.25
232
.7,292 Schaerbeek
o.5
.265 1,130 Louvain (under
construction) 7.0
0.5
275
1,090 Ghent
508.5
1.5
590 Brussels
also testing on high power
7,13o
1,000
349.2 859
88o
441.1

Vitus (Paris)
2.0
Le Petit Parisien,
Paris o.5
852 Algiers (PIT)
2.0

400
416.6
416

Station and

IRISH FREE STATE

931
882

.219 1,369.8 Flensburg
236.5 1,268 Stettin
242
1,239 Nurnberg

0.5
1.5

Kilo-

Metres Cycles
0.5

--

BELGIUM

265
300

Power

Call Sign
944 Marseilles

14,84 20.210 Nauen (AGA4) 20.0
37.45
Doeberitz (AF X) 5.o
41.5
67.65 4,434
5,882 Bergedorf ( AFL) 3.o
51

1,360

220

Station and

Maroc) 2.0
Lille (Radio
Flandres) 0.25
649 Paris (Ecole
462.2
Sup., P'17) 0.7
5.0
624 Lyons (PTT)
480.7
4,080
277.6 Strasbourg
5.0
8.o
'1,765
r7o Radio Paris
1,850
162 Carthage (Tunis) 2.0
2,650. 113 Eiffel Tower (FL) 8.o
testing on Litio m. 202.6 k.
GERMANY

CZECHO SLOVAKIA

Alleged

ELEPHONY

ADCAST

broadcasting

Stamboul
Angora

5.o
5.0

'

entateur V.
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LISSEN

0.s\..v,coNA
Joe c ostc \t's_s9'
k'

R.C.C. UNIT

ie 0

'14°v 0S
ie ° ,y)CtIP

conEmbodies a
denser, which delivers

ri.VC.

LISSEN FIXED

all its stored -up energy
and resistances that will

Holds
delivers it without leak or

never vary, no matter
what the current load,

CONDENSER
its charge and

loss. In any R.C.C. cir-

cuit, the condensers you
use should be absolutely
leak -proof, otherwise 5o
per cent. of volume will
be lost. Lissen condensers

interchangeability of resistance values.
Iwo
Price

never leak, never

vary, and they are accur-

ate to within 5 per cent.

LISSEN
WIRE -WOUND
RESISTANCES

of their marked capacity.
.0001 to

.00t, price

-

each. .002 to .o6, 1 /6
price, each

LISSEN FIXED

Ohms

Price
3/6

These resistances are absolutely unvarying, no

10,000
20,000
25,000
50,003

GRID LEAKS

matter what the conditions or the current 11
load. All values, ea.

Ohms

Price

8o,000
100,030

4, 6

3/6
150,0oo
200,000
3/6
250,000 6;6

5;6

4/6

61 -

use all Lissen parts in every circuit n3 matter what is specified and get results you could never get with mixed parts.

Practically every radio dealer will help you in
your use cf Lissen parts.

LISSEN LIMITED

16.20 FRIARS ' LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY
(Managing Director : THOS. N. COLE

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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MORE PROGRAMME LIMERICKS
(Continued from page 9:5o)

These Limericks are food for thought!
Although, as Limericks, they cannot be taken
too seriously, there is a sameness of viewpoint
that the B.B.C. should ponder!
QUANTITY OR QUALITY?

TRUE
The B.B.C. calls us all "howlers,"
is Sunday -night Continent prowlers :
But as soon as it's dark .
We get nothing but Back-.

The critics of programmes are many,

Which is worse than the bite of the- growlers

With programmes at three for a penny

B. MEREDITH.

The satisfied ones few-if any;

But high -brows and low -brows
Can surely have no grouse

A. GoAD.

CRUEL!
A bachelor fan, so 'tis said,
Fixed -his set to listen in bed;
But the,talks and wails
And the thrice -told tales
Make him think he's married instead.
R. B. DAnny.
.

REVENGE
If the B.r.C. gets through to Mars
Look out for electrical jars ;
For if Martians should hear

Their pr&gramines-I fear.
They'll make this old planet see stars !
W. E. MIDDLETON.

HIGHBROW

RESOURCE
Said the Doc. to the Nurse : "Oh, dear, dear
There's no chloroform left, that is clear
Switch on to the local
And, I've no doubt,
Go under zeith_. ether' so queer!"

There, was once a young man who said : "Hark 1

They're transaitting this row for a lark."
But his neighbour "highbrow"
Shouted gladly : "I VOW'

'Tis that wonderful prelude by Bach !''

J. GILMARTIN.

ONE FOR
I tune in all stations, you knowRome, Paris, and even Moscow:

When put to the test,
I find that the best
Is the programme' from our 2L0.
G. JONES.

WISE
A eery stern critic named Bouncing
11"as offered a job of announcing
By the wily B.C.,
But, wilier, he
Prefrrred to stick solely to trouncing.
A. 11. B. PAYNE.

G. BOSHELL.

NOT IRE -LESS !
The programme director seems tireless
In pushing out "school" on the wireless;
There's too many a programme
Sans Flotsam and Jetsam

And Squire -less or Clapham and Dwyer -less.
J. J. LIVETT.

Buy a large capacity
battery this Christmas
It never would do to take risks with your H.T. over
Make sure with a Marconiphone dry batterythe extra large capacity means full strength reception over
a surprising number of hours. One battery bought now
will last you far on into the new year, and give sparkling
results all the while
Christmas.

" DISCORD !
A detector and two L.F. set
Received an "advanced" string.quartet.
Cried V2 : -" YOu're distorting

The detector said, snorting :
This' I wreck an eight -valve superhet I"
J. A. GRAY

Marconiphone !High

Tension Batteries
66 -volt, "New Standard "
12:6

81 -volt, "Standard" 15 6
to8-volt, "New Standard"
21, -

Large Capacity
Batteries
20/-

6o -volt

Marconiphone

"Popular" Batteries
to8-volt
66 -volt

...
...

15'6
96

Marconiphone

Grid Batteries
9 -volt
x6 -volt

1 /9

3, 6

THE
MARCONIPHONE

CO. LTD.
(Dept. P.),
210-212 Tottenham
Court Road,
London, W.1.

MARCONIPHONE
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"THE ALL -BRITAIN THREE"
DESCRIBED IN THIS ISSUE

No. 3
5/9
*0005
During the past year these condensers have been chosen for the
chief sets of all wireless journals. In "AMATEUR WIRELESS "
alone they have been chosen for over fourteen sets.
Now Mr. Reyner has chosen them for his very latest receiver-" The
All -Britain Three "-which he describes in this issue. Can you do
better than follow the advice of your favourite set designer ?
Wherever a variable condenser is required-be it " Reaction,"

"Standard," or Slow Motion-fit a Polar all -brass and get greatly
improved results.
Call on your local dealer to -day and ask him for full particulars of
all Polar products.

POLAR WORKS, OLD SWAN, LIVERPOOL.
TELEPHONE : CITY 0332.

DECEMBER 8, 1928
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BROADCASTING HOUSE

THE PROPOSED NEW
HOME OF THE B.B.C.

MHE new home of the London head - rent with broadcasting progress. The result
To each of the four large studios will be
1. quarters of the B.B.C. will, at last, be is that there is no architectural system at attached a suite comprising a waiting worthy of the broadcasting organisation of Savoy Hill, and some of the departments room,
band -room,
engineers' room,
this country. Savoy Hill has always been a are housed in premises in adjoining streets. announcers' room, listening room, and
thcrn in the side of any B.B.C. development,
By 193r, however, all this will be echo room. There will be eight rehearsal
changed, for the new Broadcasting House at

Portland Place, Oxford Circus, will be

completed. It is estimated that the new

building will provide more than ioo,000
square feet of useful floor space.
The provision of studios is naturally the
primary consideration. Of the nine studios,
four will be more than double the size of the
largest studio at Savoy Hill, which is 44 ft.
by 25 ft. In addition to these, there will be
a " super " studio, three storeys high,

which, together ivith its gallery, will be

capable of accommodating an audience of
r,000 as well as a large orchestra. All the
latest ideas of acoustical treatment are to
be embodied in this studio.

The studios and their suites will be

0-0

113
_

--

FlJ pa\

ro

74E3

D

,3?.:360

-v\n
roar) Tl_i\v"an
ST

insulated from all external noise. They will

\-\
be grouped one above the other in a vast
Thin map shows the proposed situation
central tower of heavy brickwork, ventilated artificially and shielded from street rooms, six waiting -rooms, a reception suite

noises by the complete outer layer of offices.

and a special dramatic effects studio.

Wide corridors and thick brick walls will
The cost of the new premises will be
insulate the studios from the offices. In between £400,000 and £500,000, and the
What Broadcasting House will look like
order to eliminate sound interference enterprise is being financed by a syndicate
for the present premises are too cramped between studios, the central tower will on terms favourable to the B.B.C., which
retains an option to purchase.
and have been added to, as possible, cur - contain no vertical steelwork.

r

the emission that matters
IT'S
-and the emission of the

Triotron Dark Emitter filament

Cyldon Synchratune System specified
for the Binowave Four

is seven times greater than in
any other valve

Mr. W. James' first Screene 1 -grid receiver, the Binowave 4, incorporates
Cyldon Synchratune Condensers. They

Cyldon Syn Matune Twin moos pfd.
assembly complete with drum and
escutcheon plate as specified for A7 /.

the Pitman All Europe Three, and the
S.G.P. Three. In fact the Cyldon
Synchratune is the only really modern

Cyldon '0003 Bebe Condenser vs sped

are also specified for the Inceptor Three,

t; Bing method.

the Binowave 4.

PRICE

s

fled for reaction control for the 11
Binowave

PRIGS,

LP) (1M
POWER
VALVE

7/6

SIDNEY S. BIRD & SONS LTD.
Cyldon Works, Enfield Town- Middlesex.
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WIRELESS brings
OU

1

Pictures N OW
and you can receive

them with any set

working a loud - speaker.
Pictures, perfectly defined- reproductions which have a real
interest-topical news pictures with a world-wide appeal,
cartoons, fashion plates, etc., are being broadcast daily in this
country and from various Continental Stations.
They can be
received by anyone with a Fultograph connected to their set in
place of the loud -speaker.
Working a Fultograph could not be a
it has only to be.sub-

when the picture is complete. Then it
can be removed and retained-neither

ordinary set. After that, it works itself,
automatically starting when picture transmission starts, automatically stopping

nor developing is necessary.
And the price is so reasonable as to bring
this latest addition to Wireless entertainments within reach of everyone.

simpler operation

stituted for the loud -speaker of any

fixing

Deliveries of Fultograph models hays actually started, and will continus in increasing quantities.

futtouapb
Price of Complete Installation (excluding valve) :

£22 I5s. Od.

In Oak

Wireless Pictures

( 1928 ),

In Mahogany

£24 15s. ed.

Ltd., Dorland House, 14 - i6, Regent Street, LONDON

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

entateur frele

E rns 3 WEEKS TO mum

XAS.

III

:

11

WE SUPPLY

EVERYTHING WIRELESS ain
a
O

a
E
R

a

ALL COMPONENTS, H.T. UNiTS,
LOUD -SPEAKERS AND SETS.
NEW COSSOR MELODY MAKER,

MASTER 3 STAR, ETC.

Best Monthly te. ens for all Receivers and

a

COMP9HCHIS quoted by return.

m

CASH 0 R D E R S rgarkg
Standard Loading Coils in Stock, 7i6 each.
Lot_s Combined Wave Coils, 16/S each.

is

u

14

s
a

n

a

IIS
GOOD SENT C.O.D. BY RETURN.
MI
Call at showrooms or post your list of requirements. .

The P.D.P.

11.

a

Co.,

Ltd. 1111

(Dept. A.) 121, CHEAPSIDE, Loudon, E.C.2.
'Phone : City 9846.

:
a

111.1111111111WE1111111111111111111111E

"RED DIAMOND"
Pull and Push
Switch.

REDS

Robust construction. Definite

" cn " and " off" positions.
No shaking. Perfect contacts.

Terminals for easy

7 /3

fitting.
Price
or by insured post, 1I6.

Of all high-class Radio Dealcrs
or Sole Makers:

JEWEL PEN Co. Ltd.,
(Radio Dept. 45)
21/2, GL Sutton St., London, EGA.

Foll-sie blueprints are available of the

following sets. Copies of the " Wirelsas
tdagavine " and of "Amateur Wireless "
containing descriptions of all 111033 35t1
ran be obtained at la. 3d. and ed. respectively, po3t frea.

.4// Lust Free

.

EASY
PAYMENT TERMS
enable you to do this without de1ay.

IN

BLUEPRINTS

II

BUILD YOUR SET AT ONCE.
OUR
w
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CRYSTAL SET (6d.)

"Best -yet" Set ..

..

..

ONE -VALVE SETS

Ultra sensitive Hartley One
Beginners' One -valuer ..
Special One
.
..

..

..

ANV114

(1..s. eac.1.1)Aw,03

..
..

DX Headphone 'Fwo (I -1F, Det)
Ace of Twos (D, Pentode)
..
Home Two (D, Trans) ....

..
..

..

Globe DX Two (SG, D)..
..
" Q "-coil (D, 'franc)
..
Crusader (0, 'Frans)
..
..
Two Daventry Two (D, Trans) ..
Tetrode Short-wave Two (SG, D)

.. WM t 16

..
..
..

AW gt
AW134
AWI43

.. AW 146

..

WM99

.. WMto7
.. WM[14

Key -to -the -Ether Two (D, Trans)
Meteor Two (D, Trans) ..
..

THREE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)

" Q "-coil 3 (D, RC, Trans)
Summer -time D.X. Three (HF, D, Trans)

British Station Three (HF, D, Trans) ..

AW 8 4

.. AWm6
AW 122

Optional Two -three (D, 2 LF)
Adaptable Three (D, 2 Trans) ..
New -style

AW121

Baffle Three (3, RC, Push-pull)

AW 139

(Price is. 6d.)
AW141
All -wave Mains Three (HF, D, Trans, Rectifier) AWI 44
All-purpose Short-wave Three (D, RC, Trans) AW147
ANVx 5o
Screen -grid Q Coil Three (HF, D, Trans)
New -style Mains Three (HF, D, Trans-Price
AW[5[
All -Round -Three (D, RC, Trans)

..
..

James Special Three (IN, D, Trans) ..
All -Britain 'I hree (D, RC. Trans)
Everyday (D, 2 Trans) .

FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

1928 Five (2 HP, D, 2 Trans)

Pole to Pole Short -waver (, RC, Trans)
Aladdin Three (I iF, D, LF)

.

Inceptor Three (SG,D, Pentode-es. 3d. with
copy of " Wireless Magazine"
All -wave Screen -grid Three (HF, D, Trans.)
Gramophone Three (D, 2RC)

AW155
AW156
AW158
WM52
WM89
WM95
WM x 05
W1\41 to

WM1 r5

SIX -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

Short-wave Super -6 (Super -het, Trans)..
Adaptor for above ( 6d.)

AW 67
AW67

Connoisseur's Six (2 HF, D, RC, Push-pull) .. WM8S
Eagle Six (3 HF, D, RC, Trans)
WM1o6

AMPLIFIERS (is. each)

One -valve LF Unit
AW 79
Add-on Distance -getter (HF)
AW I 17
Screened -grid HF Amplifier ..
AWiyi
Range Extender (HF Unit)
.
WM33
'Frue-tone (3 valves) (Trans, RC, Parallel)
.. WM47
Gramo-radio Amplifier (2v) (Trans, Parallel)
W11172.

MISCELLANEOUS (1s. each)

H.T. Eliminator for A.C. (zoo v. output)
AWI02
Hook -on Short -waver (Amplifier)
..
.. A W o4
. .
Anti -motor boating Unit
AVVI3o
.
Knife-edge Wavetrap (6d.)
AW131
All -metal Eliminator for H.T.
AW 13 5
Duplex diaphragm Loud -speaker
AW142
L.T. and H.T. Mains Unit (D.C.)
AVVI 23
Power -plus Loud -speaker
AW14g
Linen -diaphragm Loud -speaker with Batfla
AW152
Universal Output Unit ..
.. A W [ 53
A.C. Battery Eliminator
WM4 t
Wavetrap
WM64.
" Junior" Moving -coil Loud -speaker
WM8
Universal Short-wave Adaptor
WM8a
Valveless A.C. Power Unit (L.T.)
the- pair .fWIVIlc*
wmica
Valveless A.C. Power Unit (H.T.)
.

PORTABLE SETS

Daventry Loud -speaker Portable 5 (211F,
D, RC, Trans)

AVV137

House and Garden (SG, D. RC, Trans.) AW1
"Best Yet" Portable (SG,13. 2 Trans) ..
Chummy 4 (with modifications for LS.
and Frr) .

AW136

..

AW128

Scud, preferably, a Postal Order (stamps over slxpeam

WM7 t
WM85

LANE,
AMATEUR WIRELESS 55-61 UTTER
LONDON. E C 4

AWt33
AWI45
AW154

in value unacceptable) to Blueprint Service

CARBORUNDUM RESISTANCES ARE PERMANENT. Experimenters have tried
to burn them out by applying as much as 85o volts and failed. At this voltage ioo
Milliamps were passing and the resistances were afterwards as good as ever. That

troublesome crackle spoiling your programme is probably due to a faulty anode
Carborundum resistances are unconditionally guaranteed against this.
Made in all values from 2,500 ohms up to

resistance.

7 megohms, 2/6 each (complete with two clips
for mounting).
CARBORUNDUM R.C.C. UNIT embodies all

the special features of our Resistances and
Grid Leaks and is now recognised as the
only perfect form of R.C. Coupling, NOW
REDUCED TO 7/6.
CARBORUNDUM STABILISING DETECTOR UNIT, 12/6.
CARBORUNDUM DETECTOR,

tMr1.10131"4:

OM RESISTANCE

1/6

FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

Summer Time Searcher (2 HF, D, Trans)
Overseas Short -waver (HF, D, 2Trans)
The Ranger( SG, D. RC, Tram) ..
Facility Four (HF, D, 2RC,-Q-Coil)
" (2 "-00ii 4 (HF, D, Trans, RC)
Frame Aerial 4 (HP. D, 2 RC) ..
'

are incorporated in the leading purity receivers

IS ,AHZ0ViUNDUM

r/6
a/6

Near and Far Three -Four (HF, D. RC, Trans) AW [3

CARBORUNDUM
ANODE RESISTANCES & GRID LEAKS
ANODE
- em2 RESISTANCE
iN

.

WM46
WM96

Empire Fire (a SG, D, RC, Trans)

.. AW 140

TWO -VALVE SETS (1s. each)

Oceanic Short-wave (D, Trans) ..

All -from -the -Mains Four (HF, D, 2 LF)
WM85
Five -pounder Four (FM D, RC, Trans)
.. WM9t
Symphonic Four (HF, D, 2 LF)
WM98
Touchstone (HF, D, 1tC, Trans)
WMiog
Reyner's Furzehill Four (SG, D, 2Trans)
.. WM I I2
Economy Screen -grid Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) WM113

5

THE CARBORUNDUM CO., LTD.
MANCHESTER.
-;,
e..c`

You will Hell, Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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Nothing
better

. . as an acceptable
wireless gift this Christ.

.

mas than Belling -Lee
Terminals. When you
buy Belling -Lee you
buy perfectly manufactured terminals, products that any wireless
man would appreciate;
products, which, moreover, despite their fine
quality, cost very little.
Yet this very small item
makes a very big differ-

ence to a Set's safety
and

efficiency.

Try

them on your own Set
and see for yourself.

MARCONI
TYPE DEP215
2 -volt Power Valve

ALOW-FREQUENCY amp-

The very latest
process for improving the vitality

lifier,

and life of the fila-

ment is employed
in the manufacture
of Marconi Valves

Type 'B' Standard large insulated Polished
black bakelite.
6di each.

capable of giving

magnificent volume in any
type of receiving set. The improved characteristics permit it
to handle ample input without
overloading. When used with

12o-rjo volts high tension, and
the necessary grid bias,

MARCONI
pEp2i5 will give
clear reproduction of

music, tong and speech a
The filament is of the

... 2.0 max.
Fil. Current 0.15 amp
Fil. Volts

Type'M' As

type 'B' but with
only the engraved top insulated.
Rest nickel plated brass.
4',d. each.

latest
construction,
giving increased emission with a
minimum current consumption.

Anode Volts... 150 max.
*Amp. Factor ... 7

*Impedance 5,000

Type 'R' Low
model
priced
with rotating
name.
3d; each.

With 4- or 6 -volt accumulators MAR-

ohms.

CONIPHONE DERiro or DEP6m are

*Normal Slope 1.4 Maly
100
*At Anode Volts
and Grid Volts ... 0.

gXing exceptional clarity and fulness of

PRICE

the most efficient valves for the last stage,
tone.

There is a Marconi Power Valve for

every circuit, from the simple two -valve
set to the largest Moving -coil Amplifier.
Fit Marconi Valves and let Marconi's
vast experience in design and manufacture enrich your reception.

12/6

Write for full particulars of New Marconi
Valves, mentioning "Amateur Wireless."

BELLING -LEE
TERMINALS

MARCONI

BELLING AND LEE LTD.

Queensway Works, Ponders End, Middlesex
MV16-90

VALVES

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY, LTD.

210-212 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD
Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding- with Advertisers

::

LONDON, W.1

..,inalratr

Wi-rdT
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NEW LOUD -SPEAKER
BUILD THIS TABLE THE
ALL THE REFINEMENTS OF THE MOVING COIL

11111133.111113111111117U011075711112231113311133=111111121171111121137132131113313331133!:11111121133333131113234110133111

ONLY

FOR YOUR SET

Why not have a suitable cabinet
table for your set so you can keep
batteries, etc., neatly out of s:ght.

The " P.R." Unit will reproduce every note as clear as a bell -the f c II depth of the big drum to the harmoni s of the % ialin --

the realitrof the performance will surprise you.
gi%e your set a chance to show what it can do.

1216 SUPERIOR IN TONE VOLUME

The " P.R." Loud speaker Unit is drit en by a fully balanced electro- magnetic armature, under the inof powerful cobalt steel, permanent magnets,
flt
bermeti:ally sealed and absolutely fool -proof. It
swings to the weakest impu se, bringing crlt the
treble notes and the ri h do,.ble bass
of the organ. Fitted with a simple

Here is a fine mahogany table any amateur
can b! ild. Wood supplied ready planed and
legs accurately cut and grooved. Full con.
strwtional details provided.A large design
with full-size patterns and details of all parts
(worth 9d.), is given away with Hobbies' 1929
Catalogue. The contents include a spe ial
wireless e
se:tion and particulars of
lots of gadgets, wood and materials of Interest

tonal adjustment that "stress put."
Most

Unit, gi% ing

powerful

strength from a 2 -valve set!! No

to the wireless enthusiast. Get a copy today -280 pages and five free designs.

extra H.T.
i--_,

Obtain one (price 9d.1 from any Hobbies'
Branch or Newsagent, or send 1/- postal
order for one to Hobbies Ltd. (Dept. 76),
Dereham, Norfolk.

Try one -

Ask your dealer for one or

Stands 2'. y high 140' with
23" x 11" top. Double door

send )our remittance d rect to

P.R. Products,

cabinet 9" high. P arc el of
mahogany tv:th legs .. 17,'6 1

Paternoster

17c.

Square, London,

EFFICIENCY
RECOGNIZED.

E. C. 4. j
immanizrilF

r,.--,arnmainiunneR"FarDrtormaricatramtrcnr.mvirumetnelmarrnr.norinsgairmaatonoitnionsirmerininoriami

4o... results compare
with instruments costing
three times as much . .
"A Loud -speaker for I5.'-" was the title of Mr. Yorke's article in the Nov. r 7th
issue of "Amateur Wireless." In describing the "OV" Cone Loud -speaker he
wrote " . . . . the results obtainable from it wilt compare very favourably
there are
.
.
.
with instruments costing twice or three times the amount
the requisite features in it to enable the instrument to perform efficiently and
provide a satisfactory reproduction bath oZ the bass and treble notes!"
What more convincing testimony to the qualities of the "OV " Cone Unit could
there be than this expression by any expert? And if you were to ask the many hundreds of
listeners about their " OV " Units, they would
FOUR LARGE MAGNETS.
.

EBONITE PANELS
for

LAMINATED POLES.
ARMATURE

BALANCE.

LARGE BOBBINS.

MULLARD MASTER PORTABLE FIVE.
SIX -SIXTY MYSTERY RECEIVER.
EDISWAN R.C. THREESOME.
ACE OF TWO'S (" Ama' eur Wireless ")
INCEPTOR THREE (" Wireless Magazine ")

GUARANTEED.
READY FOR
LOOK FOR TRADE MARK.

7,000

OHMS RESISTANCE. DUST
COVER.

say the very same thing.
:Voice

Unit.

stealers to -day or order direct.

99

CONE UNIT

USE.

13/6

Write for BECOL Handbook on Wireless Circuits
giving general data and illustrations of windings.
Price 4d. Post Free.
SOLE MAKERS:

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD.,
HANWELL, LONDON, W.7.

'THE

yourself a loud -speaker Ngith the "OV"
Get to know how powerful, pure and life-

like reception can really be-call in at your

Another splendid and

simple method is to
use the "0 V" Ridged
Cone,
Unit.

with this

RIDGED CONE CO., LTD.

YORK HOUSE,

SOUTHAMPTON ROW, LONDON,

W.C.1

Tet,pAones : CHANCERY 8313 and 3136

anivesia,St
BUILD and OPERATE in

ONE EVENING -Obtain a Broadsheet from your
dealer and read why you should-

Send post card for FREE FULL -S EZE
LAYOUT PLAN and wiring instructions.

Completely Screen the Grid

Crown Works, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, N.W.2

THE FORMO CO.

AthIprti.ers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

DECEMBER 8, 1923
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HELLESEN
DRY BATTERIES
A SECRET

'Saw a fellow the other day
thrashing his Baby -seven up
Newlands Corner in the teeth
of a gale. Four up. Some

people habitually overload

everything from their incomes
to their H.T. Batteries.

No H.T. Battery, not even a
Hellcsen, will give long service

1928 Reduced Prices
Standard Capacity.

when grossly overloaded.

The secret of obtaining a long
life of perfect reception from a
H.T. Battery is, firstly, to get a
Hellesen Battery and secondly
to see that you get a Hellesen

"Wiray" 0 -volt Grid
Pias Typo
"Wirin" CO -volt
Type ... 1018
"Wirup" 00 -volt II.T.
Type ... 18/.
"Wien!" 108 -volt II.T.

"Kclin"

CO -volt

ENGINEERING
PRECISION

of a capacity

commensurate
with the size and power of your
set. If in doubt, get the larger

Type
... 20/ Triple Capacity.

11.T.

Type ... 19/.
"Kolup" 09 -volt 11.T.
Type
3216
Tata Dealer Sells Them.

size.

The J.B. Gang Condensers are a
veritable triumph of engineering
skill. Perfect in every detail, the

It is a wrinkle that must

have saved me pounds.

Supreme for 27 Years.

model illustrated below is comprised of two special Condensers

HUNTS

rigidly mounted on a stiff ebonite
strip, and coupled together by

universal joints, which are provided with means of adjustment

HELLESEN DRY BATTERIES INSTRUMENTS

for matching circuits.

BOLT -MET MICA Sc. PAPER CONDENSERS

HAND & CYCLE LAMPS, TORCHES, ETC

The Condensers are efficiently
and completely insulated from each

A. H. HUNT, LTD., CROYDON, SURREY

other and are well spaced apartthey may be easily screened if
desired,

Are YOU a Mains User?

CLIX

One -hole fixing-a support proParticularly

vided for rear end.

suited for use with either J,B,
Drum Dial, or J.B. Vernier Dial.

Power Plug & Socket
Constructors and experimenters have in the Clix
Power Plug and Socket, a strong reliable fitment

protection from shorts and shocks

giving full

when used for Battery Eliminators, Chargers, etc.

There are no exposed wire conne:tions, highly
efficient insulation is assured, and strong contact

is obtained by the application of Clix patented

construction methods.
With Clix Plugs and Sockets you are guaranteed
safety and satisfaction.

Pro. Patent.

Power Plug and Socket Complete

-

6d.

Supplied in any capacity up
to .0005 mfd.
Prices:.0005 mid. 30/- without dial
.0003 mfd. 28/- without dial

As used by Mr. James in his
" Touchstone" Receiver.

with Insulating Bush
Socket, complete with
Power Plug, complete with 91,1
wiring slot and one lock -nut 2d.
"2" Power
Insulator
I

.

.

Socket Insulating Bush 111-

CLIX SPIRAL WANDER PLUG

I

The is the full service contact plug which enters all sockets
smoothly and ensures rigid contact. The cylindr:cal plug is
tapered to fac litate insertion. The spiral cut gives d'ametrIcal
cxpansicn and compression.
and 1CO,' easier to handle.

CO ',,

as efficient as a soldered joint

Price 2d. each
Red or Black Insulators.
Our new Catalogue contains details and illustrations of all the "Clix"aids to perfect
contact, eight of which can be. seen in the showcase on your dealer's counter.

LECTRO LINX, LTD.,
254

Vauxhall Bridge

Road,

Westminster, S.W.Z.
Don't Forget to

PRECISION

INSTRUMENTS
Advt. of JACKSON BROS 72 St, Thomas' St., LONDON, S,E.a

I hat You Saw it in "A.W."

maeur Wtretesi

OVERWHELMING
ADVANTAGE OF THE SAC
LECLANCHE BATTERY

in its most compact and practicable
form as represented by the original

sp

SAC
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11liliffl),

ET1r )NCLAM

WET BATTERY

At our offices may be seen hundreds of testimonials

paying glowing tribute to the great advantages of
this super efficient and money saving battery that
is positively permanent and

LASTS FOR YEARS

It saves pounds in costly dry batteries and ensures
an amazing clarity and purity of reception because
its super efficient cells maintain

'The

-

VAStiA the

iliti A494 el

staUes

altfereace

CONSTANT
POWER PRESSURE

thus completely banishing all " background noises"
and ripple. The voltage is steady, even, and non sagging. This wonderful battery is self -regenerative IT RECHARGES ITSELF OVER NIGHT-

FINSTON Q' COILS
arc a very efficient type of coil Witlr
dual wavelergth covering
250/2000 metres.
Made to,,
J. H. Revner's specification and/
officially approved.
15r- each
AERIAL COIL
H.F. TRANSFORNIE .21/- each:
21/- each',
R EINAR-1'Z

in the morning it is as fresh as the dawn and is

ALWAYS
UP TO VOLTAGE
Once installed it requires little or no attention.

a

Periodical replenishment of, the elements at long
intervals being sufficient to maintain the required
voltage.

POINTS
OF SUPERIORITY
in the Standard Battery

.

Super construction and material of the highest
quality throughout ensure utmost efficiency. Its
design is far ahead of any other similar form of
H.T. supply on the market and creeping is completely eliminated. The space occupied has been

.

We shall supply einti for

ALL -BRITAIN 'THREE
" ()

brought down to a minimum, and the appearance
of the battery is extremely neat and compact. The
cells are strongly constructed. Each gives 1 i volts
and any voltage can be made up from them.

A 15/- and (?" , P 21/-

MULLARD MASTER 3*
Dual Coil 1 7/6 each. 25o, zoo) metre,
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LEAFLET

GET
THE FREE BOOK NOW
Send for the free interesting book that explains all

you want to know about this super efficient and
money saving battery.
NO REFERENCE.

Asecure foundation is the first
essential of a strong building.

NO DEPOSIT..
8/1 ,94,,h1,4;uon.ipicoefi's;Cr., beirgtn"lle8C,,e
assembled as illustrated.
Cash
. 6 . 5, or 8 t down and 5 monthly
DOWN payments
of 8 1.
STOCKISTS : Halfords Stores, Currys Stores and
all Radio dealers can supply on exactly the same

Similarly, tile panel is the first,

essential of a good Set. Even the
best components will give poor
results they are mounted on an
inferior panel. Before you choose
the panel for your next Set, send
for this helpful free book, "The
Panel makes all the difference

cash or deferred terms as we do.
THE STANDARD WET -BATTERY CO.
Dept. A.W.
Head Offices, Showroom I and Warehouse:
184-188 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2

'

STONE MFG. CO.,

108 Gt. Saffron Hill, London, E.C.I.
Tel.: Ho!. 48.14.

It tells in interesting language

and by graphic pictures the

DUAL COILS

learn all about Resiston, the

for GLOBE D.X. TWO
Each 10'6

essentials of a good panel, why
panels vary and 'how to, make
sure of your panel. Send the
coupon for this book NOW, and
Panel beautiful, the Panel perfect

-the Panel for YOUR Set.

for COSSOR SCREENED -GRID

Each 10 6
THOUSANDS
IN USE

for MULLARD MASTER THREE

111111MMINEIMMINVII E3 MIME

Each 7;'9

Protect Your Set

NEW H.F. CHOKE. A masterpiece of
scientific design. Wound in 17 slots on

with the

Hollow Bakelite Former. 20/1,000 metres.

RMONIC
Safety Earthing

AEPMONIc.

50-1,

EARTHING

SWITC14

Each 5'9. Minimum capacity, maximum
efficiency.

Switch

Lt

laritairi)

Feieutifleally designed to adequately protect
your set in all conditions. Has a fuse be-

tween the aerial and the set, thus giv ng

teeurity from lightning even if the set is left
Soundly made with Bakelite
connected.
Price Sid
cover to keep it waterproof.

4'6

To Aniericart

Aermonic List Free
send pour frec on money -boa O. ra PUY.
JAMES CHRISTIE & SONS. Ltd. 246, West Street, SHEFFIELD,
A. F. Bulqin & Co., 10, &traitor Street,
or London Agents
:

LONDON, E.0 4

MAKE OH BUY A GRAMOPHONE.
Or Cabinets only. for Wireless,.

,

A copy
to

of

The

I,onclon, are,
Co.,
ple
Rubber Fore Street,
tla,
Difference'
all the

Panel

makes

Regent Fittings Co., A.W.
Old Street, London, E.C.1

120,

plain types 9d. each less.

TUNEWELLS ARE BEST

TURNER
& CO.,
54 Station Rd., New Southgate,

quarter shop pie.; size 32 z 3f z tn.
with double spring motor. 3, record.,
one wind; 12 in. velvet table. -Alvan
nom. Cups,
tonearm.
Soundbox.,
5.
Carr. paid.
All the above
lifting.% less Cabinet £1 18s. 6,1. Cash.
Accessories.
List Free.
Motors 9a.
App.. Drawing and How to maks
aratnophones
Beth; 24 years.

each 2/3 ; 200 3/6. X types 3d. each extra

No Matter What is Specified

AddleSs

At a

TWO -PIN COILS, as always recom,
mended in this journal. C.T. 50, 60, 75,

London, N.II.

COATh617
Sileboard
Rilanea Pitons

Irish Enquiries to(
BELFAST RADIO CO. ,
Queens Street, Belfast
CORK WIRELESS Adi'FIOLTSE; kadiotand, Cork
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With the opening of our new
gramophone saloon, another

(0

extension to our rapidly growing business, it is now possible
for all lovers of music to pur-

cake that

Christmas

chase gramophone records at
the same time as their wireless
parts and accessories

artga success

We have already been appointed
official agents for

\Vireless can be the very

OACS
14 f.

40,10411410

Z0140VVAOSS
14101'ERS

P.0.0`040
SI

and other leading makes, and hold
large stocks for immediate delivery
Pay a visit to our gramophone
saloon, hear and choose your
records in comfort.

cewe

ves

Solve your Xmas present problem
by vis.t_ng our showrooms. What

cou.d be more acceptab:e as a
present than a portable Gramophone, a small table grand, or a
few good records. Or, if they are
wire.ess enthus asts, a low-pr.ced
portable set or some useful adjustments such as :
Wet High Tension Battery
G.E.C. Music Magnet Kit
Cossor Melody Maker Kit

New Masters Star Kit

Mullard Portable Five Kit
Soldometa Soldering Outfit
Voltmeters
Ampmeters

Red Spot Loud Speaker Unit
New Lion Amplion Speakers
If you cannot call, write for our new grams phone bo, Met " Sound Waves from Days"
Cr wireless booklet .. Rays from Days," or
our Comprehensive Catalogue, post free 6d.
(free to callers).

WILL DAY LTD.
(The best in the West)
18-19 Lisle Street, Leicester &pan, W.C.2
Telephone : Regent 0921-0922
Telegrams : " Titles, Westrand, London.'

CONTINUOUS DEMONSTRATIONS

FROM

9A.M.- 7 P.M.

making of a Christmas Party.
A Loud -speaker of pleasing

tone and attractive appear-

DIRECT CURRENT

ance

A .C. MAINS

lights the ear and the eye and
at as low d price as 47/6 can
scarcely he said to touch the
pocket.

essential

for such

This Whiteley
Boncham Loud -speaker de-

For every purpose in
wireless operation

It will carry melody into

-

L.T. BATTERY CHARGING
H.T. BATTERY CHARGING
TRICKLE CHARGING
H.T. BATTERY ELIMINATION
L.T. BATTERY ELIMINATION

is

occasions.

FROM

the farthest corners of a spacious room without allowing
a trace of distortion to spoil
its

sweet and even tones.

7,6

Compare it with other makes
and

ou

will
recognise
its 4
unequalled value.

A new and re-

GRID BIAS BATTERY ELIMINATION
L.S.5a OR SIMILAR VALVES

markable Cons
Unit Marketed in
response to a

POT MAGNET EXCITATION FOR
MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKERS

popular demand.

made, and incor-

there is a suitable

Armstrong

SUPPLY FOR PLATES OF

Is entirely Br't ish

porates a Vickers -

Cobalt Steel
Magnet.
Price, complete
with - two

4,3W EST INCH 0 US En

METAL RECTIFIER
which is a dry rectifying unit using neither
valves nor electrolyte. It has no moving
parts and there is nothing in them to wear
out.

18:6

Belling -Lee

insulated
terminals;

The

W.B. Anti -phonic Valve -holder
The Whiteley Boncham Anti -phonic Valve -

holder has been specified for some of the

The

Westinghouse
Brake and
SaxbySignal Co.
82 York Road
London, N.1

Send id. Stamp
with your name
and address for

most famous circuits of recent times, including the Six -Sixty Mystery Receiver.
"A
Price, complete with terminals,

la
P

a copy of our
24 -page

book :

"The All Metal Way"
-how to build H.T.

WHITELEY BONEHAM & CO., LTD.
Nottingham Rd., Mansfield, Notts.

and L.T. Eliminators
and chargers.

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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The NEW

N

FULL

"FORTY-FIVE",

LIE
,,
fee M/6as us*

otu 04, lead* [bp,

e

Type

(' N your way hc me to -night, call at your usual radio

dealers, and ask to inspect the wonderful ne.v
Wates Volt -amp Test Meter-the meter that has so
sensationally eclipsed every preconceived notion of
measuring instrument value and performance. This
super meter gives three readings from one clearly
engraved dial NOW you need never buy a variety

Volts
2
2
2

2

( 'ells. The latest Radio development. II.F.,
h.F., R.C., 8/6. IR P., 9/6. The valve that
eliminates aecumalators. Don't change anything. Just push in Eton Wet Cell Valves and
use Eton Primary Batteries. Ideal for
country districts.
Full particulars of the complete ETON Range from

SorI Order

:

THE ETCH CLASS BATTERY Co.

EAGLE VALVES, LTD.,

"Eton Works," Grange Road, LEYTON

47, FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.

"Thanks for a jolly good battery"- Vide Customer.

oci v. for 2 valves ...
18/4
All sizes stocked.
Small cap. SACS ...
1 /4
ZINCS
... 8d. c7oz.
Largo. cap. SACS ...
2/ 2

Stocked by H Affords Stores, Curry's Stores and Ms: radio dealers.

Price
READINGS.
0 1E0 VOLTS
ants. Dead Beat 8/
movement, crys0 6 VOLTS
tallised black
0 30 MILLIAMPS
fully Guaranteed,
finish.

acseat

LIM'S

THE STANDARD WET BATTERY CO. (Dept. A.W.),

b ry Avenue (Near New Oxford St. End), London, W.C.2.

WAT E S

108 v. for multi -valves 39/5

"TROMBA"

THE

... 10d. doz.

1 MPROVED TYPES.
JARS for either size 1 / 2 doz.

Head Offices, Showrcoms and Warehouse : 1114-188 Shaftes-

WET H.T.

144 V. for m, -coil sp2ak-

els and pentode valves 51 /5

Ready wired in polished mahogany case.

NO EXTRAS-

CARRIAGE PAID.

Milli -amp. voltmeter 7/- pcst free.

DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY AT OUR NEW SHOWROOMS.
1

VOLT
-AMP
RADIO TEST METER

Stamp brings Booklet.

6r1ta Bell.

1 -

F:1,1:41? of Samples.

TROMBA ELECTVCAL CO., Dept. D.,
Bases -24, 31, (2, 6?.

M. B,

,.....,........,..ssms............

11

USE

El, Chalk Farm goad, Camden Town, N.W.1.

111111111i111111101C11111i111111 1111O1111111111111111111111111111111i:
PRICE

4.°

17/6
ell

TERMINALS

inn

.I; ea

tat,
von

Ma

MO

110

on the rhos , powerful set, and sensitive enough to

work on a two4141yeget. If your des hr cannot supply Ill
send P.O. taidriddirect ima wewill forward by return gm
The LASSOPHONE Triangle Double Reed Cone Unit
f

i J.
J. EASTICK & SONS i
EELEX HOUSE, 118 Bunbill Row, Moorgate London,

1

E.C.1A

OUR BLUEPRINT SERVICE

CONE UNITS

IMIt

tit.- ,a *atom
t.nik is a triumph of British,
,eq,, me
IV
III
ip. Reproduces all f.'
no to oeftfcg8t Ino
18peaker. Guars
a ovi
mai

e, -e or just plain wires.
40 different indicating tops and 6 colours,

Constructors of receivers described in this journal
should make full use of our Blueprint Service ant

Discovery in

The Lassoplione Triangle Dtal

1=1

that will hold securely, spade, plug, pin,
4 !,(1. each, or without indicating tops, 3d. each.
Write for copy of Booklet-J 66, which describes
in detail all EELEX wireless accessories.

The Latest Scientific

1.1 Britisli made

TREBLE -DUTY

avoid all risk of failure.

and the NEW

.

WET
CELL VALVE
I.4 volt Valves that run from Eton Leclanche

Direct if any difficuln

plated f tt ngs. Guaranteed dead -beat accuracy.

i&Telephcnes : Clerkenwell MA

.

.

bit. Cr rrt. Impedance Trice
11,7e0
4-6
:041
15,e0(1
5:6
23.0 0
-(10
56
15
4,2d0
73

From all Dealers.

Fin shod in attractive crystal block and nickel -

S

pot cells in a bank of four mahogany trays.
The finest yet produced. Pric. £3 . 10 . 0

NOTE.-Any of tha above types can be obtained in
either 4 or 6 volts at the same prices.

r f singlo purpose measuring instruments --the Watts
Meter is entirely s..fficient for your needs, it tells you
all you want to kn ,w to ensure that quality of recent on, that only perfect set control can give. No valve
sot user should be without it. From all goody:lass
dealers or direct complete with explanatory leaflet.

emiliMMIRISIMMIXE

S.1 Sac Type, large capacity, price 1) 6. P.1
Porous Pot Type, large capacity, price 22 6
The ETON 1928 De Luxe Model, 139 porons

manner end gives sustained service, too.
HERE ARE SOME OF THE FAVOURITES :
THE NEW " EAGLE " (1929) TYPES
GLOWLESS COLD EMITTERS.
Cen, Purpose, E210
Gen, Purpose, E206
R.F. CpIng., E206 RC
Power Valve, E2 P

.

I. 6/6

You get 'twice the value with " Eagle" Valves, and
there is a type to suit aimost all circuits. Each type
goes about its work in a quiet yet highly efficient

AN AMAZING
NEW METER

.

.

for two valves and only get one.

Jai

=

Fitted in ET0110 X, the New ETD: -Fortyfive" Cell Primary H.T. Battery is just the
kind of gift that your radio friend will appreciate this Christmas. It willsave him the hue mess and
bear of battery charging
money. A tasting and wetcome gift. 5.2 Sae Type
PRICE
ready for use.

that won't work efficiently
without Blank's Valves," may
inte:'est some, but it is no
reason why anyone should pay enough

-readings
on
-

j

Gift for your
Radio friend!

Filaments," " Sets

reed Kw,*

Xmas

excellent

ALF
RILE
Talk about "Wonder

'',1,1,11,,

,,,,

would make an

Manufactured by

Moving Coil

4.1
reproduction
mai
for any Sc,

1111111J1111111011111

MOVING
-COIL LOUD -SPEAKER
Outfits made by Bakers' Sellituat Radio. 89 Sella:rat
Road. S.E.25. are ono:celled. Send for FREE 3e -page

Booklet--" A New Hobby "-and learn bow to be certain of

PERFECT REPRODUCTION

H. H. LASSMAN, F.R.A., A.M.I.R.E.
111.1.

(Dept. A.W.), 429 Barking Road, East Ham, E.6 1.

mmolefooloommummomeii
-TAYLEX WET H.T. BitTTERIES

Neu Prices: Jars 1)3, Pace 1/2, Mors I Id. Sample doz.
118 Volts, complete with Lands and elem rolyte 4'3.. post ad,
Sanopte wilt ect. Illim. booklet free. Beegain list free.
'2 VALVE ALL -STATION SET £4.
AMPLIFIERS. 30...
A. TAYLOR. 5T Studley Road, Stockwell, LONDON

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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A HIGH MAST IS
EQUAL TO TWO
EXTRA VALVES

femalie°

Everybody knows that to have a high aerial is to get
extra powerful signals. The difficulty of fixing up a high

3

aerial is banished if you fit a

P.R.

meteor Wirel...:y
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PATENTREL SESES
TEL

MAST

WI

DAMP PROOF!
ROT PROOF!!
CALE PROOF!!!
26 Feet high. In 3

sections oft}in,
Steel tube tapering to
in. Carriage, London, /6; Midlands,
216; elsewhere, 3;6.
Weight 24 lb. Two masts for 2816

34

high,sFeecettions

1'3,1'8
,Steel tube tapering
to g'4.91/6
'1 i

Carriage, London, 2!-;
\Midlands, 31-; elsewhere, 41,
Weight, 3t lb. Two masts 40',
s

in.

The "SUPER" Mast

44Feet high. In
5 sections of

hole a

y.

Steel

tube tapering to
in. .4 real bargain.
Carriage. London,
2/6;
Midlands,
3/6; elsewhere,4/6.
Weight, 46 lb.

'Fwo masts AL-.
are made

.R.of

n

MASTSlengths,
9 feet

from t in tapering tot in., and are
supplied with castiron bed plate.
steel ground pegs,
stay rings, galvanised steel flexible wire stays cut
to lengths, pulleys,

Columbia

bolts, and fullest
erecting instructions. No further
outlay necessary.

Not a battery, but a SUPER
BATTERY-that is the correct
description of the Columbia

NO HOLES

TO DIG

ONE MAN'S
JOB

e alis

Any intelligent man can assemble and erect a P.R. Mast in

a couple of hours., Our patent Mast being tapered, it is
easy for anyone to raise it from the ground into position.
Ordinary tubular Masts require several hands and difficult
rigging to do this. To help you the wire rope is sent cut
to size-a saving of endless worry. Imagine sorting out

3 ft. 6 in.

N

GUARANTEE

Money refunded without
question if not satisfied.

ary batteries.
Receiver, this Columbia battery is indispensable.
You are proud of the results
yielded by your receiver you'll be prouder still when

For the man with the good

The easiest
Mast to
erect.

PAINTING.
Any protective coating applied before dispatch gets so
damaged by the Carriers that it is essential to paint the
Mast before erection. All P.R. Masts are sent out oxide finished ready for painting. One coat of P.R. Colloid
covering applied-a 10 minutes' job-to all parts of the
Mast when ready to erect sets dead hard in au hour and
protects it against all weathers.

PRICE OF ACCESSORIES.
P.R. Colloid Covering sufficient for a Mast-with brush,
2/6. Halyard Log Line-Ryland's patent rot -proof :
For 26-f t. -Mast, 116. 34 -ft.,

42 -ft., 2/6., Per 100 ft., 3,'-.

Note.-Double length supplied to make lowering of Aerial
easy.

A HIGHLY EFFICIENT AERIAL.
P.R. Aerial is made of 14-28 High Conductivity Pure
Copper Enamelled Wire-each strand insulated from its
neighbour to give the highest signal strength obtainable.
100 ft., 4:3; 50 ft., 23.

P. R. MASTS

PATERNOSTER

emission of three ordinary
batteries, the lasting power
of three ordinary batteries
and the quality of three ordin-

500 ft. of rope in your back garden.
Minimum
Radius

No. 4780 Triple Capacity H.T.
Battery. It possesses the

British throui-hout
Ott ifouri>,..aLeT

ittOnStrairti.

Or tat at OW

SITOWIZOOVIS:

106 VICTOR LA 'ST'S Nir 1
(One' Minute &Oln VLecorat Sta,104,,
FIRST ON MERIT -ON DEMONSTRATION

LONDON,

Opposite G.P.O. Tube.

IF YOU USE VALVES it will pay you to write to us for
particulars of the famous 3/6 range of P.R. valves. Each
valve has a written guarantee of life and performance.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

you use this Columbia battery.

60 volts. New Reduced Price £1 : 0 :0.
This battery is specified for "Six -Sixty's
Great Mystery Receiver " and for the

" Touchstone " described by Mr. W.
James in the Wireless Magazine.

Columbia
RADIO BATTERIES
J. R. MORRIS. Imperial House,
Kingsivay, London, W.C.Z.

SCOTLAND -J. T. Cartwright, 3 Cadosari Street, Glasgow.
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
The Editor does no4necessarily agree with
the views expressed by correspondents.

TRULY
THE CHOICE OF CRITICS

The Linen Loud -speaker
C IR,-I note your correspondent who
C

The designers of the following sets knew what they were
doing. They wanted a switch -that would give perfect
contact, retain its handsome appearance and stand up to

linen loud -speaker.

years of hard work, and they chose the BULGIN

I have constructed the improved model
with baffle box, and permit me to endorse

ORIGINAL PUSH-PULL SWITCH. The moral is obvious.

his remarks with emphasis as to the

INCORPORATED AND SPECIFIED FOR

quality obtainable from it.
The baffle I have had made of mahogany

THE FOLLOWING WELL-KNOWN CIRCUITS
THE COSSOR MELODY MAKER.
THE MULLARD MASTER THREE.
THE DUBILIER TOREADOR THREE.

PRICE I/6 EACH
OUR "MIDGET" SWITCH @ 100.
and "POPULAR" @ 1/- ARE ALSO
GREATLY IN DEMAND.
NOTICE

IThe T.S.C. Three Spring Switch
nrigisatod by es is also now being
incorporated in Modern Coil
Circuits.

PRICE 2/- EACH
OM.

signs himself L. P. (Launceston) asks

for ideas in regard to decorating your

three-ply, and I am having it polished.
On the front will be fixed a fretwork grill
of a design similar to a church window.

THE FORMO SCREENED GRID THREE.
THE BALLOT THREE.
THE 2 H.F. EVERYMAN FOUR.
RADIAN() CIRCUITS.
THE SOLODYNE RECEIVER.
THE TOUCHSTONE RECEIVER,
THE BRISTOL THREE WAY.
THE HUMBERSIDE THREE.
THE ALL BRITISH SIX.
THE CONTINENTAL THREE.
THE HOBBIES THREE.
THE COUNTRYSIDE FOUR.
THE MONODIAL RECEIVER.
THE MONOTROL RECEIVER.
THE EDISWAN R.C. THREESOME.

This will also be french polished, and

immediately behind this will be a piece of
amber silk.
A. W. T. (Nottingham).

The "Three -Waveband 2 "

SIR, You will be very pleased to hear
that the set, " The Three -waveband 2,"
is a very remarkable set, and coining across

And Many Others Too Numerous to Mention.

the Bay of Biscay the stations on the
medium wavelength simply rolled in.

I can with all faith recommend the set

A. F. BULGIN

Obtainable from
Co.
Send for our new
all the best
56 page catalogue
RADIO MANUFACTURERS.
dealers. In case 9, 10, 11, CURSITOR ST., CHANCERY LANE, E.C.4.
and manual of
of difficulty
instructions.
TELEPHONE : Holborn 2072,
write direct.

to anyone requiring a really good set.
F. E. G. (ss. Petworth, Vigo).
[Owing to the demands upon our space in this
issue we regret that it -has been necessary to

I

hold over a large number of letlers.-Ed.]

ALUMINIUM

uire CRADLE FRAME
_,

and CONE KIT

for VARIOUS BALANCED ARMATURE SPEAKER UNITS
The frame is ready to take Blue -Spot, Triotron, Bullphone and G.E.C,
Units, etc. which are secured rigidly and DIRECT to ALUMINIUM
CRADLE or CHASSIS. Setting remains constant, and Speaker will
take full output from set without chatter.

ALUMINIUM

CRADLE FRAME

Ready to receive various

Units. Designed to give
easy access to nuts

on reed of Unit, 12/6

CONE KIT

Comprising 111" Kraft
diaphragm (forming 9j0

4 Suedlin segments, i card ring, all
cone)

cut to size ready
for mounting - -

2/6

CRADLE
Complete with Cone Kit,

packed in box -

Inland postage ht. extra

15

A plywood clamping washer
is imludei with a comrlete set.

FREDK. SQUIRE
24 Leswin Road

BASEBOARD
OR

PAN EL
MOUNTING

TYPE

C.Ftli. BurTorsi PROGRESS WKS.
BERNARD ST. WALSALL

Stoke Newington, LONDON, N.16
Manufacturer of " SYLPHONE" Moving -coil Loud -speaker Parts
12-= ---------

RUPERT COLLINS & CO.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

WALSALL

DECEMBER 8, 1928
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SIMPLICITY

0
0
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is the essence of

Finished in black or
beautifully
grained
mahogany

EFFICIENCY

")TANNOY°

O A.C. MAINS SUPPLY UNITS 0

O

are the essence of

SIMPLICITY
6(0 HIGH TENSION
LOW
TENSION
For Multi -Valve
Receivers.

by

Incorporating WestingMetal Rectifiers.

om

Complete Units
from

47/6

O

O
O
z,))

O

15

No

No

C)

O

neataccufate and
inexpensive

house

Componenfrts

6

0
0

valves
required.
expensive replacernents.

0
0
0
0
0

Watch for Brownie's latest triumph in artistic
components - the " Dominion "
moulded

2, 4 or 6 volts at tan 0b
La\

Vernier Dial. Special non -back -lash slow
motion drive gives very accurate turning,

c)

while the action will fit any condenser, and
the new design of the dial will enhance the

amp. No renewals. No
attention.

Everlasting.

When you buy TANNOY

0

appearance of every set.

O you buy lasting satisfaction va
O
0
GI/rite or 'phone for details
O TULSEMERE MANFG. CO. °

EIROIR;t1SNI E

O 1-7 Dalton St., West Norwood, S.E.27 '('')

" DOMINION " VERNIER DIAL

0---\

THE BROWNIE WIRELESS Co., (G B.) LID.

0

'Phone ; Streatham 6731

O

MORNINGTON CRESCENT.. LONDON, N.W. I

/0063 00000.00 00.06-D0t, °

YOUR need is selectivity-you want to
cut out completely interfering stations,
either Local or Distant, and to receive any
station desired. You can do this in a minute
by fitting the Harlie Wave -Selector between
your Aerial and Set. It increases volume, too!

A -valve set
and a
loudspeaker

The 3 In I set

Whatever Set or Aerial you may have, the
Harlie Wave -Selector will increase its selec-

tivity, range and volume. You must at least
try -out this wonderful Wave -Selector. Ob-

tain it from your dealer, or request us to

The Pioneer Set of Cheaper Radio forward by post C.O.D. under the con-

PRICE

£4.10.0
ROYALTY
l'AID

(Coils not
included)

The famous LOEWE Multiple Valve
used contains Three Complete Valve
systems in one Valve, and all the
necessary coupling elements of a 3 valve receiver.
A marvel of ingenuity and efficiency,

ditions of our i.100 guarantee.
NO ALTERATION TO SET-JUST PLUG
AERIAL INTO SOCKET PROVIDED-

Valve, type 3 N.F. Special cable with

black crystalline finish throughout.
TWO MODELS SUPPLIED :

giving loud -speaker results of ex- FULL PARTICULARS ARE GIVEN
cellent volume and purity.
4r high, 3' diameter. In finest grade
Complete with Loewe Radio Multiple
Wander Plugs and Spade Terminals
attached ready for connection to H.T.
and L.T.

USE A LOEWE RADIO CONE LOUD -SPEAKER
with your Loewe Set for retaining the full purity of
reproduction and a clarity that is unexcelled. Artistic
appearance. Silk front. Mahogany finish. 50/

(a) Normal Waveband, 2o0-7oo metres.
(b) High Waveband 700-2000. metres.
Please state model re 'aired when orde)ing.

Xtainable through all dea'ers. For illustrated leaflets write

£100 Guarantee

LOEWE RADIO

Money returned in full if the "Harlie"
Wave -Selector proves unsatisfactory, and
is returned to us within 7 days of purchase.
Write to Dep.. H,

The finest loud -speaker value obtainable, at

...

THE LOEWE RADIO CO., LTD.,
4, Fountayne Road, Tottenham, N.15.
'Chose: Tottenham 391l-391'.

CONSTANT CONTACT
CERTAIN SAFETY

HARLIE Bros.

BALHAM ROAD, LOWER EDMONTON, N.9

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

The spring sockets in the
Vibrolder ensure perfect

contact with every type of
British four -pin valve.
These sockets also `float'
the valve so that the least
vibration as well
as the fiercest
shock is com-

PRICE

pletely damped
out.

ELECTRIC LIMITED

Brantwood Works,

Tottenham, London, N.17

(I Malt= Wir42.5
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Advt. of K. Raymond

Advt. of K. Raymond

K. RAYMOND

COSSOR NEW
MELODY

27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2
Come

Genuine Cossor Kit of Parts

2 7-15-0

IN SEALED CARTON
WITH 3 VALVES
ORMOND CONDENSERS

.

.

.

4'9

...

.

4/9

.

3,'6

. .
.
Log used in Cossor .00056, - Brownie
ALL MAKES.
SLOW MOTION DIALS

Drum Control
Dual Indicator

Small ditto
Friction Dual

.

.

.

.

5' -

CYLDON

5-

" SYNCHR A T UNE "

Twin Thumb Control
36
47;7 6 .0005 .
.
7/6
Bebe .0001
ALL CONDENSERS
UNITS
STOCKED.
... 29,6
.

.

..

.

.

EKCO
2 FI0, DC

CLIMAX

3 FA20, DC

... 58;6 DC, HT UNIT

1 VA20, DC

4 F60, DC

Theatre. Phones: Gerrard 4637 and 2821

HOURS OF Everyt Day 9 to 8
Saturday

VERNIER DIALS

.0005 SLF 61-. .00035 5,9. Lotus
.00025, 5/6. No. 3 New Polar

... 34' -

All HT Units Stocked.

... 7216

MULLARD

BRANDES

PENTODE VALVES.
2 and 4 volt.

m005, 12/6; '0003, 12/,

Wonderful Slow-motion VarSCREENED GRID AND iable Condensers, with Dial.

Matched Headphones, EC, pair, 4,00o ohms. L.F. 3-r,

MULLARD12;_;5.1,12/6.
Brandes Table Talker, 30 '-

MULLARD MASTER 3*
This new and wonderful set must appeal to Young and
Old, amateur or experimenter-in tact EVERYBODY !

These Components are those
ACTUALLY AS SPECIFIED
BY MULLARDS
BEWARE SUBSTITUTES'.
3 Lotus valve holders
Colvern combined wave coil
Mullard Permacore, L.F. Climax "L.F.A.," L.F.
Climax H.F. choke
Benjamin battery switch
J.B. '0005 log variable
J.B. '00035 log variable
Mullard '0003 and 2 meg.
Mullard '0001
Magnum Brackets

LEWCOS PRODUCTS

SIEMENS,
RIPAULTS,

HELLESEN,
LISSEN,
EVERREADY, ETC.,

H.T. BATTERIES.

Parts in Stock for
Mullard Master Five
Junit Switch, 9 6; Pair of Climax Chokes, 1E -;
Permacore Transformer, 25'- each ;
Pyc
Differential, 5 6 ; PM Speaker Unit, 25,- ;
Pye Valve Holders, 2 - each, etc., etc.

CONCERT 4, RADIANO 3
RADIAN() 4, INCEPTOR 3
and many other Circuits.

COSSOR NEW MELODY
KIT OF PARTS TOR ABOVE
S. d.
Ormond push-pull switch - 1 3 With this
KIT
2 Ormond log *0005
- - 12 0
2 Cossor pat. S.M. Dials
Peto-Scott '0001
- Peerless 6 ohm - - 5 W.B. Valve holders Wearite B.F. exoke 3 T.C.C. condensers
Dubilier 3 meg.
- -

3)-1 ratio L.F.

- 9

0

-

TOTAL

ig-f,, .

Carr. fwd. °I.

C.O.D.
(U.K. only)

9
6

5

0
0
6

1

5
7

1

1

11

10
5
2
2

3
6
6

CLOSED XMAS DAY `--

OPEN BOXING DAY 11 to 1

as usual afterwards. So Don't Forget TO NOTE ABOVE (IN CASE : !)

and

ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN.

EVERYBODY'S 3

SPEAKER CABINETS

"P.W." 1/12/24
Kit of Parts, including

0
6

Panel. strip -marked Terminals, Wire. Screws and
Baseboard, (List of parts
Free.) Carr. paid U.K.

6

E4 17 6

Carr. Pd.

BLUE SPOT UNIT 25/66K.

PLEASE ADD 3/6 of connecting Links, 8 Plugs,

AND I WILL
SEND WITH KIT

2 Spades, 4 Engraved Tenni-

OF PARTS

Baseboard. Carr. Pd. up to

nak, 2 Ebonite Strips, Twin
Flex, Splendid Aluminium
Panel, Id x 7, drilled ready

Actual value of abova Accessories is

ALSO I N

CABINETS
As shown in
OAK

MAHOGANY

Carriage 1 3

4-v.

10/6 each
P.M.' L.F. P.111.1 P.M.5X

11 x 7
16 x 7
18 x 7
21 x 7
21 x 7

SPEAKERS

Mullard - 53/6
Phillips - 50/-

12 '6 each

- 29/6

B.T.H. Cone 60'-

H.T. BATTERIES. Siemens 108 v. 13
Siemens 100 v. Power, 22 6.

;

L.T. BATTERIES. Exide D.F.9, 8 6;
Exide D.M.G., I1 -; D.H.9., 14 6; Oldham
1V.D.,

;

U.V.D., 14,- (All with Carrier

.. 13'6
HOVEY
.. 15/LISSEN
.. 18 6
LOEWE. ..
Pick-ups --all 'iv a'tes

MAGNIFICENT
QUALITY OAK.
LATEST DESIGN.
12 x 7
..
12/6

BEST QUALITY

10,'6 each
P.M.:P.51.4 P.M.6 M.P.A.

GOODMANS Cone
Unit, Double Reed 27/6

AMERICAN TYPE CABINETS

UP TO 150 MILES CARRIAGE 1 -.
OVER 150 MILES CARRIAGE FORWARD.

MULLARD VALVES

;

Will take Blue Spot.

F.n sh.

20 '-

List 21/ -

6-v.
P.11.5X

Adjusts b'e forPortabies
12-:n.
Cone, 12'11 ; 15 -in., 18 11.
Handsomely Polished
Oak

BOTH
ABSOLUTELY

WITH PARTS

15/-

66Z,

Takes 10 -in. Cone, 9 11

21,' -

AMERICAN TYPE

16,11

BLUE SPOT

for use. 9 -volt Grid Bias,
151; miles.

101.

BALANCED ARMATURE

-

Carriage extra on Batteries except by arrangament.

all 9" deep.

..

..
..

14/11
17,11

21/2116
24/ -

Cam raid.

LISSEN

Valve.holders,
1'-; Fixed
Con., 1/.., 116; Leaks, 1;-;
Switches, 1/6, 216; Latent
2 -way Cam. V rnier, 4(6;
Rheostats, 243;
3,11;
Lissenr.ia,
1-k'. Trans-

formers, 8/6; Os la, 60X, 6(4:
200X, 818: 60-v. H.T., 7(11;

A.W., P.W., M.W.
STANDARD LOADING
COILS,

76

Fist 64.

Wearite, Magnum, Lewcos.

COPPER SCREENS

100-v.,' 12/11; Soper

ALUMINIUM SCREENS

.0003, 6:-; .00(0, 8 6,

10x12, 10x6, 8'.x6, in stock.
M.W. Screening Boxes, 12 6

12/6; Grid Ma*, 1/8: 4.5, Lt.
Soper L.F., 111,- Variable

COSSOR NEW

usual sizes or cut to
MASTER 3 STAR in
special size at
square

2 B.B.C.

-

0
6
0
6
6
6

A
Va . V

3
17

The 1 - allowed off 10 - order

can buy

0

Sex, etc., screen assembly, grid
bias 9 volts, and clips for 17'6

£ 5.d.

11 to 1

We stock Igranic, Climax, Ever -Ready, Hellesen, Siemens,
Formo, Ferranti, Wearite, Ormond, J.B., Benjamin, Lotus,
Mullard, Dubilier, Lissen, Levvcos, Utility, Magnum, Peto

0

- - 15
2 v. screened grid - - - 22
2 v. power valve
- - - 12
2 v. R.C. valve
- - - 10
Metal cabinet, complete with terminals and strips, baseboard, wire,
-

Dec., 23rd, Sunday,

Dec. 24th, Monday, 9 to 9

WOUND

6
6

DECEMBER 17th, 18th, 19th j OPEN
20th, 21st, 22nd( 9 to 9

COILS for

4

8

XMAS ARRANGEMENTS

PLUG-IN COILS
ACCURATELY WOUND
HIGHEST QUALITY
SPECIAL OFFER
D.S.C. WIRE TESTED
250;600 B.B.C., 8 per pair Long Wave, 9/6 per pair.
POST 1 -, pair.
TUNEWELL DUAL COIL EBONITE PANELS best

you

- 2
- 5
- 6
- 2

BUSINESS suanu.rdmoalYnli ttooi

(If over 150 miles Carriage Forward)
2 Handsome S.M. Dials, Set

P.M. r MT. P.51.3

LEAFLETS FOR SE'l S FREE

-

: 12 : 6

VALVES Brandola Horn Type, 5 O'-.
Cone
Leading Stockist The EllipticonSpeaker,
7 7 /-.

C.T. Coils, 40, 50, 60, 75, 3/6 cacti; 100, 110. 200, 5/3 each.
Glazite, 10d. 10 It.; Frame Aerial Wire, 3/0 100 ft. Battery
Leads, 5 -way, 5/0; 6 -way, 7/0; 7 -way, 8/6. Binocular 6 -pin
Coils, B.A.('.5. 10,-; P.A.C.20, 12,1-; B.S.P.5. 161-:
0. 20;'-; B.A.R.5, 10/-; B.A.R.20,
Q -Coils, Aerial,15/-.
H.F. Transformers, 21,'-. Touchstone, 30, - pr. For l'entodc
3. Super Six -pin Coils, Etc., Stocked.

to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.

This address is at the back of Daly's

2/6

or
2 5XX
do.
... ,,_

for ri/0 pr.
With

Kit
Only.

Orders Accepted.
Sent in Rotation.
Forward Order

OUR NEW GATALOGUE 1/143 pages profusely illustrated with
LATEST UP-TO-DATE SETS & COMPONENTS

Scott, Peerless, Burndept, Pye, Marconi, McMichael,
Browns,
Cosmos, Carborundum, R.L-Varlay, Gambrel),

FOR

79

Sterling, Amplions-in fact, everything it is possible to stork
in Radm Components.

KITS OF PARTS
FOR

ALL CIRCUITS

PAY POSTMAN.

MELODY

Quotations for Sets of
Parts over 25 - in
Value. Customers are
requested to make out
List (if for a particular
circuit please give title,
date, and name of
paper. Lowest possible estimate given.
Please write plainly.

Advt. of K. Raymond

(switch 1 -)

Grade "A" 3 16" Stocked
inch.

COUPON No. 21

ONLY ONE COUPON ON ANY ONE ORDER
If you spend 25;'- or more you can buy for 3d. extra
any one (only) of the following :
S.M. Dial. 100 ft. 7/22 Copper Aerial, 12 yds. Leadin. Fuse and Holder, 12 Nickel Terminals, 60X Coil,

ILK Choke, Permanent Detector, Battery Switch,
.0003 and 2-meg. Leak, 9 -volt Grid Bias, Panel
Brackets, 6 -pin ('oil Base. 100 ft. Insulated Aerial,

Loud Speaker Silk Cord. 30 ft. Covered Connecting
Wire, Ebonite panel, 9x6. 12 yds. Twin Flex. 100 ft.
Indoor Aerial.
ONLY AVAILABLE AT K. RAYMOND'S

Advertisers Aopreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

DECEMBER 8, 1928

VALVES K. RAYMOND

STANDARD

LOADING
COILS

MULLARD D., H.T., L.F., ros. 6d.

27 & 28a LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE
Super Power, 15s. This address
is at the back of Daly's
6v.
Theatre. Phones: Gerrard 4637 and P821
Screened Grid upright, 22S. 6d.
Pentode (Pentone) 25s.
2 v. and 4 v.

Power, 12s. 6d.

READY TO USE
As specified in

2v.

PAY., A.W., M.W.
SETS

4v.

COSSOR, MARCONI, OSRAM,
B.T.H., EDISWAN, SIX -SIXTY

WEARITE, BURNEJONES, LEWCOS

7/6 each

amateur W3

1(01

2v.

('a`est)

4v.

BLUE SPOT
66K (101)

6v.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE
1SENSATIONAL OFFERL incorporates latest valve data, profusely
illustrated, 143 pages, is., which is
allowed off first los. order.

THREE -VALVE SETS

The ORIGINAL

and 2 L.P.
RECEIVES LOCAL,
5521, 5XX AND
MANY CONTINENTAL SeATIONS

Please

MULLARD
MASTER 3

Read

Many customers still wish to build, so we repeat offer
No solder-only 20 wires to connect. COMPLETE SET

Below

OF COMPONENTS. 2 Term. strips 2} x Z. Lewcos Base,
21.B. condensers, Climax B.F. choke, 3 Valve Holders,
Magnum Brackets, 4 Terminals, Spade Terminals,
Wander Plugs, Bulgier Switch, R.I. Unit, R.I. L.F. Tram former, Mullard .0003,2 meg. Leak, Flex, Screws, &c.

And Three Mullard P.M. Valves

This is the set you are looking for. It
does not require pages of flowery language to describe its virtues, It is just
an honest -to -goodness set, suitable for
the listener who needs quality, purity of
tone, and excellent results.

WE DO NOT

CLAIM 500 STATIONS IN 20 MINUTES, but do claim that at DOUBLE
THE PRICE NO BETTER RECEIVER
is obtainable.
OUR PRICE IS

£5

12

s

6

Carriage forward,
Case 2 -

£5 : 17:6
>

FOR

5S.

Coils, long wave and B.B.C.

EXTRA YOU
CAN BUY
(with

Total

Aluminium Panel 18x7 drilled..
Highest possible quality.
Grid Bias 9 v. 2 wound

Parts only)

>

Magnificent

for Master 3.
Set of Links for connecting
Baseboard.
Carriage 1,3 (extra over 150

Oak

or

BRITAIN'S

AERIAL EQUIP-

MENT, GRID BIAS

2 -volt L.T.
BATTERY
LEADS

NOTHING ELSE TO BUY
Only obtainable at K. Raymond's

ANY MAKE OF SPEAKER CAN
BE SUPPLIED BY ARRANGEMENT

The Original COSSOR MELON MAKER

Mahogany

ished cabinet. HINGED LID. All components enclosed.
RECEIVER AS LOUD - SPEAKER
(Cone 12 6 extra)
SHOWN
3 British Valves
100 -volt H.T.
(1 Power. Dull Emitter)
BATTERY

Still remains the "SET OF THE SEASON."
THESE ARE THE SPECIFIED PARTS.

"FAVOURITE 2'

ALL PARTS STOCKED
Ebonite Panel, .0005 Ormond S.L.F., S.M. Dial, 6 -ohms,

2 -way geared with 4 Terminals, long handle, 2 Lotus
Valve Holders, .0003 and Series Clip, 2 meg. Leak,
B.T.H. or R.I. and Varley L.P. Transformer, .0005
Fixed, Strip 4 x 2, 8 marked Terminals, G.B. Clips, 2
Wander Plugs, Square Wire.

The Lot 45 - Nett.

BRITAIN'S

Special
Price £3:19:6
Packing and Carr. 1,6, U.K. only).
2 Ormond .0005
2 S.M. Dials
6 T.C.C. Condensers
2 B.B. Clips
1 B.B. Rheostat

CRADLE FRAME
AND

CONE KIT
FOR
VARIOUS UNITS
(Balanced Armature)

CONE KIT

comprising
KRAFT
DIAPHRAGM, CARD

EXTRA

RING and SEGMENTS (Post

311.)

4/

Aluminium CRADLE
FRAME; ready a r,
101
to use ..
Complete Lot .. 15/ (Plywood Clamoina Washer Free)

> Screws

AMERICAN TYPE CABINETS
AS SHOWN, HINGED LID

and Baseboard

ohm Panel Rheostat, 3 B.R. Valve Holders, 2 Single

21

2-meg. Leak, H.F. Choke, R.C. Dubilier Unit, R.I.
Transformer, 7 marked Terminals, 2 Strips 4 x 2.

'-

Magnificent
Quality

57:6

KITS of PARTS FOR DARIO

ALL CIRCUITS

21x11 Strip
9 -volt Grid Mao
20 ft. Connecting Wirc

OAK or MAHOCANY (21x7)

LIST OF COMPONENTS
Ormond .0005 and .00025 Log Mid -line Condensers, 7 -

-

9 named Terminals

YOU CAN
BUY WITH
ABOVE KIT

2 ,/6

" FAVOURITE 3
Latest Nett, Price

3 Dubilier Leaks
3 Lotus Valve Holders
Ferranti A.F.3
2 Switches

And splendid PIRITE FORMER wound with double
Silk Wire to specification (with improved reaction,
3,6 extra).
> tqa7 Polished Panel
FOR

Coil -holders, .0003 Fixed and Series Clip and Dubilier

THE SQUIRE
ALUMINIUM

25/. Early

American Type Cabinet value 25 for 16'11 with above parts (only).

Be Sure it's RAYMOND'S

NO COILS TO
CHANGE

Order

miles.)

ASSEMBLED READY TO USE
in handsome American type oak pol-

ADJUSTABLE MODEL
4 -POLE BALANCED ARMATURE

0

But will be included
with parts for 16;11
if purchased same time

RADIO
MICRO

VALVES

General Purpose .05 amp.
RCC

06 amp

5/6

5/6

Send Detailed List for Keen
Quotations

T Supe --Power. .i g MP, - 716

ORDER EARLY FOR QUICK DELIVERY

T

General Purpos...05 amp. 5,6
R C C 07 amp
Super -Power. I amp. . 7,6

5,6

Mention cf "Amateur Wireless " to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

WEILO

L.F.

TRANSFORMERS

8/6 and 11/6
TRY ONE

emateur WtreiT
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"RADIO CAROLS FROM
AFAR "

(Continued from page 98o)
a fine transmission. Munich, on 536.6

metres, is well served by Kaiserslautern,
on 279.4 metres, and Nurnberg on 242
metres. The last is, at the present time,
one of the strongest and most reliable of
all Continental signals.
Programmes from the Danish station
Copenhagen are, on the whole, pretty well
received in this country; but should there

be jamming in the neighbourhood

of

337 metres- a change can always be made
to r,68o metres, upon which wave,length
Kalundborg, the 7.5 kilowatt relay,
operates.
Swedtp is very well off for broadcasting
stations. Stockholm, on 543.1 metres, has

a very powerful infant in Motala, on
1,363.6 Metres, with 20 kilowatts behind
him. The programmes are also relayed by
Gothenburg, on 416.6 metres; Malmoe, on

260.1 metres; and Sundsvall, on 545.5
metres.

Holland has two big stations -Hilver-

0 you know the current delivered by

your Mains H.T. Eliminator 7 Volume
quality depend entirely on the plate
voltage recommended by the valve menu lecturers. Without an Flimeter " you ere

completely in the dark. The Si'am " Eli -

meter" is designed specially In- this work
nd gives accurate dead beat readings
up to 220 volts. Res. 160,000 ohms
handsome metal dial. Poke

W

Ask your dealer and mite

for interesting leaflet." What
simple meters can shout

you," to Dept. A.W.
STEAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT

sum, on 1,071 metres, and Huizen, which
works on 340.9 metres until 5.4o p.m. and
afterwards on 1,875 metres. Vienna is
practically the only Austrian station well
heard in this country. Radio-Wein trans-

mits upon two wavelengths -579.r and
517.2

metres.

It will be seen from what has been said
that the choice of Christmas stations is a
wide one.

L.T. Accumulators, celluloid, 4 volts 40 amp., 10/-. H.T.,
in ebonite, 1,000 m.a. hours, 60 volts, 1916; 90 volts, 291.;
120 volts, 39/.. 3 volts Inert Dura, 1/3. Cell Fillers, 1/6.
Hydrometers, 1/-. Thermometers, 1/-.

Transmitters. R.A.F., I -in. spark, with A.T.I. and all
fittings in polished mahogany case. Cost £15.

Sale 15/-.

IGO watts, 251.; 250 watts, 50'-. 2 -Valve Aircraft ditto, with

Osram valves; speech or morse, 40/- each. No. I Tapping
Keys, open type, with massive contacts, 6/. each. No. 5IKD,
with aluminium cover, double contact, fine work, 7/6 each.
Morse Practice Sets, with buzzer and key on mahogany panel,
8/6 each. Morse Recorders, for making picture receivers,
35'. each. Spark Gaps, 2!..
Receivers. R.A.F. Aircraft 3 -valve Semi -portable, Det.,
2 L.F., 3 anti-pong holders, remote control, variable condenser, and rheostat. All tested on broadcast, W.. R.A.F.
5 -valve ditto, with valves, fA, or fitted in polished mahogany
cabinet, with S.M. dials, £6 10s. 3 -valve L.F. Amplifiers,
30!-. Twin Loud -speaker Wire, 1/- per 100 yds. 2 -pin
Wall Plugs and Sockets, 10d. 8 -way " Lucas Switch, 3/6.
Remote Tuning Controls, fitted long cord and two variable
condensers and rheo., 2/-.
Telephones. Browns' 4,000 or 2,000 ohms pairs, headband
and cord, 351. per pair; 1,500 ohms ditto, 30/.; 120 ohms
ditto, 25/, Sullivan L.R., 3/6 pair. Single Receivers,
60 ohms or 750 ohms, 10/.; 2,000 ohms, 14/-. Single Western
or Ericsson Receivers for pick-ups, 1/6. Public Address
Hand Microphones, 15/.. Wrist Micros, 12/6. Speech
Buttons, 1/... Carbon Micro. Ins.ds, 9tl. Skinderviken, 2,S
Arnplion Loud -speaker Units, N, 7/6.
Meters, Milliammeters, all ranges, 15/- to 22/6;.0 to 500
volts, 451.. Weston Meters, all ranges to 1,600 volts, all
1

cheap. Testing Sets, Elliott and other makes, E.108, 4
ranges, amps. and volts, 45/.. A.G. Hot Wire. 1 amp., 4/-.
Silvertown Salvos, 716. Weston Re lays,27 '6.

Gun Telescopes, 25/, Air ditto, 2116. Gyroscopes, 15'..
Dynamos. L.T. Charging, W.W., 20 volts, 5 amps., 50 -.
L., 12 volts, 8 amps. 95', Ct.,18 volts 8 amps., 65.. 50
volts 25 amps., £7

101:.

80 volts 20 amps., £810s., and others.

High-tension Charging Motor Generators, 230 volts,

A.C. to 100 volts, 100 m.a. D.C., 70/.. Dynamos, 100 volts
4 amps.,25/-. 250 volts 4 amps., f3 10s. H.T. Anode
Motor enerators, 100 volts, D.C. to 250 volts, 250 m.a., f10.
220 volts D.C. to 400 volts D.C., 200 m.a., £12. Fine brand
new 2 -commutator G.E.C. Aircraft Generators, 950 volts
60 m.a. and 6 volts 5 amps., £10; 600 volts 100 m.a. and
6 volts 5 amps., £5. Fine Newton H.T. Generators, 1 k.w.,
2,000 volts, £30. Slow speed 1-k.w. 2,000 volts, £40. 2-k.w.
2,000 and 4,000 volts, £52. Large E.V. Megger Hand Gener-

ators, 600 volts and 1,500 volts, is. Medium, f5. Hand
Magnetos, 80 volts 50 m.a.. 6/-. H.T. 4,000 volts 1 mf.

" MAKING A STATION FINDING METER"

Co., Ltd., Bub Rouse, Aldwyeb, W.0.2
:150 colts external res.
eon twits external
re, 37.8.

The first ROYAL AIR FORCE SALE for three years has
enabled us to acquire an enormous stock of the finest
Wireless and Electrical Apparatus that has ever been
available to the public. All is of the highest possible
grade, made regardless of cost, to W.D. tests, and is
the biggest bargain ever offered to "Amateur Wire.
less " readers. Call if you can.
should be placed
The sale period is limited and
early or you will Ee disappointed. Preliminary list

(Continued front page 942)

first locating the two points obtained from
the known stations' wavelengths and
wavemeter-dial readings, and then drawing
a straight line between these two points.
If possible a third check reading should

Mica Condensers, 10:-. 2,000 volts varia, in glass case, 15/-.
Small 100 -volt Motors,
Wheatstone Bridges. G.P.O. and dial types, from
10s,
Mirror Galvos Reflecting Beam, by Paul, Gambrel', Sullivan
and Tinsley, £3. Standard Resistance Boxes and Universal

Shunts, 35/.. Paul Unipivots, Electrostatic Voltmeters to
5,000 volts, £8. Silvertown Galvos, 7/6.
Transmitting Valves, 6 -volt, 40, 100, 200, and 250 watts,
from 9'6.
Wavemeters by Townsend, Paul, Silvertown, Gambrel', and
MaEleracornici, pfroo.mkelt5-T1..r

2/6.

dies, with new " Ever -Ready " Battery,
Airship Safety Lamps, 2 -volt, 7/6. 25 voltsto 220 volts

Candle Lamps, 6d. Hand Lanterns, ditto, 4/6. Radiotor
250 -watt 110 -volt Lamps for charging, 2/6. Lucas 8 -way
Switches, in mahogany case, brass lid, 6 sp. I D.P.C.O..
D.P., 3,6. 3 -amp. Wall Plugs for loud -speller extension,
1

9d.

Electric Bells, G.P.O. Circular, 2/.. Outdoor, 1,6. Large
Ironclad Bells, 5/.. Remote Control Relays. 8',

use.

M.R.

..r00

50 Petrol Electric Generating Sets. Air Force. Portable
k.w., 50/70 volts 20 amps., from £15.

THE

LORIOSTAT
For perfect filament control.

Immersion Heaters, 110 and 220 volts, Ediswan,

volts, 17/6.
2'6 .Ele HricS17

2

349

4

5/6
7/3
9/-

as

inPans'5.
porcelain and ebonite, from 6d. each.
Empire Insulating Cloth, for coils, chokes, etc., 1/- roll, 100
4 -pin Plug and Sockets. Bd. pair. 2 -pin Wall 50 ditto,

*WI

.11n0$1'

Insulators,
400

way 2/-

3

150 Electric Bench

and Portable Drills, [rem £5. Electric Hand Blowers, 220

"
300

ES,

I

,,

6 10/9
3 or 30 ohm'
As used in numerous "Amateur Wireless "receivers
A multiple unit superseding the fixed Resistor. Can be used an
any circuit to perfectly and independently control any number of
Salves, For downright efficiency use a LORIOSTAT in your set,

Switchgear. Slow motion geared Slide Rheos, 250 w., 71.
147 S.P. Plug Boards, 9 -way, 10 amp , 2/.. Lucas 8 -way
Switchboxes, 6 S.P., I D.P., I C.O., 3/6. S.P.C.O. Switches
on porcelain, 1/6. H.T. Send Receivers, 216; 20,000 volts,
25,.. Hundreds of other switches and controllers.
Flashing Signal Lamps. Aldis, 19/6. C.A.V., 12/6.
3 -colour Hand, 8/.. Leather Cases. 10 by 8 by 6, with strap,
5,'.. Smaller, 2/6. Aerial Halliards, 641. Aerial Winches.
with brake, 1/6. Valve Boxes, 3 cell, padded. 114. Double
Protractors, in leather case,
Instrument Cases, mahog.,

I

I

r.
MMMMMMMM

I

e00

Plated angle Terminals, 10 CA., ld. Marconi T6 Table
Varia Condensers, 7/6. Mahogany Cases, with lid and ebon.
panel, 5 sunk xoskets, for H.T. units, 8 by 4 by 31, 2;-. L.S.

A. W. STAPLETON

Condensers, .05 na,d., 5 taps, 5,-. Earth Spikes, with ter-

19a, Lorrimore Buildings, Lorrimore Street,
Walworth, S.E.17

Phone : Rodney 3.169

/08

minal,

o.amwemzregr,sm
0

80

to

90

B0

/6/0,

/Pa

/ia

/AO

/90

EASY PAYMENTS

Calibration Chart of Station -finding Meter

LOUD -SPEAKERS, HEADPHONES,

be obtained, and when located on the
graph this point should, of course, fall on
the straight line. The wavemeter can then

H.T. ACCUMULATORS. Anithing Wireless
Send a list of the parts you are requiring and vaa
will send you a quotation on monthly payments.

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET
'Phone: Museum 1414

CAt. Portland St., 00.1

with brass handle, lid, and drop front, 7 by 8 by 51, each, 216.

be brought into use for checking the wavelengths of unknown stations.

ToneftLother goods too numerous to list. Send us
your inquiries.

Have you ordered your Dix-Onemeter yet ?
rush causes delay.

Xmas

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218 UPPER THAMES STREET, t.C.4
St. Paul's and Blackfriars Stn 'Phone, City 0191
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moteur

1003

trett:5)

N C C 207

Finston
for the

BINOWAVE COILS
JAMES SPECIAL 3

POWER

TRANSFORMERS

Made to specification and specially designed for
circuits employing Screened Grid Valves.
A change -over switch is embodied so that there

The largest and most varied
stocks in London of Mains.
transformers for all metheds
of rectification. Explanatory
lists with diagrams free on

is no need to change coda for either Short- or

Longwave reception.

The coils are mounted on a base and have
terminals at side for connections.

PRICE PER SET

25/ -

Complete

request.

Send for Illustrated Leaflet. .13/C: Obtain able through Dealers or from

STONE MFG. CO.,

F. C. HEAYBERD & Co.
8 9 Talbot Court, Eastcheap, E.C.3

108 9 Gt. Saffron Hill, London, E.C.1

(One ralnute firm Monort,nt Underground station)

Scott's All -Wave Ebonite Tuner
Price Now ONLY 13/6 Post Paid
"P. W." Teat Report,
May 12th.

"On test we 10101,1 this

Wnillid with green silk
on a polished
elmiite tube; switch and
variable reaction roil, wire

quit e

Jatisfactdry
throughout. It la nicely
made, more rdbust than

Pirti.

only be regarded as an

plate and instructions.
If your dealer does not
stook this Timer, tend
direct to the maimfactureni.
Cash with
order or C.O.D. MI

reaction control

being

the majority, and can
economical

at lii."

proposition

A aimiler report was
published by 'Wm/tear
June 10th,
and "Wireless World,"
Wireless."

October 10th.

blued
in.

nickel -plated

Size,

4i

x

MEGAVOX - SIX -SIXTY RECEIVER,
Send this ro re Pc n to address
below row for NI: W LIST,

iing
Supplied with
diagram, (billing tem-

'Phone : Brixton 1504

etc., etc

To Carrington Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Catnco Works.,
Sander -stead Road,:.SOuth Croydon
-

Please send me your NEW -LIST
Name

orders despatched came
Inc ;is received.

S. W. SCOTT & CO., 67a Lothian Rd., London, S.W.9
TRADE SUPPLIED.

THE MUSIC MAGNET
MULLARD CIRCUITS

Co: Araction .1
Detai

unit covered the wan
length range claimedei.e., 180.2,000 metres-

-

FEE CABINETSOFFOR

Carr:n gton
.1fanufac turtng
Co. -Ltd, Canto) Works, San-

Address

dersteadl:d., South Croydon.
'let.

m32:1 (2 lineal

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertiser.

DECEMBER 8, 1923
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engaturWirelT
" Amateur Wireess and Radiovision."

of

COSSOR H.F. UNIT complete kit 35/, Mahogany .Cabiliet
Smeaton, 59 Earlsmere Avenue, Doncaster.

A type
MERITED DEMAND
FIXED MICA WELL
tot the only UNIVERSAL CHOKE,
10 to 2,500 metre,.
CONDENSERS suitable for
self -capacity - Highest.- selflowest

I5/.; Baseboards included. New Cossor, including polished panel and
5.ply baseboard, Oak, 15/-; Oak, 'Walnut, or Mahogany finish, 10/6
Hand made and french polished.
Slobber feet. (rated cud Carriage
paid. Send for /lat.-Gilbert, Cabinet Maker, Swindon.

stage H.P. coupling.
The Demand is so great for

%RI

SOMETHING NEW ! !-

CDM

C

COMPONENTS

.00005 to .002, 1/8
.0025 to .006, 2; THAT WE HAVE TAKEN
. 0003 and Grid
Leak
- 2,'- DOUBLE ACCOMMODATION

C

Uncle Tom's" EXPONENTIAL HORN
Tried against the BEST on the market and
proved vastly SUPERIOR to them ALI..
Moving Coil and Cone Speakers beaten every time.

Prices from £2 12s. 6d. to £6. Including Unit.

C. D. MELHUISH (DZ.)

Particulars Free.

"Uncle Tom," PAYNE & HORNSBY, LTD.,

Offices and Works :

GALLOWGATE, NEWOASTLE-ON-TYNE,
And at Dublin. Sunderland and N. Shields.

8 Gt. Sutton Street, Goswell Road, EX.'
a

r, The Gilbert Engineering Works. Moreland St., E.C.I.

REPAIRS

oc)"

Telephone : CLERKEN WELL 717.1.

Any make of L.P. Transformer, I.)nd-speaker
or lleadphone4 repaired and dispak lied with

cLAROSTAT

Send list of requirements to

48

cl4i,ds-nkr
'

Trrnis to 5"rndr,

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.

'RESISTANCES

E.C.2.

HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
4/- Post Free.

witheach repair.

VARIABLE.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY

-Service" Dept.

'514 High Street. Colliers Wood. London SAVA)

FOR VOLUME ,TON E,

DISTANT CONTROL,

Telephone: City 1977.

'"-'"' ELIMINATORS ETC,

RELIABILITY

As freguntly specified by TheExperts:
HIGH QUALITY LOW PRICE
New 20 Page Brocure free on request-.

GIVE HIM AN

EPOCH

WIRELESS GUIDE

Fend for New Edition No. Tf.99. It's
TREE. Packed folio! good things at

Many unique circuits.

keen prices for Wireless Constructor,
Trade Eaquiriex

CLAUDE LYONS LTD.

MOVING -COIL SPEAKER

J 3H.R...010
-TAYLOR
CO.
HOUSE

76,OLDHALL ST.,L1VERPOOL.

THE FINEST

IN THE WORLD.

From £2 10 0 to £6 12 6

MACAO LAY DT. MU ODEKSFiELD

_13R mAmMIMINIMEMMI

VARIETY OF MODELS.
Full particulars from :

YOU WANT BARGAINS-WE HAVE THEM

EVERYTHING
for WIRELESS

S.L.F.

Epoch Electrical Society, Ltd.,

CONDENSER

53, Gracechurch Street, &Ill, Cannon Street, E.C.3.

Cut ebonite End
Plates without Dial

Solid Mahogany Cabinet

-ON EASY TERMS
ALSO

WONDERFUL CASH BARGAINS

Sound
engineering job

sa

.0005 4/6

Hand french polished,satin
finish, hinged lids. Will take

.0003 4/3

Nothin7 too small- Nothing too largz
Write for list and particulars

ANOTHER BARGAIN OFFER

.0001 4/ -

Osram Music Magnet complete with

NORMAN HUNTLY,

any set or panel up to 20" x.

23,6 down and 11 monthly payments.
'1'. A. HARRIS, Reliable Radio Supplies,

'Phone: Clerkenwell 4101'.

St. John's Church Road, Hackney, E.9.

j

free

Delivered
England & Wales

all

Batter es, Valves and Am7lion A C 4 speaker.

35, CLERKENWELL GREEN, LONDON, E.C.1

and battery compartmmt

20" long, 11' high, and 12" deep.
The overall size is 34' high,
23' w:de, 14" creep.

Send us your
requirements.

Provident
eke( 'es taken.

MIKE YOUR OWN HIGH-TENSIOil EUMINATO1ANn 411 POWER UNIT
13

56/ -

"RADCROIX

Scotland 26 extra.
Crate 5,- extra, returnable.

MAINS UNIT COMPONENTS. Gusrunt ed outout 200 v. 30ma.
H.T.,

E. DIGBY, 9 The Oval
Hackney Road, E.2.

9/.,

OAK CABINETS.-Mystery 660, 17/6 Master 3. 15/, Melody Maker.

and preferred for a two.

inductance,

scheme.

10",

l/.C.t

Gardens. Holloway. N.7.

"EliP in" 4/.

Individually tested.

We are in a position to give immediate
delivery of the New Cossor Melody Maker Kit.
Cash price £7 15s. (carriage free), or 10,1- with
order and it monthly payments of 14/6.
We also supply all other Wireless Apparatus
that is on the market under our easy payment

charged

A I_ I. W0000 RN.
WIRELESS OPERATING APPOINTMENTS; fees payable after aviary
Mg (for boarding students). Morse classes. Wimcas School, Manor

type,

Prompt Delivery

are

INVENTOR'S. GUIDE ON. PATENTS.,..14A.. 25:1
Gras 's Inn Road. London. W.C.i.
WOOL) HORNS for all gramophone units, etc.: List. aladdison
I Chapel St.. Edgware ltd., N.W.I. Matto( Actor.. of 1 II E.

Upright

NEW COSSOR MELODY MAKER

head

FREE

Glass

ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Manager, or the Publisher, "Amateur
ireless," 58-61 Fetter Law, London. E.C.4.

this

E8/61, FETTER LANE, LONDON,

Protected
Choke,

sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, accord-

under

" A MAT1 ER WIRELESS," ADVERTISEMENT DEFARTMEN r.

I GREAT DEMAND

the paper only. All

II, Oat Lane, London,

Advertisements

THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum chart,.
THREE SHILLINGS.

ARE NOW IN

C

General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.

H.F.CHOKES

Price

Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following,
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to " Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd.''

A.C..

Unit

6 Variable Voltages

All Power A.C.. Unit 6 Variable Voltages

£2
£3

17
9

9
3

Unit.
:
6 Variable Voltages
£1
8 6
Battery Charger complete with valves, charging rate 2 amps £1 15
Wiring Diagram free.
State A.C. or D.C.
From your dealer or direct from
Cletkroope,II 5:, 172.

'Phone:

Bishopsgate 6458

Let us mole for flour ow.r design

THE

WHOLESALE

WiltIESS COMPANY,

103,

FarringtIon,

0

Hoak Who, ICJ

THE
LETTS' 1929 AMATEUR WIRELESS
NOTE -BOOK DIARY
Makes a First-rate Xmas Gift
Now on Sale from this Office. Prices 1 fi and 2 6

mc,

Ae4sstip
STANDARD HIGH TENSION
BATTERIES with GRID BIAS

No. 16217 "Daimon " Battery 60 volts with Grid Bias 7,'3 each
No. 16219 " Daimon " Battery 100 volts with Grid Bias 1 2 3 each

From all good dealers

Issued by The Mandaw Company, Ltd., 9-15 Wbiteeross Street, London, E.C.1

=flair Winks'

COUPON
Available until Saturday,
DECEMBER 15th, 1928

DECEMEER 8, 1,C23
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Watmel Imperial

Wireless Products
INN

,,,,, ,,,,,,:dtdCreMefOJJAINIM.04,4N

I

THE TAPPED L.F. CHOKE
THE method of using a

you may get the exact impe-

Choke for the amplifica-

dance required, we have taken

tion of audio -frequency currents has gained enormously

tappings out at points which
give inductances of 4o to 6o
henries. The total inductance

in popularity of late, and in
this instrument you will find

THE DOUBLE RANGE TUNER

of the instrument as measured

a Choke which gives clear and

across the outside terminals
is too henries,

uniform reproduction

HAVING first wished all our many friends the Compliments of the Season, we will go one further and suggest
one or two ways in which they can make it a successful Radio

throughout the entire frequency range. In order that

and the price is 15/6

Season.

Successful radio is trouble -free radio, and that receiving
set gives least trouble whose component parts have been
designed by experts and made by people who understand

THE FAMOUS IMPERIAL H..: .

their work.
Watmel components, as well as Watmel complete receivers,

CHOKE

are enjoying this year a greater popularity than ever before,
and they owe this popularity to a widespread recognition of
their sterling merit.
The Double Range Tuner shown above solves all tuning
problems and does away with all coil changing. It is ideal
for sets designed to operate on the broadcasting ranges of
250 to 600 or 1,000 to 2,000 metres. Change from one range
to the other is effected simply by a push-pull switch. Fine

THIS Choke has been fitted
with great success to thousands of sets, including the Cossor
Melody Maker. It enables a smooth
and accurate control over the

tuning and reaction controls are effected by two .0005

reaction to be maintained at

variable condensers.

wavelengths. Owing to the accurate
balance observed between the four

Each of these highly efficient tuners

is

sold accom-

panied by a wiring diagram showing how it is only necessary
to connect them up to two variables, two valves, and a transformer to have a complete two -valve receiving set.

sections of winding and the low
self -capacity, there is a complete
freedom from peak resonance or instability.

Your dealer will give you full particulars, but in case of

difficulty we are always willing to help you.
This Double Range Tuner is supplied
complete with instructions and push-pull
switch, for

all

5/-

5
ONONNP,MMJNINIP4 4,

.ASK FOR

JPOVN.ININNIO,P"ONOW,

PRODUCTS

NMdJJNJJJ 41,11WINIMIPJKINIKMOMO,~11

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD., Imperial Works, High Street, EDGWARE.
'PHONE: EDGWARE 0323.

met.Pnr Wu -
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A GREAT ACHIEVEMENT
-all the wonders of the screened -grid valve, incorporated in a

perfectly designed Receiver working entirely from the Mains-that's
what we have achieved in the new R.I. & Varley 4 -valve Mains

4

Receiver.

This wonderful set "takes hold of" the advantages of the screened -

grid valve, utilises them to the full in a wholly Mains -driven
Receiver, and combines in this perfect instrument, selectivity,
volume, range, and real quality of reproduction. There are
no batteries-it's transportable in the real sense of the word-

just plug in to the Mains and the set is ready for operation.
The Mains apparatus is entirely protected, making the Receiver
absolutely safe to handle. Designed for both medium and long
waves, it is so simple that .a child can operate it.
This new Receiver is the first of a range of complete Mains Sets

which will shortly be "the standard" of high-class design in
Wireless Receivers in the British Isles,

NO AERIAL-NO EARTH-NO BATTERIES
4 -VALVE MAINS RECEIVER

For D.C. supplies, £29-0-0

For A.C. supplies, £35.0-0

Prices include all Valves and Royalties.

and still another
t

Only those_ who have heard the R.I. & Varley Compound Mass
Suspension Pick-up can appreciate what realism in electrical tewoduction means. A gramophone with a Pick-up is totally different
from an ordinary gramophone. It took months of intensive
scientific research to perfect this wonderful instrument, but it wits
worth it-to-day it is far ahead of any other Pick-up on the market.
It is the ideal Christmas Gift-for your friend, for yourself.

THE MARK OF

ETTER RADIO
COMPOUND MASS
SUSPENSION PICK-UP
£3-3-0

Vale
io3

Y.T71
Lowlon

H

.(

Tel,phonc: Holborn 53O
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